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Abstract
This doctoral research was undertaken with an overall aim to enhance future productivity
of rural children in Pakistan by focusing on their cognitive potential. Objectives to
achieve this aim included administration of the culturally adapted Wechsler Preschool
and Primary Scale of Intelligence– fourth edition (WPPSI– IV) in order to develop local
intelligence norms in 6–7 years old children of rural district Rawalpindi. Rural setting
was selected because Pakistan has 63% of the rural area; therefore, rural children deserve
foremost priority in their cognitive potential assessment. Four–stage Kilifi approach was
utilized for the cultural adaptation and piloting (n=61) of this intelligence measure.
During the main study, adapted WPPSI–IV was administered to 300 children for
measuring their Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) which is an indicator of the
cognitive development. During adaptation and piloting, goodness of fit analyses of the
first and second order piloting data models concluded that the a priori WPPSI–IV model
was able to reproduce acceptable degree of correlations in the piloting data models.
Furthermore, the FSIQ scores of piloting data were found to be normally distributed. In
contrast, FSIQ scores distribution for the main study dataset came out to be non–normal
with a positive skew. Mean FSIQ and standard deviation, for the main study dataset of
this PhD research, was 84 and 13 respectively. According to the recommended qualitative
WPPSI–IV score interpretation, mean FSIQ of rural Pakistani children relative to the
United States normative sample was in the category of “low–average” while scores of
majority of children were in ‘borderline’ category. Owing to the scarcity of the published
literature, comparison of the current research’s FSIQ finding could not be made with
other similar studies on intelligence testing of the rural children from the developing
world.
Findings of the multiple regression analysis carried out in this doctoral research,
concluded that grade/class of the child was the most influential predictor of the FSIQ
followed by the level of mother’s and then father’s education. Thirty percent of the
mothers in this PhD study were found to be illiterate while this percentage for fathers was
eleven percent. Findings of our PhD research are in line with the previous empirical
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studies indicating that educated mothers were more likely to have children with higher
levels of cognitive development than the illiterate mothers. Both the parents of the child
who scored maximum FSIQ, in this doctoral research, received 16 years of education
while the parents of the child with minimum FSIQ were illiterate. Child with lowest
FSIQ was in the first grade while highest scorer was in the second grade.
Therefore, FSIQ/IQ of rural Pakistani children in low–average to borderline categories,
seen in this doctoral research, is not reflective of their full cognitive potential. Wechsler
tests measure intelligence partially through the vehicle of items taught in school, and
therefore, more or better schooling could produce the appearance of intelligence gains
over time. Educational system and living conditions of the rural Pakistani children did not
expose them to the similar areas of knowledge tested by the Wechsler IQ scale.
Assumption that differences in culture do not affect hypothetically “culture–reduced”
psychological measures is questionable with regards to the construct validation findings
of this doctoral research. Three latent constructs (visual spatial, working memory and
fluid reasoning) that demonstrated multicollinearity in the piloting data models are
identified by two observed variables in the WPPSI–IV a priori model. Recommendation
in this regard is that every latent factor should be defined by at least three and preferably
four observed

variables with acceptable loadings on it. Consequently, cognitive

development measures for use in developing countries need to be disaggregated to
incorporate urban–rural and rich–poor disparities in order to address such unexplained
group differences that could leave a void for racially prejudiced interpretation.
However, inspite of all the challenges at hand, operationalization of the available
intelligence tests in particular settings of the developing world is needed in order to shape
indicators for monitoring cognitive development Because, one of the important reasons
that developing world’s governments do not invest in early childhood development is
lack of globally accepted indicators to monitor progress with respect to the childhood
cognitive development.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction of the
Study

1)

Introduction of the Study

This chapter helps set the context and the backdrop of the PhD research that has been
undertaken. Majority of children in developing countries grow up in disadvantage with the
result that they do not attain their full potential of growth as well as of their cognitive and
socio–emotional development. Evidence suggests that cognitive and socio-emotional skills
provide basis for future academic and employment success of children (1). Hence, in
developed countries, children lagging behind their same-age peers are identified by utilizing
specialized tests in order to make available interventions for their future success (2). In
contrast, investment is negligible on intellectual wellbeing and future productivity of children
in developing world despite availability of effective cognitive-stimulating interventions to
reduce the cognitive and socio-emotional deficit estimated to affect more than 200 million
children in the developing countries (3).
Indicators are mandatory to improve developing countries’ abilities to set targets, allocate
resources, monitor progress, and ensure accountability of early childhood development
programmes. Lack of globally-accepted indicators for monitoring cognitive development
of children is fundamental reason of negligible investment on the mental wellbeing and
future

productivity

of children

in

the

developing

world (1).

Measurement of

characteristics such as love, motivation, and cognitive potential require formulation of
theoretical constructs. A cognitive development test is administered to large number of
normative/standardization sample having similar characteristics for setting ‘norms’ or
reference values for the indicator of intellectual potential (4). ‘Norms’ represent average
intellectual ability of the respective population; performance of an individual on the test
is compared relative to ‘norms.’ Available cognitive development tests have been
developed and standardized in the developed world, hence, they are not only expensive to
purchase but require technical expertise to administer in resource-poor settings of the
developing countries (5).
Therefore, it is critical to assess cognitive potential of children in Pakistan in order to
implement appropriate interventions, if a lag is identified. However, valid assessment of
cognitive development or intelligence of children from developing countries cannot be
1

made without cultural adaptations of any existing tool (6). There is not enough literature,
from the developing countries on such cultural adaptations. One such test called
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence– fourth edition (WPPSI– IV) has
not been culturally adapted for use in Pakistan. However, third edition of the WPPSI was
culturally adapted in a study which was published in 2017. The said study was carried out
in Naushero Feroze, a predominantly rural and disadvantaged district of Sindh province.
Mild-to-moderate associations of the cognitive development outcomes with factors such
as socio-economic status, nutritional status, and preschool exposure were observed in the
study (7). Despite the said research, there is lack of cognitive development research on
rural children of the developing countries. Therefore, the current research undertook
cultural adaptation of WPSSI–IV and then used it for testing of the cognitive
development of children in rural settings of Pakistan.
Pakistan has 63% of rural population (8), therefore, rural children deserve foremost
priority in assessment of their cognitive potential. Therefore,

this PhD research was

carried out for setting local reference values or ‘norms’ of cognitive potential in 6-7 years
old subgroup of children belonging to rural district of Pakistan.
Findings of the current PhD study have practical and theoretical implications for
contemplation of the policy makers, educational, and child development experts. Future
productivity of children in Pakistan can be enhanced by multi-stakeholder involvement
through

comprehensive

early

childhood

development

programmes

including

developmentally appropriate cognitive-stimulating interventions matching to the child’s
emerging cognitive abilities, better schooling and nutrition, child protection services and
poverty reduction strategies. Further studies can be planned for setting cognitive potential
‘norms’ for rural children in the developing world after standardization of the cognitive
development tests on the normative sample of the rural children. Shaping of indicators for
monitoring the cognitive development would improve the developing countries’ abilities
to set targets, allocate resources, monitor progress, and ensure accountability of early
childhood development programmes.

2

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review

2.1)

Introduction of the chapter

Literature review for this chapter was carried out according to the research question of
the PhD study which was, “How the challenge of lack of globally-accepted ‘norms’ or
reference values of indicators for monitoring the cognitive development of rural children
can be addressed for improving need-based resource allocation in Pakistan?” Literature
search for this chapter was undertaken using PubMed, the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (CDSR) and “up-to-date” database and Psycinfo using the following
key words,

“Cognitive Potential” OR ‘Intelligence’, OR “Culture and Cognitive

Abilities” OR “Monitoring Cognitive Potential and Intelligence” AND “Factors affecting
Cognitive Potential of Children” OR “Factors affecting Cognitive Potential of Children
of Rural Children in Asia”, OR “Cultural Adaptation and Norms Setting in Low and
Middle income countries” OR “Factors affecting Cognitive Potential of Children of Rural
Children in Low and Middle income countries.”
The literature was searched from 1987 onwards till date. It was observed that there is not
enough literature from the Low and Middle income countries on cultural adaptation and
norms setting of the cognitive development or intelligence tests. Wechsler Preschool and
Primary Scale of Intelligence– fourth edition (WPPSI– IV), utilized in this doctoral
research, has not been culturally adapted for use in Pakistan. Hence, the current PhD
research

undertook

cultural

adaptation

of

the

WPSSI–IV

for

cognitive

development/intelligence testing of children in rural settings of Pakistan.
2.2)

Conceptualization of Intelligence

Standard definition of intelligence is still lacking inspite of long history of debate on it
(9). Individual differences in intelligent behavior have been described by using some unit
of analysis in all theories of intelligence. Three different units for intelligence include:
stimulus–response bond, factor, and component. Different conception and composition of
intelligence is presented by each basic unit of intelligence (10). Ivan Pavlov (1849–1936),
Edward Thorndike (1874–1949), and John Watson (1878–1958) worked on the stimulus–
response (S–R) bond of intelligence. The S–R theory considers intelligence as the
learning ability from surrounding physical aspects rather than by minds (11) in
3

accordance with the old adage "You get out of it only what you put into it.” The most
prevalent theory of intelligence in the early 20th century emphasized a single, underlying
construct of intelligence as largely responsible for an individual’s performance on all
mental tasks. British psychologist Charles Spearman (1904) originally indentified this
construct as the general intelligence factor or g (12).
In 1950s, advances in intelligence theories began to focus on more discrete aspects of an
individual’s cognitive functioning to further clarify the nature of intelligence. Raymond
Cattell, a student of Spearman, introduced the theory that intelligence was composed of
two general factors: fluid intelligence (Gf) and crystalline intelligence (Gc). John L.
Horn, a student of Cattell, later expanded on Cattel’s original Gf–Gc theory to include
visual perception, short–term memory, long–term storage and retrieval, speed of
processing, auditory processing ability, quantitative ability, and reading and writing
ability factors (13).

Figure 2.1: Carroll’s three–stratum theory of intelligence 1

1

Source of the figure 2.1: Colom R, Karama S, Jung RE, Haier RJ. Human intelligence and brain
networks. Dialogues Clin Neurosci. 2010; 12:489-501.
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The Cattell–Horn–Carroll or CHC theory is an empirically derived psychometric theory
of the structure of cognitive abilities which is named after Raymond Cattell, John L. Horn
and John Bissell Carroll. Two similar theories regarding composition of intelligence have
been aggregated as the CHC theory. Firstly Carroll expanded the Gf–Gc theory (Cattell,
1941; Horn 1965) to the CHC theory which involved the use of mathematical technique,
factor analysis for statistical extraction of general intelligence factor (g). Secondly
Carroll's (1993) three–stratum theory contributed to the CHC theory by classifying
various distinct cognitive abilities into three strata. Narrow abilities are included in the
first stratum, broad abilities in the second, while stratum three consists of a single general
ability (or g) (13, 14).
Thus, intelligence has a hierarchical structure. Composition of three strata is represented
in the figure 1.1 (15). The general intelligence factor (g) is considered to be the working
definition of intelligence (4, 12). Empirical evidence concludes that g influences practical
quality of life (figure 1.2) such as academic and professional performance, school drop
outs, odds of divorce and being unemployed (12).

Figure 2.2: Relation of IQ scores with professional accomplishment 2

2

Source of the figure 2.2: Gottfredson LS. The general intelligence factor. Human intelligence Scientific
American, Inc.; 1998.
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David Wechsler is founder of Wechsler intelligence scales. Premise of his tests is that
intelligence encompasses an individual’s behaviour as a whole which is in fact general
intelligence factor (g). At the same time, intelligence is composed of distinct abilities
which make it specific. According to David Wechsler, capacity of an individual to act
purposefully,

to

think

rationally,

and

to

deal effectively with the surrounding

environment is the characterization of intelligence. Research is being conducted with
Wechsler intelligence scales, from over 70 years, in order to align them with concurrent
advances in intelligence theories and psychometric techniques. In recent revisions of the
Wechsler intelligence scales,

measurement of discrete domains of the cognitive

functioning has been in focus (9).
Robert Sternberg’s (1985) triarchic theory of intelligence characterizes intelligence in
terms of three distinct apparatus rather than a single ability. He believed that definition of
intelligence ought to include creativity and practical aspects of cognitive abilities.
Sternberg’s theory was among the first to confront psychometric theory of intelligence
(10). First part of intelligence, in the triarchic theory, is akin to what most intelligence
experts believe and assess by the attainment at school. The second part of Sternberg’s
intelligence is necessary for creative endeavors. Practical abilities required for success in
everyday life constitute the third part of intelligence (16).
Sternberg introduced new basic unit of intelligence, known as component. He described
five information processing components underlying three parts of his triarchic theory
(10). Eight “autonomous intelligences” are postulated by Howard Gardner (1993) of
Harvard

University.

Linguistic,

musical,

logical–mathematical,

visual–spatial,

bodily–

kinesthetic, naturalistic, intrapersonal, and interpersonal intelligences are expressed in
different domains of accomplishment (16). Gardner did not deny the existence of g but
regarded it as a particular factor pertinent chiefly to scholastic success (12).
2.3)

Quantification of Intelligence

Testing human mental power has evolved over the course of generations along with
unending debate on judgment of people by their cognitive competence (12). Other
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nomenclatures for intelligence are cognitive functioning, intellectual ability, thinking
skills and general ability (17). Cognition is defined as the act of knowing, that includes
perceiving,
intelligence

recognizing,
testing.

conceiving,
Thus,

both

and

reasoning;

cognition

and

which

are

intelligence

also
are

included

in

considered

indistinguishable (18). Measures of "intelligence" are also referred to as tests of
"cognitive ability"(19). Therefore, testing intelligence of children implies assessment of
their cognitive development. A great deal of research has been carried out for the
challenging task of understanding cognitive or intellectual development of children.

2.3.1)

Evolution of Intelligence Assessment

Roots of contemporary intellectual assessment research can be found in eighteenth–
century, when scientific research of child development was undertaken by keeping
records of the development of a single child in journals called baby biographies.
Scientific study of change and stability processes from conception through adolescence is
called child development. Change and stability occur as the product of several processes:
physical, socioemotional, and intellectual or cognitive.
Quantification of cognitive development is problematic owing to the intrinsic difficulty in
gauging change in language, thinking, and intellect of a child. A growing child
memorizes a poem, solves a mathematics problem, or sequences sentences meaningfully
by virtue of the cognitive development. Jean Piaget developed an account of the
qualitative stages in cognitive functioning by careful observation of the cognitive
development of his three children (20). Transition of a child from non–speaking to one
who understands words and can speak is an example of the qualitative change which is
difficult to predict (21).
Different children achieve milestones of cognitive development at different ages
particularly influenced by their cultural milieu and individual differences in information
processing (22). Physical development is development of the brain, gross and fine motor
skills including coordination (23). Changes in a child’s personality and relationships
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constitute

socioemotional

development.

All

three

domains

of

development

are

intertwined (21).
Field of cognitive psychology was dominated extensively by the Piaget’s theoretical
framework (1969). Assimilation and accommodation are the two processes, proposed by
Piaget, that are responsible for how children use and adapt their schemas. Schemata
(singular,

schema) refer to the concept that there are mental frameworks for

comprehension. When children add information about the environment into a schema
assimilation occurs whereas adjustment of the schemas to the environment is
accommodation (24).

Figure 2.3: Stages of the Child Development 3

According to Piaget’s theory, cognitive development occurs in a progression of four age–
related stages that consist of distinctive ways of thinking (25). Piaget’s stages are called
sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational and formal operational (25). However,

3 Source for the figure 2.3: Exploring how child develops. Physical and cognitive development: McGraw-

Hill. Available from: www.mcgrawhill.ca/college/santrock
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contribution of the social world to the cognitive development is minimalist in the Piaget’s
theory. It is currently believed that a child’s performance within each stage is not uniform
rather dependent on the development of language, perception, and the knowledge of real–
world that varies greatly for each individual child (26).
The path of brain development and the Piaget’s theoretical framework parallel each other.
Intelligence emerges from a 1.5 kilogram nervous circuit located inside the skull. Piaget’s
theory of cognitive development began with sensory–motor phase and ended with
higher–order reasoning. Likewise, maturation of the sensory–motor cortex (action,
vision, audition) occurs earlier than the temporal and parietal cortices (language and
spatial areas),

with

the

prefrontal cortex

(problem–solving,

reasoning,

cognitive

behaviour) maturing last of all, during adolescence and early adulthood. Therefore, it can
be concluded that visual and auditory behaviour approximate adult levels earlier than
reasoning behaviour (20).

Figure 2.4: Relation of parts of the brain with cognitive development 4

4

Source of the figure 2.4: Areas of the Brain Affected by Alzheimer's and Other Dementias. WebMD,
LLC. ; 2005-2013 [Nov 2, 2013]; Available from: http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/areas-of-the-brainaffected-by-alzheimers-and-other-dementias.
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2.3.2) Intelligence Testing & its Measures
Intelligence testing is the estimation of an individual's current intellectual functioning
through performance of various cognitive tasks designed to assess different types of
reasoning (17).

In developed

countries,

medical and

teaching institutions utilize

intelligence testing to identify individuals for specific programs for gifted children or the
mentally challenged ones (27). Intelligence tests are in fact simply one of the several
methods of collecting relevant data during assessment of the cognitive abilities. Thus,
assessment of intelligence is a systematic process of collecting information by utilizing
various tests and sources for drawing final inference (4, 28).
Psychometry pertains to the quantitative measurement of psychological or mental
characteristics such as abilities, aptitudes, knowledge, and skill. Psychometric testing is
fundamentally different from the quantitative measurements in physical sciences such as
height, weight and blood urea (4). Quantification of human psychological attributes is
intricate because of the need to define underlying psychological constructs at the outset.
Hence, a psychometric test is always pre–evaluated for its validity and reliability (29).
Construct is a theoretical concept, inferred from multiple evidences, for measuring a
mental ability which is not directly observable. Therefore, specification of intelligence
constructs is the basis of defining intelligence. From over hundred years, various
intelligence theories have guided the process of formulation of intelligence constructs (4).
In spite of long enduring history of research into measuring cognitive abilities of children
and

defining a universal indicator; international consensus on indicators of the

intellectual development is at a standstill. Reason behind this problem is that available
measures have not been effectively operationalized in the contexts of the developing
world (5). In the aftermath of laws requiring mandatory public education for all children
in 1882, the French Ministry of Education asked Alfred Binet to develop a test for the
identification of students who needed special help. This initiated the intelligence testing
research. With the requirement of education for all children, schools that previously were
educating only upper–class children had to educate a more diverse group of children with
some of them appearing unable to benefit from the education (16). Binet tried various
10

techniques to measure intelligence by assessing reasoning, judgment, and problem–
solving abilities of his own children as well as other children in the French school system.
He believed in the complexity of intelligence (27).
Binet together with Theodore Simon developed the Binet–Simon intelligence scale in
1905 which is an individually administered test whose scores yield the child's mental age
(30). Mental age of 10 is assigned to both 9 and 12 years old children on this test, if they
display mental abilities that were age–appropriate for a 10 year old. The IQ (Intelligence
Quotient), however, was not created by Binet. The Binet–Simon intelligence scale
compares mental age of a child to his/her chronological age. An average child has the
same mental and the chronological ages. Mental age of a mentally "advanced" or gifted
child is higher than his/her chronological age, while if the mental age is lower than the
chronological age, then the child is mentally "retarded," or behind his/her peers in the
intellectual development (30). Binet was aware of the fact that intelligence can only be
compared among children with similar backgrounds owing to its expansive nature that
can be influenced and changed.
In the United States, the Stanford–Binet test was developed in 1916 at Stanford
University. The Binet test was standardized and normed on California school children by
Lewis Terman who also added the well–known Intelligence Quotient (IQ) to the test
which originally was developed by William Stern (1871–1938). The test has undergone
intermittent revisions over the years and is still being used (30). Originally the Binet test
yielded only a mental age, but Stern proposed dividing the mental age by the child's
chronological age and multiplying by 100. One hundred IQ of a child indicates average
intellect, which means the mental age matches the chronological age. The child is more
gifted than an average child if the IQ is above 100, i.e., the mental age is above the
chronological age. For a developmentally retarded child, the IQ is below 100 (30). Thus,
the IQ of a 9 years and 6 months old child will be 111, which is above–average, if his/her
mental age was 10 years and 6 months ,i.e., mental age/chronological age X 100 = 127
months/114 months x 100 = 111 (16).
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Stanford–Binet intelligence scale is an ability test which is administered one–on–one for
comprehensive assessment of the intellectual ability (31). Ability indicates the level of an
individual on a particular competence in a particular area (4). The Raven's Progressive
Matrices is a popular group intelligence test which is administered from the 5–year–olds
to the elderly people (31). On account of their efficiency in administration time and
scoring (32), group intelligence tests are often used as screening tests. Individually
administered intelligence test are followed by the screening tests, where required, for
evaluating the cognitive development of children (33).
The United States army needed screening intelligence tests during the First World War.
The “Army Alpha” and “Army Beta” tests were developed by Lewis Termin and Robert
Yerkes for deciding type of advanced training required. Verbal and non–verbal abilities
of the recruits were assessed by the Alpha and the Beta tests, respectively (30). At that
time, overall estimate of the cognitive functioning was based on the verbal and nonverbal
constructs (34).
Physical, motor, sensory, and cognitive development in babies and young children are
assessed by utilizing the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development (35). The
NEPSY is a developmental “NEuroPSYchological” assessment instrument. It measures
domains such as visual–spatial processing, social perception, sensorimotor and executive
functioning (36). Executive functioning coordinates and manages various cognitive
functions on the analogy of a symphony orchestra. Children with learning disabilities,
attention–deficit,

or

hyperactivity

disorder do

not produce harmonious cognitive

functioning (37).
American psychologist David Wechsler developed Wechsler–Bellevue Intelligence Scale
(WB–I) for adults in 1939. Wechsler was chief psychologist at Bellevue Hospital in New
York whose test provided an index of general mental ability. In 1955, Wechsler revised
WB–I and named it the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). In 1981 and 1991, the
WAIS was updated and published as the WAIS–R and WAIS–III, respectively. In a
continuing effort to improve the measurement of intelligence and user–friendliness of the
test, fourth edition was published as WAIS–IV in 2008 (27). Wechsler also developed
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tests specifically for use with children: the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC, 1949) whose revision was the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Revised
(WISC–R, 1974). Alan S. Kaufman revised WISC with David Wechsler, thereafter,
Kaufman shaped his own series of tests such as Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children (K–ABC), Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement (K–TEA), and Kaufman
Brief Intelligence Test (K–BIT) (38). The WISC–III was published in 1992 (39) followed
by the WISC–IV whose scores can be interpreted in combination with the scores of
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, Second Edition (WIAT–II) (16). An achievement
test is utilized to measure the extent to which a person has acquired certain knowledge or
skill in an academic institution or training (4, 27).
After the WISC, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) was
introduced in 1967. In 1989 and 2002, WPPSI was revised twice which was followed by
its United Kingdom version in 2003 (40). The third revision, WPPSI–III, was made
available in 2002 in order to increase the age appropriateness of the scale. The WPPSI–IV
was launched in 2012 with further improved psychometric properties, developmentally
appropriate features and updated norms (41). Detail of WPPSI evolution has been
included as chapter two of this PhD thesis.
Wechsler intelligence scales are standardized, norm–referenced tests. Standardized tests
are administered to a large reference sample of similar individuals whose scores are used
in the development of norms. Reference sample must be defined in terms of examinees
age, grade, clinical status, or other characteristics at the time of testing. Norm–referenced
test is a standardized test whose scores are interpreted relative to the same–age group
(33). Average performance of the normative group is indicated by norms of the test (27).
Norming a test means generalizing its scores. Norms are statistics that act as a frame of
reference, against which the performance of subsequent examinees is gauged (4).
Computation of IQ scores utilizes a scaling method based on the normal curve. This
method, known as deviation IQ, was developed by Wechsler. Interpretation of IQ scores,
that follow a normal distribution, is relative to the mean and standard deviation of the
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normative sample (30). Mean and the standard deviation of the Wechsler tests are set at
100 and 15 points, respectively (16).
2.4)

Significance of Cultural Adaptation

Cognitive development tests are available for the evaluation of cognitive abilities of
children in the developed countries. With hundreds of tests available for measuring child
development, international consensus on indicators of the cognitive development could
not be reached because these measures have not been adequately assessed and adapted to
the developing world’s contexts (5). Cognitive and socioemotional development of
children is negatively affected by the poverty (28). In the developing countries, more than
200 million children are not achieving their potential for cognitive and socio–emotional
development (42). Therefore, valid assessment of children’s cognitive abilities requires
the careful adaptation of the developed country’s test items, materials, instructions, and
procedures to the developing country’s culture, language, and settings (43).
Culture is a notoriously difficult term to define (44). Early scholars in this field argued
that cultural diversity results from different responses to similar universal questions in
different societies (45). Hofstede (1994) defined culture as, “the collective programming
of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from
another” (44). Culture is an elusive concept posing considerable difficulties for cross–
cultural research (45). Cultural adaptation of a psychological instrument acknowledges
the need to account for specific cultural influences in accordance with the local language
and culture (46).
Cross–cultural adaptation of a tool for use in a new country, culture, and/or language
necessitates use of a distinctive method to reach equivalence between the original source
and target versions of the measure. Advances in cross–cultural research have recognized
that if measures are to be used across cultures, the items must not only be translated well
linguistically, but also must be adapted culturally to maintain the content validity of the
instrument at a conceptual level across different cultures. The term “cross–cultural
adaptation” is used to encompass a process that looks at both language (translation) and
cultural adaptation issues in the process of preparing a measure for use in another setting
14

(47). One of the important reasons for conducting cross–cultural psychological adaptation
is to investigate the robustness of generalizability of the psychological constructs in order
to uncover “’psychic unity” that is presumed to exist. Goal of several cross–culturalists
has been to show conditions under which such unity can be most easily revealed (48).
Process of cross–cultural adaptation tries to produce equivalency between source and
target populations based on test’s content and assumption that this process will ensure
retention of psychometric properties (49). Therefore, adaptation acknowledges the
existence of underlying psychological universals (constructs), and attempts to enable the
measurement of cognitive abilities in a universally comparable manner (47).
First objective of this doctoral research was the adaptation of WPPSI–IV ahead of its
administration for setting intelligence norms in 6–7 years old children of rural5
Rawalpindi district, Pakistan. Various guidelines are available for cultural adaptation
including World Health Organization’s guidelines (50). This doctoral research has
utilized the Kilifi four–stage approach for the WPPSI–IV adaptation which is considered
to be the supreme for developing countries context. Penny Holding, Amina Abubakar and
Patricia Kitsao–Wekulo of Africa Mental Health Foundation, Kenya have formulated the
Kilifi four–stage approach through more than a decade of experience of test development
and application in Kenya (47). Detail of the Kilifi approach is included in chapter five of
this PhD thesis. In this section of the thesis, the Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model
(1979, 1994) of child development has been utilized for drawing on the importance of
cultural adaptation6 .
Urie Bronfenbrenner made outstanding contribution in the study of ecology of human
development which influenced the work of many scholars (51). The word “ecology”
captures

sense

of individual–context

interrelatedness

which

is

the

hallmark

of

Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory (48). It is well established that “nature through
nurture” determines the developmental process (42).

5

Term rural has been explained in chapter 4, under section 4.3.3, titled the “Study settings”.
definition of the “cultural adaptation” has been included as section 3.3.1, chapter three.

6 Operational
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The Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model presents human development as a convoluted
web of interacting processes, actors, and systems that are embedded in cultural settings
(28). Failure to notice that child development is ethnocentric, androcentric, and
patriarchal is to overlook power dynamics among parents and children, fathers and
mothers, teachers and students, and rich and poor. Consequences are severe for those
whose lives do not match with what dominant groups consider as the natural way for
everyone to rear children (52).

Figure 2.5: Bioecological Model of Human Development 7
Bronfenbrenner model elucidates numerous contexts within the family, school, and
friends of children (microsystem); interactions between school and family (meso–
system); and affect of exo– and macrosystem on children’s microsystem (28). Exo–

7 Source of the figure 2.5: Lundberg M, Wuermli A. Children and Youth in Crisis: Protecting and

Promoting Human Development in Times of Economic Shocks. Washington D.C.: The World Bank; 2012.
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system refers to the community, parental workplace, school boards, and social service
agencies (53). These are settings where the child does not spend time, but which
influence the child’s primary settings (54). Macro–system includes the culture, belief
system and ideology of the concerned area (51).
Typical everyday activities that take place between developing individuals and the people
with whom they commonly interact are “engines of development” and are reflective of
culture as well. Culture, included as macrosystem in the Bronfenbrenner model, clearly
influences child development. Because culture consists of groups that share a common
set of values, beliefs, practices, institutions, and access to resources. Adults of the group
ought to attempt to pass on to the young ones of the group the same set of cultural values
(48). The HOME (Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment) inventory is
used to reveal relationships between several aspects of the home environment and
children’s developmental outcomes.

This instrument approaches child development

through the Bronfenbrenner ecological model and draws information on the dyad of the
child and the primary caregiver (55).
Historical, cultural, economic, political, and institutional contexts moderate the child’s
development (28). This highlights the rationale of undertaking cultural adaptation of the
WPPSI–IV in this doctoral research. Adapted tool was utilized for setting intelligence
norms in pursuit of initiation of the process towards shaping cognitive development
indicator for rural settings of Pakistan. An operational definition of the “Cultural
Adaptation of WPPSI–IV” for the purpose of this doctoral research has been included as
section 3.3.1 of the third chapter.
2.5)

Broader Context of the Doctoral Research

This doctoral research has been carried out as part of a larger study, conducted from 2012
till 2014, titled “Perinatal Depression Treatment and Child Development: A Follow–up of
the Thinking Healthy Program.” The original 2005’s THP 8 or Thinking Healthy Program
was a study conducted from 2005 till 2007 in two rural tehsils of the district Rawalpindi,

8 Detail

of the 2005’s original THP study is also given in chapter 4, section 4.4.1.
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Pakistan. Psychosocial intervention for perinatal depression was named the THP that was
delivered by the Lady Health Workers (LHWs) 9 . In the 2012’s THP follow-up study10 ,
re–enrollment of the original 2005’s THP study participants was carried out for assessing
long term impact of the psychosocial intervention on the cognitive and socio–emotional
outcomes in their children who were 6-7 years old in 2012 (56).
The PhD research component of this 2012’s follow-up THP study is regarding
assessment of cognitive development of children of those mothers who were screened
during 2005’s original THP study and were found to be normal, i.e., non–depressed
mothers and their children. The 2012’s follow up THP project carries public health
implications since there are no published studies evaluating the long term impact of an
early psychosocial intervention on child development outcomes, from either high or
LMIC (low– and middle– income) countries. Furthermore it carries implications to
inform policy decisions regarding mother–child interventions in Pakistan and similar
resource poor settings (56).
Original 2005’s THP intervention study was the largest trial of a psychological
intervention in the developing world to date that showed successful reduction in maternal
depression symptoms and improvement in health outcomes of infants in rural Pakistani
families (57). In 2008, findings from the trial were published in the Lancet (58).
Effectiveness of the original 2005’s THP intervention was tested in a cluster randomized
controlled trial. Randomization of over 900 pregnant women with perinatal depression
was carried out into treatment and control groups. Trained LHWs imparted THP to the
intervention arm while ERC (Enhanced Routine Care) was given to the control arm (56).
Incorporation of the THP into routine work of the LHWs showed significant
improvement. THP delivered through LHWs halved the rates of perinatal depression in
women who were in the intervention arm in contrast to the control arm. Additionally,
improved social functioning and reduced disability was noted during the first postnatal
year in women who received the THP.

9 Term

Lady Health Workers (LHWs) and study setting has been explained in chapter 4, section 4.3.3.
of the 2012’s THP follow-up study is also given in chapter 4, section 4.4.2.

10 Detail
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2.6)

Contribution of the Doctoral Research

Agreement on global indicators for monitoring childhood cognitive development is not
yet achieved. This international disagreement is ascribed to the non–operationalization of
available tests in the developing world’s context (5). Furthermore, requirements of highly
specialized field of psychometry are difficult to be satisfied in resource–poor settings (17)
as compared to the physical health, survival and nutritional monitoring indicators. For
most developing countries, already overwhelmed by the challenges of dealing with
morbidities and mortalities due to prevailing communicable diseases, there is a moral
dilemma of undermined weightage on the mental wellbeing of surviving children (3).
In developed countries, various special services are available for children who have
special needs. These children are identified by utilizing various cognitive development
tests (2). In contrast, such a system is not available in the developing world. Thus, ability
of majority of children to succeed in school, at work and in society is hampered
particularly if they also have disabling psychological conditions on account of their living
conditions and poverty (59). Therefore, operationalization of the available intelligence
tests in particular settings of the developing world is needed in order to shape indicators
for monitoring cognitive development (5).
One of the major problems being faced, in using internationally comparative indicators, is
nature of their aggregation and roughness resulting into suppression of countless ground
realities. For example, indicators of cognitive development are rarely disaggregated to
incorporate developing world’s issues such as poverty–related disadvantages and urban–
rural disparities. Moreover, international indicators need to be general in order to justify
their application in multiple settings.
Conversely, a global indicator of the cognitive development, such as an IQ, ought to be
compared and interpreted with caution in the context of a developing country. Because,
intelligence tests are standardized in the developed world’s context, thus, living
conditions and quality of schooling of the normative samples are different from the
developing world’s settings (5).
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UNICEF has developed and applied a system of indicators for monitoring the status of
children.

These are primarily physical health, survival, and nutritional monitoring

indicators. However, the UNICEF’s indicator system does not take account of any
indicator for monitoring cognitive development of children. Proxy indicators are used for
this purpose while thorough understanding of the problems in cognitive development
requires the use of direct indicators (60).
Numerous studies have emphasized that investment in children could play a pivotal role
in enhancing children’s and the whole nation’s productivity in future (61). Therefore,
assessment of cognitive development of children in Pakistan is vital for the purpose of
designing strategies to boost children’s and the country’s future productivity.
In the United States, Wechsler intelligence scales are the frequently used tests of
cognitive development (53). This PhD research has utilized the WPPSI–IV (Wechsler
Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence– 4th edition) for the intelligence testing of 6–7
years old children. Second objective of this doctoral research regarding “norms setting 11 ”
is targeted at determining local intelligence reference values in 6–7 years old subgroup of
children belonging to rural district Rawalpindi, Pakistan. WPPSI–IV had not been used in
Pakistan (29) for this purpose. Thus, in this doctoral research, first step towards
formulation of cognitive development indictor for rural Pakistani children has been
undertaken.
Rural setting was selected for this PhD research because Pakistan has 63% of the rural
area (8). Therefore, cognitive potential of rural children ought to be assessed on priority
and they should be the prime recipients of any cognitive-stimulating interventions
designed after dissemination of the findings of this research.

11 Operational

definition of the “norms setting” has been included as section 3.3.2, chapter three.
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This section of the literature review appraises evolution of the Wechsler Preschool &
Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI). The Wechsler intelligence scales have been
revised frequently over the last seven decades to incorporate advances in the field of
intellectual assessment. Selection of WPPSI–IV for the current doctoral research is
justified, in this chapter, along the lines of evolution of this scale.
Evolution of WPPSI–IV began with the Wechsler–Bellevue Intelligence Scale (WB–I) for
adults in 1939. Wechsler’s intelligence tests are based on the premise that a single
intelligence factor (g) ultimately characterizes all specific discrete abilities of an
individual. David Wechsler clarified that intelligence tests were only means to an end.
Earlier dichotomy of the Wechsler’s subtests into verbal and performance tasks was part
of the evolution process. Recent revisions of the Wechsler intelligence scales measure
additional discrete domains of the cognitive functioning while continuing to provide for
the broad intellectual functioning as g or general intelligence factor (13).
2.7)

Subtests & age limits: from WPPSI to WPPSI–III

Responding to the increasing need for preschool assessment, the WPPSI (Wechsler
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence) was developed in 1967 for children aged
4:0–6:6. Subtests of WPPSI included information, block design, arithmetic, vocabulary,
similarities, sentences, comprehension, geometric design, mazes, picture completion, and
animal house. In the WPPSI revised during 1989 (WPPSI–R), all original WPPSI subtests
were retained with the addition of a new subtest: Object Assembly. The WPPSI–R
extended the age range to 3:0–7:3. Factor–analytic studies of both scales supported a
two–factor model of intelligence containing verbal and performance factors. Third edition
of WPPSI (WPPSI–III) in 2002 was a major revision of the scale. Age range was extended
downwards to 2:6 with the test division into two age bands including ages 2:6–3:11 and 4:0–
7:3. The WPPSI–III had different subtest batteries for each age band (13).
In the WPPSI–III, retained subtests included; information, comprehension, vocabulary,
block design, similarities, picture completion, and object assembly; while subtests
dropped were arithmetic, sentences, geometric design, mazes and animal house. Seven
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new subtests were added in the WPPSI–III namely: receptive vocabulary, picture naming,
matrix reasoning, picture concepts, word reasoning, symbol search, and coding (13).

Figure 2.6: Test framework of the WPPSI–III 12

12

Source of the figure 2.6: Rodin GC. WPPSI-IV: overview. Pearson Clinical Assessment, PsychCorp;
2012.
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Receptive vocabulary and picture naming provided age–appropriate verbal subtests for
ages 2:6–3:11 and optional measures of expressive and receptive vocabulary for ages
4:0–7:3. For the WPPSI–III ages 2:6–3:11; three verbal subtests (receptive vocabulary,
information, and picture naming), two performance subtests (block design, and object
assembly) and four composite scores (VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and GLC 13 ) were available. For
ages

4:0–7:3; five verbal subtests (information,

word

reasoning,

comprehension,

vocabulary, and similarities), five performance subtests (block design, picture concepts,
matrix reasoning, picture completion, and object assembly), two processing speed
subtests (coding, and symbol search), two optional subtests (receptive vocabulary, and
picture naming), and five composite scores (VIQ, PIQ, PSQ, FSIQ, and GLC) were
available. The optional subtests could be used to provide the GLC to screen for general
language delays, specifically in the areas of vocabulary development (13).
2.8)

Subtests & age limits of the WPPSI–IV

Modifications in the WPPSI–IV included changes to the subtest content, administration and
scoring procedures. Four subtests from the WPPSI–III were dropped in the fourth revision:
word reasoning, picture completion, symbol search, and coding. Five subtests were retained
from the WPPSI–III for ages 2:6–3:11: information, receptive vocabulary, picture naming,
block design, and object assembly. Ten subtests were retained from the WPPSI–III for ages
4:0–7:7: information, similarities, vocabulary, matrix reasoning, comprehension, receptive
vocabulary, picture naming, block design, object assembly, and picture concepts. Despite
being retained; item content and administration procedures were revised for all subtests. Five
new subtests have been developed for the WPPSI–IV: picture memory and zoo location for
ages 2:6–3:11; and bug search, cancellation, and animal coding for ages 4:0–7:7 (13).
Subtests can be grouped into three general categories: core, supplemental, and optional.
Categorization of a subtest as core, supplemental, or optional sometimes varies by age band
and by composite score. Core subtests are used to create composite scores. Supplemental

13

Abbrevi ati ons: VIQ=Verbal IQ, PIQ=Performance IQ, PSQ=Processing Speed Quotient, FSIQ=Full
Scale IQ, GLC=General Language Composite
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subtests can be administered in addition to core subtests for sampling of broad intellectual
functioning. In some situations, supplemental subtests may also be used as substitutes for
missing or invalid core subtests when deriving composite scores. The optional subtests like
supplemental subtests; broaden the sampling of intellectual functioning beyond the core
subtests. However, optional subtests cannot be used as substitute for missing or invalid core
subtests when deriving composite scores (13).
2.9)

Composite scores of the WPPSI–IV

Significant changes have been made to the terminology for composite scores in WPPSI–IV.
Changes in nomenclature more precisely reveal the arrangement of subtests and contributing
cognitive abilities assessed by each composite. Terms VIQ, PIQ, PSQ, and GLC have been
replaced with the terms VCI, VSI, PSI, and VAI respectively. A total of ten composite scores
are available for ages 4:0–7:7 of the WPPSI–IV: VCI, VSI, FRI, WMI, PSI, FSIQ, VAI, NVI,
GAI, and CPI 14 .
All composite scores excluding FRI, PSI, and CPI are available for ages 2:6–3:11 (13). Nine
index scores available on WPPSI–IV can be subdivided into two categories: primary and
ancillary. Primary index scores are factor–based composite scores that are obtained for a
comprehensive evaluation of the cognitive ability. Five primary index scores include VCI,
VSI, FRI, WMI, and PSI. Ancillary index scores may be used to present supplementary
information regarding a child’s performance. Four remaining ancillary index scores include
VAI, NVI, GAI, and CPI (13).
2.10) Process scores of the WPPSI–IV
For ages 4:0–7:7 of the WPPSI–IV test, two process scores for the cancellation subtest are
available: CAR (Cancellation Random) and CAS (Cancellation Structured). Derivation of
these process scores is dependent on the child’s performance on the two cancellation subtest
items and does not require additional administration procedure. Significant differences

14 Abbreviations:

VCI=Verbal Comprehension Index, VSI=Visual Spatial Index, FRI=Fluid Reasoning
Index, WMI=Working Memory Index, PSI=Processing Speed Index, FSIQ=Full Scale IQ,
VAI=Vocabulary Acquisition Index, NVI=Nonverbal Index, GAI=General Ability Index, and
CPI=Cognitive Proficiency Index.
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between the performances on the two items may provide additional insight into the child’s
ability. There are no process scores for ages 2:6–3:11 on the WPPSI–IV (13).
2.11) Test structure of the WPPSI–IV
Due to substantial developmental changes in cognitive ability from ages 2:6–7:7, the age
range is divided into two age bands: ages 2:6–3:11 and ages 4:0–7:7; with each age band
taking different subtest batteries. For both the age bands, test structure represents three levels
of interpretation, including the full scale, the primary index scale, and the ancillary index scale
levels. Scores at the primary index scale level (VCI, VSI, FRI, WMI, and PSI) are most
commonly used for a comprehensive evaluation of a child’s cognitive abilities. Scores derived
at the ancillary index scale level (VAI, NVI, GAI, and CPI) are commonly used as a
complement to the primary index scores in pertinent clinical situations. Primary index scores
are based on factor–analytic evidence, whereas ancillary index scores are derived from
theoretically related subgroups of the subtests (13).
2.11.1)

Test structure of the WPPSI–IV for ages 2:6–3:11

For ages 2:6–3:11, the test framework of WPPSI–IV is divided into three primary index
scales: verbal comprehension, visual spatial and working memory. The subtests within
each scale are used to derive the corresponding primary index score: VCI, VSI, and
WMI. The full scale includes all of the subtests in each scale at the primary index level,
as well as any additional supplemental subtests that may be used to derive the FSIQ.
There are six core subtests at the primary index scale level, with each scale composed of
two core subtests (13).
At the full scale level, there are five core subtests, and two supplemental subtests. Only
one supplemental subtest substitution is allowed when deriving FSIQ. There are three
ancillary index scales: vocabulary acquisition, nonverbal, and general ability. Like the
primary index scales, the subtests within an ancillary scale are used to derive the
corresponding ancillary index score: VAI, NVI, and GAI (13).
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Figure 2.7: Test framework of the WPPSI–IV for ages 2:6–3:11 15
(The core subtests are shown in bold red and the supplemental in black italic.)
2.11.2)

Test structure of the WPPSI–IV for ages 4:0–7:7

For ages 4:0–7:7, there are ten core subtests at the primary index scale level. Like ages
2:6–3:11, no supplemental subtests are available to derive the primary index scores. At
the full scale level, there are six core subtests, and seven supplemental subtests. There are

15 Source

of the figure 2.7: Rodin GC. WPPSI-IV: overview. Pearson Clinical Assessment, PsychCorp;

2012.
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four ancillary index scales: vocabulary acquisition, nonverbal, and cognitive proficiency.
Subtests within an ancillary scale are used to derive the corresponding ancillary index
score: VAI, NVI, GAI, and CPI (13).

Figure 2.8: Test framework of the WPPSI–IV for ages 4:0–7:7 16
(The core subtests are shown in bold red and the supplemental in black italic.)

16

Source of the figure 2.8: Rodin GC. WPPSI-IV: overview. Pearson Clinical Assessment, PsychCorp;
2012.
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2.12) Revision goals of the WPPSI–IV
The WPPSI–IV revision goals were recognized through seventy years of research with the
Wechsler intelligence scales; advice from the relevant experts, practitioner and examiner
surveys, and an extensive review of the relevant literature. Revision goals may be grouped
into five categories, including:
2.12.1) Update theoretical foundations
2.12.2) Increase developmental appropriateness
2.12.3) Increase user–friendliness
2.12.4) Improve psychometric properties
2.12.5) Enhance clinical utility (13)
2.12.1)

Update theoretical foundations

The WPPSI–IV is providing new measures and composites of working memory, improved
measures and composite scores of verbal comprehension and processing speed alongside
separate visual spatial and fluid reasoning composites (13).
2.12.2)

Increase developmental appropriateness

Objects used in the WPPSI–IV subtests such as ink dauber, blocks, puzzles were chosen with
careful consideration of the child’s developmental level. During development of task
instructions, children and examiners were interviewed about instructional clarity. Moreover,
cognitive, motor, and language development were considered during development of the
measures of processing speed (13).
2.12.3)

Increase user–friendliness

The WPPSI–IV kit materials, packaging, testing time, administration & scoring directions,
and discontinue rules have been designed with user–friendliness in mind (13).
2.12.4)

Improve psychometric properties

Evidence of reliability and validity of the WPPSI–IV was provided through number of
synchronized studies. Evidence of convergent and discriminant validity is provided by
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correlational studies with instruments including: WPPSI–III, Bayley Scales of Infant &
Toddler Development–3rd edition, WISC–4th edition, Differential Ability Scale–2nd edition,
Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test– 2nd edition, NEPSY–2nd edition, Wechsler Individual
Achievement Test–3rd edition, and parent rating scales from the Behaviour Assessment
System for Children–2nd edition. Clinical utility of the extended floor (FSIQ=40) and ceiling
(FSIQ=160) was validated using data collected on children diagnosed with mild or moderate
intellectual disabilities, developmental delays, and intellectually gifted children (13).
2.12.5)

Enhance clinical utility

Four–year research program leading to the WPPSI–IV publication was an iterative process of
the scale refinement. To enhance the scale’s clinical utility, thirteen special group studies were
conducted during standardization including intellectually gifted children, children with
intellectual disabilities (mild to moderate severity), developmental delays, Asperger’s
disorder, preliteracy concerns, disorders related to the attention–deficit or hyperactivity,
disruptive behaviour, expressive language disorder, mixed receptive– expressive language
disorder, English language learners, and autistic disorder (13).
2.13) Five research stages of the WPPSI–IV development
Prior to launching the final test framework, several experimental editions of the WPPSI–IV
were developed. Test development occurred in following five stages:
2.13.1) Conceptual development
2.13.2) Pilot stage
2.13.3) National tryout
2.13.4) Standardization
2.13.5) Final assembly & evaluation (13)
2.13.1)

Conceptual development

This stage was aimed at identifying revision goals and research questions. Extensive literature
reviews, practitioner research, and consultations with customer service representatives from
Pearson were conducted to provide an initial set of revision goals. Project team and the
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WPPSI–IV advisory panel were constituted. Early in the development process, two online
surveys (n=300 & n=77) were conducted with practitioners who had used the WPPSI–III and
with other professionals involved in early childhood assessment. A follow–up telephone
survey (n=15) and four focus group discussions (n=10 for each focus group, total n=40
participants) with practitioners who used the WPPSI–III, followed the online surveys. Project
team members observed all the focus group discussions. Based on the cumulative findings,
working research plan was established, and a research version of the scale was developed for
use in the pilot stage (13).
2.13.2)

Pilot stage

Primary goal of the pilot stage was to produce a version of the scale for use in subsequent
national tryout stage. Multiple research questions were addressed through mini–pilot studies
(n=10, 11, and 23) and two pilot studies (n=364 and 337). Each of these studies utilized a
research version of the scale that included various subtest groupings retained from the
WPPSI–III and new, experimental subtests that were being considered for inclusion in the
national tryout.
This stage of development focused on such issues as item content and relevance, adequacy of
subtest floors and ceilings, clarity of instructions to the examiners and children, identification
of response processes, administration procedures, scoring criteria, item bias, and other relevant
psychometric properties (13).
2.13.3)

National tryout

This stage utilized a version of the scale with 18 subtests. Data were obtained from a stratified
sample of 437 children. Gender, ethnicity/ race, parent education level, and geographic region
were used as key demographic variables for stratification. Using this more representative
sample; research questions from the pilot stage were re–examined, items refined, and factor
analyses (both exploratory & confirmatory) were carried out for assessment of the scale’s
underlying factor structure. Additional data were collected from a number of special groups of
children: intellectually gifted (n=19), intellectual disability (n=27), and children with attention
deficit or hyperactivity disorder (n=31) to determine the adequacy of subtest’s floors and
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ceilings and the clinical utility of the scale. A sample of 134 African American children and
130 Hispanic children was also collected to allow for a statistical examination of differential
item functioning (13).
2.13.4)

Standardization stage

After reviewing the accumulated evidence from the pilot and national tryout studies; a
standardization edition of the WPPSI–IV was distributed. Standardization stage focused on
norms derivation and providing reliability, validity, and clinical utility evidence for the final
scale. Data were collected from 1,700 children aged 2:6–7:7 and 13 special groups. Evidence
of the scale’s validity was provided by administration of the WPPSI–4th edition including
WPPSI–3rd edition, Bayley–3rd edition, WISC–4th edition, and WIAT–3rd edition on additional
samples of children (13).
2.13.5)

Final assembly & evaluation

Data from the standardization were the basis of final item selection decisions. Subtest type
(core, supplemental, and optional) in children aged 4:0–7:7 were determined during final test
framework determination. Modifications were made to ensure that the core FSIQ subtests
were administered first; followed by the remaining primary and ancillary index subtests
respectively. Scoring criteria were refined for verbal subtest items requiring subjective scoring
of verbatim responses such as information, similarities, vocabulary, and comprehension. Both
the qualitative and quantitative analyses of verbatim responses were undertaken (13).
2.14) Norms development of the WPPSI–IV
Research methods utilized to develop the WPPSI–IV normative information involved
following procedures:
2.14.1) Determining start points and discontinue rules
2.14.2) Deriving subtest scaled scores
2.14.3) Deriving composite scores
2.14.4) Deriving age equivalents
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2.14.1)

Determining start points and discontinue rules

Start points are set to ensure that majority of children experience success on the first
administered items. Discontinue rules are set to limit the number of consecutive item failure
and to ensure that the maximum number of passable items are administered. Start points for
the national tryout version were set, based on pilot stage data after ensuring that at least 95%
of subtest total raw scores and at least 98% of subtest scaled scores were unchanged following
the application of the new start point. These start points were also retained for the
standardization and final editions (13).
Final adjustments to the discontinue rule for each subtest were made on the basis of empirical
studies of the standardization data. Final discontinue rules were set at lowest number of
consecutive scores of zero. For example, for the subtest block design, standardization
discontinue rule was three consecutive scores of zero which was reduced to two consecutive
scores of zero for the final version of the scale. Following the reduction, more than 99% of the
block design raw scores remained at the relative position within each age group (13).
2.14.2)

Deriving subtest scaled scores

Moments (means, standard deviations, and skewness) of every raw score were calculated for
each one of the age group of the normative sample. Best fitting curve for every moment was
selected. Selection was done on the basis of soundness to basic theoretical expectations and
prototype of growth curves observed in the WPPSI–IV and WPPSI–III. Selected curves were
used to derive mid–interval percentiles for every raw score. Conversion of percentiles to
scaled scores; with mean of 10, a standard deviation (SD) of 3, and a range from 1 to 19
provided three SDs on both sides of the mean (13).
2.14.3)

Deriving composite scores

To construct the composite score tables, calculation of sum of scaled scores for a given
composite for each child included in the normative sample was carried out using the core
subtest scaled scores contributing to that composite. All these sums of the scaled scores were
normally distributed. For every scale, sum of the scaled scores was used to derive
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corresponding mid–interval percentiles. Their conversion to standard scores was done whose
mean was set at hundred and SD at fifteen points (13).
2.14.4)

Deriving age equivalents

An age equivalent of a total raw score indicates the ages at which that score is equal to the
median value. The Administration and Scoring Manual of the WPPSI–IV provides age
equivalents for total raw scores of each subtest. Age equivalents might be misinterpreted due
to their psychometric limitations. They do not provide comparative information within an age
group which is only available through the use of standard scores and percentile ranks. Age
equivalents are median scores across age groups and do not provide information about the
distribution of scores within an age group (13).
2.15

WPPSI translation, standardization & adaptation outside the U.S.

American psychologist David Wechsler developed his first intelligence scale in 1939
which was meant for adults. In 1949, Wechsler developed intelligence test devoted to
children and named it the WISC (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children). The WPPSI
(Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence) was developed particularly for
pre–school children in 1967 (38). Two revised editions of the WPPSI have been
developed in 1989 and 2002 respectively, followed by the United Kingdom version in
2003 (40).
Anglicization and adaptation of the WPPSI–3rd edition for United Kingdom was carried
out during 2002 by the psychometric centre of the University of Cambridge. For the
WPPSI–IIIUK version, the UK representative sample of 805 children aged 2:6 to 7:3 was
utilized (62). Fourth edition of WPPSI was launched in 2012 (41) whose UK version
(WPPSI–IVUK) was published in 2013 (63).
Likewise, a stratified sample of 700 Canadian English–speaking children was utilized for
establishing Canadian norms of the WPPSI–3rd edition: Canadian (WPPSI–IIICDN) (64).
The WPPSI–4th edition: Canadian (WPPSI–IVCDN) version is also available (65). The
WPPSI–3rd edition Australian Standardized (WPPSI–III Australian) was launched in
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2004 after Australian language adaptation, standardization, and norms setting (66). The
WPPSI–4th edition: Australian and New Zealand Standardized Edition (WPPSI–4th
edition A&NZ) became available in April 2014 (67). The WPPSI–4th edition Spanish
adaptation was carried out during spring 2014 (68). Nevertheless, segregated rural-urban
settings were not used for the WPPSI-IV translation, standardization and adaptation
outside US in the developed countries.
There is not enough literature available from the developing countries on cultural
adaptations. However, in 2017, third edition of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary
Scale of Intelligence-III (WPPSI–III) was adapted in a predominantly rural and
disadvantaged district of southern Pakistan –Naushero Feroze in of Sindh province. The
study population comprised 1,273 children aged 4 years and their families who
previously participated in an early responsive stimulation and nutrition trial between birth
to 2 years (7).
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CHAPTER 3
Aim and Objectives

3.1)

Research question

How the challenge of lack of globally-accepted ‘norms’ or reference values of indicators
for monitoring the cognitive development of rural children can be addressed for
improving need-based resource allocation in Pakistan?
3.2)

Aim

To enhance future productivity17 of rural children in Pakistan by focusing on their
cognitive potential.
3.3)

Objectives
•

To culturally adapt intelligence measure (WPPSI–IV) for use in rural
setting of the district Rawalpindi.

•

To administer adapted WPPSI–IV for setting local intelligence norms in
6–7 years old children belonging to rural Rawalpindi district.

3.4)

Operational Definitions

An operational definition is used to define something (e.g. intelligence) in terms of a
process (IQ tests) (69). Operationally, intelligence of a child might be defined as a score
obtained by him/her on a specific IQ test, e.g., the WPPSI–IV. On the other hand, the
theoretical underpinnings of the WPPSI–IV measurement is useful to the extent that IQ
score could be shown to be related to other operationally defined measurements such as
the measured probability of success at school (70). In research, however, operational
definition refers to the specific meaning of a term that has been used in a particular
research study (69).

17

Productivity: Education quality and economic growth
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3.4.1) Cultural Adaptation of the WPPSI–IV
Target culture of this doctoral research did not have any pre–existing intelligence tool.
The WPPSI (Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence), which is a western
measure,

assumes universal construct

validity. This assumption renders WPPSI

applicable for measuring similar psychological concepts across both source and the target
cultures (13).
One of the important reasons for conducting cross–cultural psychological adaptation is to
investigate the robustness of generalizability of the psychological constructs in order to
uncover “’psychic unity” that is presumed to exist (48). For the purpose of this doctoral
research, “Cultural adaptation of the WPPSI–IV meant translation of verbal items and
cultural adjustment of the pictorial items of the tool in accordance with the local language
and culture without changing the underlying construct of the concerned items.”
3.4.2) Norms Setting
Unlike child physical development indicators (survival, health & nutrition), international
agreement on child cognitive development indicators (such as Intelligence Quotient) is
lacking. Lack of this international consensus is due to non–operationalization of cognitive
development scales in the developing world’s contexts (5). Therefore, operationalization
of the available cognitive development scales in the developing world is required to
shape indicators for monitoring cognitive development.
Aim of this doctoral research is to enhance future productivity of rural children in
Pakistan by focusing on their cognitive potential. Cognitive development indicators have
not been shaped in Pakistan. Therefore, for the purpose of this doctoral research, “Norms
setting meant determining local intelligence reference value in 6–7 years old subgroup of
children belonging to rural district Rawalpindi, Pakistan.”
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CHAPTER 4

Subjects and Methods

4.1)

Study Population & Sample Selection

4.1.1) Inclusion Criteria for the Child
•

6 – 7 years of age

•

Mother alive

•

Resident of the study area

4.1.2) Exclusion Criteria for the Child
•

Adopted

•

Twins or triplets

•

Diagnosed mental, hearing or physical disability and current acute illness

4.1.3) Exclusion Criterion for the Mother
•
4.2)

Diagnosed mental illness

Study Design
The cross–sectional study design is mainly utilized for setting ‘norms’ and
reference values (63, 64), therefore, this PhD research utilized the said study
design for setting IQ ‘norms.’ One–time interaction with mother–child pair was
required in this doctoral research for which the cross-sectional design is the most
suitable design being snapshot of the populations (65). Hence, for setting
reference values of the FSIQ (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient), descriptive crosssectional study design was used in this PhD study, in a target population of 6–7
years old rural children at a single point in time.

4.3)

Study Settings

4.3.1) Pre–piloting and Piloting
•

Tehsil Rawalpindi, district Rawalpindi, Punjab, Pakistan for pre–piloting
(n=6) & piloting (n=61).

•

One rural Union Council (UC), Bagga Sheikhan, of the tehsil Rawalpindi for
piloting (n=61).
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4.3.2) Main Study Data Collection
•

Forty rural UCs (names of UCs: appendix A) of two tehsils Gujar Khan &
Kallar Syedan, district Rawalpindi, Punjab, Pakistan.

4.3.3) Description of the Study Area
Pakistan is administratively divided, in descending order of size, into provinces,
divisions, districts, sub–districts (tehsils), and Union Councils (UCs). The Rawalpindi
district of the Punjab province (map: appendix B) lies in between 33.04 – 34.01 north
latitudes and 72.38 –73.38 east longitudes. It is bounded on the north by Islamabad
Capital Territory, Abbotabad and Haripur districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province; on
the west by Attock district, on the south by Chakwal and Jhelum districts and on the east
by river Jhelum across which lays Azad Kashmir. The total area of the district is 5286
Km2 . Estimated population of the Rawalpindi district is 4.5 million. The average
household consists of 6.2 members who are predominantly Muslim (97%) (38, 39). The
Rawalpindi district is divided into seven sub–districts (tehsils); which are Rawalpindi,
Murree, Kotli Sattian, Kahuta, Kallar Syedan, Gujar Khan and Taxila. These tehsils are
further subdivided into 175 Union Councils (UCs), out of which 119 are rural and 56
urban (38).
Administrative boundaries and population concentration of atleast 5,000 personnel define
an urban locale in Pakistan that also enjoys facilities such as water supply, roads, street
lighting, and sanitary arrangements. Municipal corporations, municipal committees, or
cantonment boards are examples of urban settings. Rural area is the anti–thesis of an
urban area where extensive land use is for agriculture and/or forestry and settlements are
spatially discrete with non–urban environment (71). This PhD research was carried out in
two tehsils (Gujar Khan and Kallar Syedan) of district Rawalpindi. Out of 33 Union
Councils (UCs) of tehsil Gujar Khan; 29 are rural while 4 are urban. All 11 UCs of the
tehsil Kallar Syedan are rural (72). Forty rural Union Councils, 29 from Gujar Khan and
11 from Kallar Syedan, were included in the study. These UCs have mainly agrarian
based population usually having small holdings. Agriculture of farmers depends entirely
on rainfalls. Main crops include wheat, maize, millet and peanuts (38, 72).
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Figure 4.1: Pictures of the PhD Study Setting
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Regarding 40 union councils (UCs) included in this doctoral research, each UC has about
10–15 villages and a population of approximately 10,000–15,000. Each UC has a Basic
Health Unit (BHU) 18 whose work force includes a doctor, a Lady Health Visitor (LHV),
a vaccinator, mid–wives and Lady Health Workers (LHWs) (38, 73).
In Pakistani health system, over 110 000 LHWs are covering around 80 to 85% of the
rural population. They reside in the same village which they serve. A room in the LHWs
homes dedicated for health–related activities is known as Health House. Each LHW is
responsible for 1000–15000 women who are resident of her catchment area. LHWs are
attached to the Basic Health Units (BHUs), where they report and submit data and
receive their training, supervision, allowance, and medical supplies. LHWs serving a UC
are directly supervised by a Lady Health Supervisor (LHS). LHSs are also based at the
BHU. Basic qualification required for the LHWs is the completed secondary school
(grade 10). LHWs receive training for imparting preventive health education. Mother and
child health (antenatal, postnatal, and vaccinations) including contraception, through
visiting households in the community, are part of the LHWs duties. They also keep
record of all the pregnancies in their catchment area (74).
4.4)

Sampling Technique

4.4.1) Sampling Technique of 2005’s THP Study
Impact of the THP (Thinking Healthy Program) 19 intervention on maternal depression
was tested in a cluster randomized controlled trial from 2005 till 2007. A table of random
numbers was utilized for random allocation of the forty UCs of tehsils Gujar Khan and
Kallar Syedan into the THP intervention (20 UCs) and control (20 UCs) arms (75).

18 Basic Health Units (BHUs) is the primary level health care facility in Pakistan mainly for villages. Other

levels include Rural Health Centers (RHC) and Tehsil Headquarter Hospitals (THQs) representing higher
primary/secondary health care facilities; while District Headquarter Hospitals (DHQs), teaching and
referral units represent tertiary care units.
Reference: Reforms in Health Care: An Equitable and Comprehensive System, SPO Discussion Paper
Series 7: Understanding Pakistan [database on the Internet].Strengthening Participatory Organization
(SPO). 2007 [cited Feb 23, 2014].
19 Detail of the THP study is also given in chapter one, section 1.5.
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Sampling frame included all households in the forty UCs of both the tehsils while
pregnant women in the third trimester aged 17–40 were the sample of the study. Forty
trained LHWs delivered the THP intervention in 20 UCs of the intervention arm of the
trial. Similarly 40 LHWs delivered the ERC (enhanced routine care) in 20 UCs of the
trial’s control arm. Sampling procedure utilized the following strategies:
To begin with, LHWs were approached and requested to provide a list of pregnant
women in the third trimester from their respective catchment areas.

In areas that were not covered by any LHW; vaccinators were approached to
provide the information about women that were given Tetanus Toxoid in the fifth
month of pregnancy. Furthermore, traditional birth attendants (TBAs) were also
involved for the identification of pregnant women in LHW un–covered areas. For
each pregnant woman identified and interviewed; a small amount USD20 one
(PKR21 hundred) to cover travel expenses were given to LHWs or the vaccinator
or the TBAs, who helped identify eligible woman (75).
For the THP study, 3898 mothers in their last trimester of pregnancy were identified and
approached for recruitment into the trial. Taking into account the refusals and exclusions,
3518 married women were interviewed to evaluate their depression status. On average,
20 to 26 women were recruited from each Union Council (UC). This variation was due to
the chance differences in the rates of pregnancies in each UC. It was estimated that
recruitment of 450 mothers in each arm would allow for detection of the effect sizes, after
taking into account the 20% loss of follow up and dropouts. In the actual trial, out of
3518 pregnant women interviewed for depression status; 463 women identified as
depressed were recruited in the intervention arm while 440 women with depression were
assigned to the control arm amounting to a total of 903 (26% prevalence of depression).
At the THP six–months follow–up, more than 90% mother–infant pairs were successfully
interviewed while assessment of around 90% pairs at one year postnatal follow–up;

20 USD:
21 PKR:

United States dollars
Currency of Pakistan called “rupees or Rs.”
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showed reduction in maternal depression symptoms and improvement in infant health
outcomes (58, 75).
4.4.2) Sampling Technique of 2012’s Follow–up THP Study
Re–enrollment of 80–90% of the original THP research participants was carried out to
assess long term impact of the intervention on cognitive and socio–emotional outcomes
in their children who were 6-7 years old in 2012. A key strength of the re–enrollment
strategy was available contact information from the original 2005 THP trial and the
support of the Lady Health Workers (LHW). Furthermore, the THP follow–up project
had five field supervisors for assisting the LHWs in locating and re–enrolling the original
study participants. Close–knit family structure, living as extended clans within the same
area of rural Pakistani communities, helped in the identification of respondents who had
moved within or outside the study area. Re–enrollment strategy included:
Starting point for the re–enrollment was the original 2005’s THP study contact
lists that contained detailed information on the residence location of all the study
participants. Field supervisors, with the help of concerned LHW, scanned the
contact lists of villages to make sure that the families still lived there. Extracted
list from the original study roster included basic demographic information that
helped in matching the appropriate woman–child dyad.
Help of neighbors and relatives was also sought in exploration regarding a
woman’s new location of residence that was followed up if she had moved within
the same district approximately 250 km of her original address.
Administrative records of local hospitals were checked to confirm reported deaths
of the mother or the child.
Before conducting interviews, extracted list of the 2012’s THP follow–up study was
updated and checked for accuracy by the field supervisors. The critical milestone
associated with this activity was validation of all addresses/phone numbers/basic
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demographics of the extracted list. During this process, appointment from the study
participants for the cognitive assessment interviews was also obtained.
4.4.3) Sampling Technique of the PhD Research Part
In the original 2005’s THP study, list of participants in consultation with the official
registers of LHWs was compiled by an independent team. In order to include women
who were not registered with the LHWs, additional door–to–door exploration was
performed. Furthermore, in areas that were not covered by the LHWs, services of
vaccinators and TBAs (Traditional Birth Attendants) were sought (58).
The original 2005’s THP study contact list was the sampling frame of this doctoral
research. Women diagnosed as depressed, in the original 2005’s THP study, were
excluded from this PhD research along with their children. Thus 903 mother–child pairs
out of 3518 were excluded from this research. From remaining 2615 eligible mother–
child pairs, 300 were randomly selected from forty UCs through computer randomization
by an independent team. After validation of the residential information by field
supervisors, 300 randomly selected eligible mother–child pairs were identified by the
corresponding LHWs, vaccinators or TBAs. Interviews and intelligence testing was
carried out in accordance with the ethical considerations (section 4.9).
4.5)

Sample Size Calculation

Psychological tests measure mental entities indirectly through quantification of the
underlying psychological constructs. Psychological measurements result in numbers that
may differ from one another individually but are predictable as a group. Several
psychological measurements result in normal distribution (76). Many real world
phenomenon including IQ

scores and

height variation within a population are

characterized by a normal distribution which has high predictability, low variation, and
ease of description by its mean and standard deviation (77, 78). In a normally distributed
data, most of the measurements are clustered together near the mean with fewer cases
deviating farther from the mean. Therefore, it can be predicted that 68, 95, and 99% of
scores fall within one, two, and three standard deviations of the mean respectively (79).
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Scores on intelligence tests are assumed to be normally distributed, too. Interpretation of
the IQ scores utilizes standardization that is accomplished by administering the
intelligence test to a representative sample. Resulting scores are utilized to establish
norms. All individual IQ scores can be compared and interpreted relative to the norms
(section 1.3.2, chapter one) (79). Intelligence measure utilized in this doctoral research is
also a norm–referenced IQ test developed by the David Wechsler. For the Wechsler
intelligence tests, mean IQ and the standard deviation (SD) are set at hundred and fifteen
points, respectively (16). Detailed method of the WPPSI–IV Full Scale Intelligence
Quotient (FSIQ) computation is given in the section 6.6.1 of chapter six.
In this PhD research, the adapted 22 WPPSI–IV was administered for the norms 23 setting
of intelligence in a subgroup of rural children aged 6–7 years. Adequate sample for
establishing IQ norms in a subgroup is typically comprised of 256 subjects (80-83).
Therefore, for this PhD research, a sample size of 300 children for intelligence norms
setting in age group of 6–7 years is adequate. Furthermore, evidence suggests that at a
sample size of thirty subjects (figure 4.2), difference between the normal and the t–
distributions (at 95% confidence level) is about 3½% which becomes negligible as the
sample size increases over two hundred (57).
The t distribution (Student t distribution) is the sampling distribution used when samples
are drawn from populations possessing normal distribution. Both t– and normal
distributions are bell–shaped and symmetrical around their mean. The distributions have
a mean of zero with a standard deviation of one. However, t–distribution has an
additional parameter called degrees of freedom and larger variance at the tails. The t
distribution is used to estimate probabilities based on the small sample size (n<30) and
the incomplete data (unknown population standard deviation). As the sample size (n) and
degrees of freedom (n–1) increase, the t–distribution practically becomes identical to the
normal distribution (78, 84).

22 Operational

definition of the cultural adaptation of the WPPSI-IV for this PhD study is given in section
3.3.1, chapter three.
23 Operational definition of the norms setting for rural children aged 6-7 years for this PhD study is given in
section 3.3.2, chapter three.
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Figure 4.2: 30 Samples: Standard, Suggestion, or Superstition? 24
4.6)

Data Collection Tools & Materials

4.6.1) Data Collection Tools
Mother Questionnaire (appendix C): for collecting data regarding socio–
demographic profile of the household including education of the parents and
income of the household.
Child questionnaire (appendix D): containing Urdu translated instructions of all
the WPPSI–IV subtests including translated, adapted questions and sample
responses of all the verbal items and child’s schooling information.

24 Source of the figure 4.2: 30 Samples. Standard, Suggestion, or Superstition?;Available from:

http://statswithcats.wordpress.com/2010/07/11/30-samples-standard-suggestion-or-superstition
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Figure 4.3: WPPSI–IV Kit 25
4.6.2) Data Collection Materials
•

Culturally adapted pictorial items of WPPSI–IV stimulus books 1, 2, and 3

•

WPPSI–IV Record form (ages 4:0–7:7)

•

Administration and Scoring Manual

•

Technical and Interpretive Manual

•

WPPSI–IV Response booklets 1, 2, and 3

•

Ink dauber

25 Source of the figure 4.3: Stephens TL. WPPSI-IV: overview. Pearson Clinical Assessment, PsychCorp;

2012.
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4.7)

•

Stop watch

•

Blocks of the Block Design subtest

•

Location Layouts of the Zoo Location subtest

•

Animal Cards of the Zoo Location subtest

•

13 puzzles of the Object Assembly subtest

Kilifi approach for adaptation & piloting of the WPPSI–IV

Operational definition of the “cultural adaptation of the WPPSI–IV” for this PhD study is
given in section 3.3.1, chapter three. Penny Holding, Amina Abubakar and Patricia
Kitsao–Wekulo of Africa Mental Health Foundation, Kenya have proposed the Kilifi
four–stage approach to test adaptation (47). Our research has utilized the Kilifi approach
for adaptation of the WPPSI–IV which constitutes the following four stages:–
Stage 1– Construct definition:
– Relevant literature was reviewed (contained in chapters 1and 2).
– “Panel of Experts” was constituted (chapter 5).
Stage 2 – Item pool creation (detail in chapter 5):
– Instructions of all the WPPSI–IV subtests including questions & sample
responses of the verbal items were translated into Urdu.
– Verbal and pictorial items were culturally adapted, where required.
Stage 3 – Developing the procedure (detail in chapter 5):
– Training was imparted to test takers on the translated and adapted version
of the WPPSI–IV.
– Translated and adapted WPPSI–IV was administered by the trained test
takers

during

pre–piloting

(n=6)

to

re–examine

the

cultural

appropriateness.
Stage 4 – Evaluation of adapted schedule (detail in chapter 6):
– Cross–cultural validation (table 4.1) of the adapted instrument, in terms of
the content, semantic, technical, criterion & conceptual validities (29), was
determined during piloting (n=61).
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Table 4.1: Cross–cultural Validation of Adapted WPPSI–IV
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Content
validity
Semantic
validity
Technical
validity
Criterion
validity

Relevance of contents of the translated & adapted
instrument with the target culture.
Same meaning of the words in the original instrument
and the translated & adapted instrument.
Comparable method of assessment in both source &
target cultures.
Comparison of the instrument to a previously
established relevant and valid instrument.

Conceptual
validity

Measurement of the same theoretical constructs within
both source & target cultures.

In this doctoral research, the adapted WPPSI–IV was administered to 6–7 years old rural
children for the norms setting of intelligence in that subgroup.

Figure 4.4: Recommended Qualitative WPPSI-IV Score Interpretation26

4.8)

Data Analysis Software & Plan

4.8.1) Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), 16th version: was the software
utilized for descriptive and inferential analyses of the piloting and main study data.

26 Source of figure 4.4: Administration and Scoring Manual of the WPPSI-IV.
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4.8.2) Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS), 22nd version: was used for goodness
of fit analyses of the WPPSI–IV a priori model to the piloting data models for
determining the construct validity.
4.9)

Ethical Considerations

Ethical approval of this doctoral research by the IERC (Institutional Ethical Review
Committee) of the Health Services Academy, Islamabad (appendix E) was followed by
the final endorsement by the Board of Advanced Studies & Research (BASR) of the
Quai–i–Azam University, Islamabad (appendix F).
Concerned LHW (Lady Health Worker) facilitated appointment and interview of the
mother–child pair. Firstly mother was approached in her household for obtaining
informed consent for the administration of the WPPSI–IV on her child. Signature of the
mother was taken on the consent form (appendix G), where possible. Otherwise, thumb
impression was taken from illiterate mothers. In case, a mother was willing for the
interview but did not want to provide either signature or thumb impression, a verbal
consent was taken. Detail regarding socio–demographic profile was inquired from mother
at the household.
During stay at the household, assent was taken upon building up rapport with the child. In
order to avoid all elements of distraction during intelligence testing, WPPSI–IV was
administered either at school or the respective health house of the LHWs. Confidentiality
of the data and respondents were maintained. Furthermore, aggregate data was used in
this research for protecting individual children, who participated in this research, from the
risk of stigmatization such as labeling as developmentally delayed.
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CHAPTER 5
Adaptation of the WPPSI-IV

Children in developing countries such as Pakistan are unable to achieve their full–fledged
cognitive potential. Aim of this doctoral research is to enhance future productivity of rural
children in Pakistan by focusing on their cognitive potential. Assessment of cognitive
development in a developing country is a challenging task because all the recognized tests
have been developed and standardized in the developed countries. In the absence of a pre–
existing cognitive development/intelligence tool in Pakistan, this doctoral research utilized a
well–established instrument that has been developed and standardized in the United
States. Literature review and ground realities of this PhD research setting (chapter 4)
revealed that children could not communicate in English even if they were enrolled in
private, English medium schools. Therefore, translation (verbal items) and modification
(pictorial items) of the WPPSI–IV in accordance with local language and culture was
required. Cultural adaptation includes processes undertaken during translation and
cultural adjustment of a measure for use in a culture different from the source settings of
the tool (chapter one) (47). In this chapter, process of WPPSI–IV adaptation by utilizing
four–stage Kilifi approach is presented. This four–stage approach has been formulated
through more than a decade of experience of test development and application in Kenya.
This is an ideal approach for use in the developing countries (47).
5.1)

Construct definition: Kilifi 1st stage

Kilifi first stage included review of the relevant existing literature and the use of a panel
of experts. Panel of experts (table 5.1) for this doctoral research comprised of five experts
from the field of child development and mental health. Two of the experts (sr # 1 & 2–
table 5.1) work and live in Pakistan; two (sr # 3 & 4) have both the western and Pakistani
work and living experience, and the last expert (sr # 5) works and lives in a western
country. Research team included nine test takers/raters having Master’s degree in
Behavioral Sciences, five field supervisors belonging to the study area including data and
the logistics management staff. This doctoral research was part of a large project (detail
in chapter one and four of this thesis). Expert panel and the research team were
responsible for the whole research project. Five field supervisors, in collaboration with
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the respective LHWs, prepared the research field for data collection. Members of the
panel of experts supervised the entire process.
Table 5.1: Panel of experts for WPPSI–IV cultural adaptation
Sr #

Expert

Designation

1.

Dr. Siham Sikander
(MBBS, FCPS, PhD)

2.

Dr. Ayesha Minhas
(MBBS, FCPS)

Child Psychiatrist, Institute of Psychiatry,
Rawalpindi

3.

Dr. Atif Rahman
(MBBS, MRC, PhD)

4.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal
(PhD)

Child Psychiatrist, Professor University of
Liverpool, UK
Developmental Psychologist, Ireland

5.

Dr. Joanna Maselko
(PhD)

Psychiatrist and Public Mental Health Expert
Faculty, Health Services Academy
Principal Scientist & Mental Health Advisor
Human Development Research Foundation

Social Epidemiologist, Associate Professor,
University of North Carolina, United States

5.1.1) Relevant Literature Review
For the literature review, English language relevant literature from any period was
searched. Process of review was initiated with the analysis of various definitions of
intelligence. Concept of child development was studied with focus on cognitive
development of the child. Various theories of development were also analyzed. History of
intelligence

testing was studied

including history of evolution of the Wechsler

intelligence scales since their origin in 1939. Relevant literature review has been included
in chapters one and two of this thesis.
5.1.2) Panel of Experts
During adaptation, research team and the panel of experts (table 5.1) had frequent
consultative and de–briefing meetings. Moreover, working style had been flexible with
research team at liberty to consult the panel of experts, whenever required. Literature
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review concluded that similar to majority of other intelligence experts, David Wechsler
also believed in the hierarchical structure of intelligence (15).

Figure 5.1: The WPPSI–IV Construct (ages 4:0–7:7)
Apex of the hierarchy is occupied by the general intelligence factor (g) in the WPPSI-IV
construct of intelligence. Broad and narrow cognitive abilities are grouped one after the
other at levels lower than the apex. Visual spatial, working memory, fluid reasoning,
verbal comprehension, and processing speed are broad cognitive abilities. Narrow
cognitive domains include verbal expression, ability to analyze, discriminate, short– and
long–term visual and auditory memory (15).
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After the first Wechsler intelligence test in 1939, construct of intelligence has been tested
and validated through various Wechsler test batteries. Target culture of this doctoral
research neither had any intelligence measure specifically designed for it nor did it have
any pre–existing definition of intelligence. Adaptation approach utilized for this doctoral
research acknowledges the existence of underlying psychological universals (section 1.4,
chapter one) (47). Therefore, our expert panel was certain about the construct validity of
the WPPSI–IV and

its universal application in measuring the same underlying

psychological concepts across both the cultures (13).
Similarly criterion validity of the WPPSI–IV is empirically established following a rigorous
process. Comparison of a tool to the gold–standard in the field is determined during criterion
validation (85). Evidence of the reliability and validity of the intelligence tool used in this PhD
research was established by multiple synchronized studies.
Evidence of convergent and discriminant validity is provided by correlational studies with
instruments including: WPPSI–III, Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development–III,
WISC–IV, Differential Ability Scale–II, Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test– II, NEPSY–II, and
the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test–III. Clinical utility of the extended floor
(FSIQ=40) and ceiling (FSIQ=160) was validated using data collected on children diagnosed
with mild or moderate intellectual disability and intellectually gifted children (13).
5.2)

Item Pool Creation: Kilifi 2nd stage

This stage aims to prepare a list of potentially acceptable items using information on
cultural practices. Recommendation for deleting an item is that, “No item should be pre–
maturely dropped but only upon vigorous evaluation”.
5.2.1) Urdu Translation
For standardized administration of the WPPSI–IV, instructions of all the subtests and the
verbal items with their sample responses were required to be translated into Urdu which
is the national language of Pakistan.
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Table 5.2: Examples of conceptual translation of verbal items
Original Item

Translated Item

Explanation

Question of item #25
of subtest
information, “What
is cheese made of?”

During translation, cheese was
replaced with ‘lassi’ because
underlying concept was to
recognize milk-made product.

Children in the target culture
were not familiar with cheese.
Replacement of one milk-made
product with another did not
affect the underlying concept.

Question of item #5
of subtest
information, “Show
me your mouth.
Touch it.”

Word ‘mouth’ was not
literally translated but
conceptually as the Urdu word
used for ‘lips.’

Because the Urdu word for
“mouth” was taken for the
whole face in the target cultural
context.

Question of item #12
of subtest
comprehension,
“Why do children
need babysitters?”

Word ‘babysitters’ was
translated as the word
‘caretakers.’

Children in the target settings
were not familiar with
babysitters. Adult supervision
was the concept to be
recognized which remained
unaffected.

According to a systematic review on Urdu language adaptations, cultural adaptation of
the Self–Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ) is one of the most thoroughly evaluated Urdu
language adaptations (29). Two of our experts (sr # 3 & 4, table 5.1) carried out
adaptation of the SRQ for screening the mental well–being of mothers belonging to the
same area as our study settings (86).
Initial Urdu translation of the English WPPSI–IV (instructions to children for all the
subtests, verbal items and their sample responses) was carried out by these two experts.
Both researchers, in addition to their relevant experience, have Urdu as their native
language and English as the second language. First draft translation was evaluated for the
semantic and conceptual clarity by carrying out three back translations and comparing
them. Members of the research team responsible for the WPPSI–IV administration were
involved throughout the translation and adaptation process in order to train them and
familiarize them with the tool.
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During evaluation process of the first translation draft, six cultural informants were
involved in order to incorporate local meanings of the various terminologies. Selection of
cultural informants was accomplished with the help of LHWs and field supervisors who
also belonged to the research settings of this doctoral study. Cultural informants included
one male and female school teacher each, a Lady Health Worker (LHW), a doctor, and
one mother and father each.
The research team was divided into two groups for carrying out two back translations in
light of the suggestions made by the cultural informants. Third back translation of the
Urdu draft into English was carried out by a college teacher who taught English and
belonged to the local study area.
Throughout the adaptation process, working style had been flexible. In addition to the
planned meetings, research team and panel of experts consulted each other whenever
required. Three back translations were analyzed by our bilingual experts for semantic
differences amid translations which were rectified. Subsequently, back translations were
compared with the original English WPPSI–IV tool. Process of semantic validation by
continuous improvements in the Urdu translation sustained throughout the stages of pre–
piloting and piloting. Translated version of the WPPSI-IV and the adaptation process
were finalized jointly.
5.2.2) Cultural Adaptation
Cultural appropriateness of the verbal and pictorial items was determined in consultation
with the six cultural informants who were also involved during the translation process.
Consultative process resulted in identification and replacement of items needing cultural
adaptation (table 5.3).
An artist was hired for drawing pictures in such a way that the drawing style of the
replaced pictures was the same as the original style. After final approval of the changed
pictorial items, their high quality stickers were prepared which were pasted on the
pictures to be replaced.
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Table 5.3: Examples of adaptation process
Original

Adaptation decision

Question of verbal item # 11 of the Adaptation decision on the item could
subtest comprehension, “Why do dogs not be finalized and was postponed till
need tags on their collars?” was selected the results of pre-piloting.
for
adaptation
because
throughout
Pakistan, dogs do not have identification
tags.

In item # 2 of the subtest information,
pictures of cooking range and bath-tub
were selected for adaptation because
children of the rural settings were not
familiar with them.
5.3)

For cultural relevance, pictures of
cooking range and bath-tub were
replaced with pictures of local mud-made
stove and bucket while the underlying
concept remained unchanged.

Developing the Procedure: Kilifi 3rd stage

Objective of this stage was to re–examine the cultural appropriateness of various subtest
items by practically administering the translated and adapted draft version of the WPPSI–
IV.
5.3.1) Pre–piloting
In this doctoral research, pre–piloting (n=6) and piloting (n=61) was carried out on
children belonging to tehsil Rawalpindi. This tehsil was not included in the main study
data collection which was conducted in tehsils Gujar Khan and Kallar Syedan.
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Rawalpindi district has seven tehsils (sub–districts), including Rawalpindi, Murree, Kotli
Sattian, Kahuta, Kallar Syedan, Gujar Khan and Taxila (38).
Table 5.4: Examples from pre–piloting
Original

Pre–piloting decision

Verbal item # 11 of subtest
comprehension: why do dogs need tags
on their collars?

Decision on the item was kept pending till
the piloting results.

Item # 1 of subtest information:
pictures of baseball, burger, and ABC
on blocks were found to be culturally
unfamiliar.

Item # 1 of subtest information: For
cultural relevance, images of baseball,
burger, and ABC on blocks were replaced
with simple ball, bread, and numbers on
the blocks.

Before pre-piloting, training was imparted to test takers on the translated and adapted
draft version of the WPPSI–IV which was administered to six children aged 6–7 years.
Method adopted for approaching the child and obtaining assent (child) and consent
(mother) has been described under ethical consideration (chapter 4).
During pre–piloting (and piloting), each rater had one–to–one interaction with the child
under close supervision of the experts. All fifteen subsets of the WPPSI–IV were
administered during pre–piloting (and piloting). Both pre–piloting and piloting is carried
out generally on a miniature sample whose selection is not at random (42).
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Figure 5.2: Pre–piloting at Sarwar Shaheed Public School, tehsil Rawalpindi
Information collected by pre–piloting was analyzed and revision was made to clarify
instructions to children, wording of questions and responses, where necessary. Time
taken to administer the tool was also measured. Average time taken for complete
administration of the WPPSI–IV was initially 3–3½ hours which was gradually reduced
to 2–2½ hours after piloting and during main study data collection.
5.4)

Evaluation of the Adapted Schedule: Kilifi 4th stage

Pilot study refers to small scale version or “trying out” of a particular research
instrument, in preparation for the major study (87). A pilot or feasibility study can reveal
deficiencies in the design of a proposed research and these can be addressed before time
to justify resources expended on the large scale study (88).
5.4.1) Piloting
Piloting was undertaken on sixty one children, aged 6–7 years, who belonged to the rural
Union Council (UC) Bagga Sheikhan of tehsil Rawalpindi. Cross–cultural validation of
the adapted instrument, in terms of the content, semantic, technical, criterion and
conceptual validities (29), was determined during piloting (n=61).
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During piloting, administration of fifteen subtests of the WPPSI–IV was observed for:
Relevance, and representativeness of the contents with the target culture
(content validity) (46, 85).
Clarity, ease of use, and readability of the tool (face validity) (85).
Comparable time of tool administration and assessment method in both the
cultures (technical validity) (46).
An iterative process was used for ensuring technical and content validities, during
piloting of the draft version of the WPPSI–IV. Identified pictorial and verbal items were
refined for ensuring content and face validities. Moreover, continuous modification in the
administration procedures of the test takers/raters, by their training and re–training, was
undertaken. However, verbal item # 11 of the subtest comprehension was found to have
no relevance with the target culture during pre–piloting and piloting stages. Therefore,
the item, “Why do dogs need tag on their collars?” had to be dropped.
Throughout the translation and adaptation process of this doctoral research, underlying
psychological constructs of all the verbal and pictorial items remained unchanged. Therefore,
our expert panel was confident that psychometric properties of the adapted WPPSI–IV stand
preserved. Whole process of adaptation took six months for its completion.
To sum up, content, semantic and technical validities of the adapted WPPSI–IV were ensured
qualitatively in consultation with the “Panel of Experts.” Reliability and validity of the
WPPSI–IV had been meticulously evaluated. Evidence for criterion validity has been
provided by the manufacturer from correlational studies of the WPPSI–IV with other valid
instruments. Theoretical relationship among the observed and unobserved variables in a
priori conceptually derived model is determined by the CFA (Confirmatory factor
analysis) (89). For determining construct validity on piloting data of this PhD research,
CFA was carried out by utilizing 22nd version of the software AMOS (Analysis of
Moment Structures). Findings of the cross–cultural construct validation of the adapted
instrument and the piloting data analyses are enclosed in the chapter six. Complete
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WPPSI–IV subtest battery was administered during piloting. Tests of normality 27 were
applied on the data of fifteen subtests to determine if the data were normally distributed.
Data of the WPPSI–IV subtests were analyzed by using 16th version of the SPSS
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences). The WPPSI–IV is a norm–referenced
intelligence measure. Therefore, tests of normality were applied on the data of 15
subtests. Graphical method for testing normality included the histogram, boxplot, and the
Q–Q plot, while the skewness and kurtosis were amongst the numerical methods of
normality. Additionally, Shapiro–Wilk and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were included in
the formal tests of ensuring normality (90).

27 In SPSS, for test of normality; select Analyze --> Descriptive Statistics --> Explore.
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CHAPTER 6
Piloting & Construct Validation

Complete WPPSI–IV subtest battery was administered on 61 children during fourth stage
of the Kilifi adaptation approach. This chapter contains details of the data analyses of
fifteen subtests and the cross–cultural construct validation of the adapted instrument
which was determined during piloting. Data of the WPPSI–IV subtests were analyzed by
using 16th version of the SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). Construct
validation of the WPPSI–IV a priori hypothesized model by utilizing 22nd version of the
software AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures) is also included in this chapter.
6.1)

Visual Spatial Scale/Index

6.1.1) Subtest Block Design (BD): time–bound subtest
This subtest is designed to gauge the ability of a child to scrutinize and synergize
conceptual visual stimuli. After viewing a model or picture, the child tries to recreate the
design within a specified time, by using blocks of either 1 or 2 colors (41). WPPSI–IV
subtest BD has a total of 17 items. Presentation method of the items 1 to 8 (ages 4:0–
5:11) is by “model”; and items 9 and 10 (ages 6:0–7:7) is by both “model and picture.”
Stimulus books 1 and 3 have “pictures” for Block Design items from 9 to 16 (ages 6:0–
7:7).

Figure 6.1: Blocks used in the subtest Block Design28

28 Source of the figure 6.1: The Boldly Reimagined WPPSI-IV. Always Learning. Pearson Education, Inc.

PsychCorp; 2012.
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“Model” test items are explained by constructing the model by the test taker while for
“picture” items child is required to construct design similar to the picture given in the
stimulus book. Child scores 2 points on each correct response. Maximum total raw score
possible on this subtest is 34 points (41).

Item 9 (Model & Picture)

Item 10 (Model &

Item 11 (Picture)

Picture)

Item 11 (Picture)

Item 14 (Picture)

Item 12 (Picture)

Item 15 (Picture)

Item 13 (Picture)

Item 16 (Picture)

Figure 6.2: Items of subset Block Design for ages 6:0–7:7 29

29

Source of the figure 6.2: Stimulus book 1 and 3, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,
WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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Table 6.1: Descriptive statistics of the subtest BD
Sr. #

Statistic

Value

Std. Error
0.575

1.

Mean

23.18

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

23.31

3.

Median

24.00

4.

Mode

5.

95% Confidence Interval for

24
22.03 – 24.33

Mean
6.

Std. Deviation

4.493

7.

Variance

2.184

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

–1.974

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

11.204

0.604

(34–0)=34
6

Mean and the 5% trimmed mean were similar for the subtest BD (table 6.1). The 5%
trimmed mean of the subtest BD was unaffected by the extreme values because 5%
values above and below the actual mean had been trimmed (91). Values of four indicators
of variability in the BD subtest’s dataset have been incorporated in the table 6.1 (92).
They include the range, interquartile range, variance, and standard deviation.
It was not practical to compare variance of the subtest BD with other subtests because it
represents the squared differences from the mean. The standard deviation (SD) of the
subtest BD, computed by taking the square root of the variance, took the measure back to
its non-squared status. Thus, the SD of the subtest BD showed original distance of the
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values from the mean. Therefore, it is practically easier to make statistical inferences and
comparisons by using SD (93, 94).

Figure 6.3: Histogram of the subtest Block Design
Vertical axis of the histogram or frequency curve (figure 6.3) of subtest BD indicated
frequency of cases while the horizontal axis contained midpoints of value ranges. Each
bar of the histogram covered a range of three. Value of kurtosis for BD subtest (table 6.1)
was 11.204 which indicated a leptokurtic distribution. Skewness value of –1.974 depicted
negative skew of the subtest BD’s score distribution.
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Figure 6.4: Position of Mean, Median & Mode in a negative skew30
In normally distributed scores; median, mode, and mean all have the same value.
However, in negatively skewed distribution of the subtest BD, mean has moved towards
the low scoring left end (figure 6.3 & 6.4); while mode has shifted towards the right side
with median remaining in the center (91).

Figure 6.5: Boxplot of the subtest Block Design
The boxplot (or box–and–whisker plot) of the subtest BD is illustrated in figure 6.5. In
this boxplot, median (50th percentile) is represented by a horizontal line in the middle of
the box, while middle 50% of scores as located within shaded region of the box (53).
Median of the subtest BD had moved towards the upper boundary showing that the
distribution had a negative skew. Median is used as a measure of the central tendency in
skewed distributions like the subtest BD’s score where scores of majority of children are
aggregated towards the higher side, with some children scoring disproportionately low
scores (53). The 25th and the 75th percentiles are at the lower and upper boundaries of the
box’s shaded area. Horizontal lines (or whiskers) at either end of the box represent the
smallest and the largest observed values within the distribution (91). Lower and upper
ranges (whiskers) for the subtest BD (figure 6.5) were at 18 and 34 respectively.
Table 6.2: Inter–quartile range of the Block Design

30 Source of the figure 6.4: Quantitative Aspects of Psychological Assessment. Psychometrics Course:

Preliminaries [database on the Internet]. Available from: PsychAssessment.com.au.
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Percentiles
Weighted Average
Inter–quartile Range

5
18

10
20

25
20

50
24

75
26

20
Q1

24
Median

26
Q3

90
28

95
29.80

In skewed distributions like the subtest BD’s, the inter–quartile range (IQR= Q3 – Q1 ) or
the width of the box, is reported to indicate variability of the scores around the median.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of IQR of a normal Boxplot with ±SDs of a Normal
Distribution31
As shown in the table 6.2, 25th percentile at 20 and the 75th percentile at 26 are making an
inter–quartile range of 6 for the subtest BD. This is the range in which the middle 50% of
the children’s scores lay. An outlier in the subtest BD’s score distribution was determined
by comparison to the bulk of the scores in the distribution. John Tukey invented the
boxplot in 1977 and selected 1.5×IQR as the line of demarcation for outliers. Mild outlier

31 Source of the figure 6.6: Interquartile range. Wikimedia; 2014 [Jan 14, 2014]; Available from:

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bo xp lot_vs_PDF.png.
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is a score that lays more than one and a half times the length of the box, from either end
of the box. That is, if a data point is below Q1 –1.5×IQR or above Q3 +1.5×IQR from the
rest of the scores; it is viewed as mild outlier and indicated by an open dot. Extreme
outlier, depicted by an asterisk, is a data point which is below Q1 –3×IQR or above
Q3 +3×IQR (95, 96). As illustrated by an asterisk (*) in the boxplot (figure 6.5), there was
one extreme outlier in the dataset of subtest BD (subject at serial #55). This child had
scored zero which is an extremely low score.

Figure 6.7: Normal Q–Q plot of the subtest Block Design

In normal Q–Q (Quartile–Quartile) plot of the subtest BD (figure 6.7) scores did not fit
closely to the diagonal line. In a normal distribution, each observed score fits closely with
its expected score (91), which was not true for the Q–Q plot of the subtest BD.
Table 6.3: Tests of Normality for the subtest BD
Kolmogorov–Smirnova

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.158

61

0.001

0.818

61

0.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Table 6.3 illustrates Shapiro–Wilk and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests with a Lilliefors
significance level for testing normality. Shapiro–Wilk statistic was originally restricted
for sample size of less than 50. However, recent evidence concluded Shapiro–Wilk test as
the most powerful test for all types of distributions and sample sizes (97). Null hypothesis
for formal tests of normality stated that the observed distribution of the variable was
equal to its expected distribution in the population, i.e., the variable was normally
distributed. Thus, null hypothesis (Ho) regarding formal tests of normality on the subtest
BD was about normal distribution of the data of the subtest BD. When significance level
(α) is set at 0.05, p value of more than 0.05 fails to reject the null hypothesis (91) because
the probability of rejecting the true null hypothesis (type I error) is higher than the set
value at 0.05 or 5%. Value of p for the subtest BD was lower than the 0.05; therefore,
null hypothesis was rejected.
6.1.2) Subtest Object Assembly (OA): time–bound subtest
Test is initiated after demonstration of the sample item to the child. Working within a
specified time limit, child assembles pieces of a puzzle to create a representation of an
identified object. For example, pieces of a tree are presented to the child with instruction,
“These pieces make a tree. Put them together as fast as you can. Go ahead.” Time is
recorded in seconds. Number of correctly joined junctures, within the specified time
limit, are recorded (41).
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Figure 6.8: Child assembling pieces of a tree
One point is scored by the child on each correct juncture from items 1 to 11 and ½ point
on each correct juncture from items 12–13. The WPPSI–IV subtest OA has a total of 13
items. The OA items 1 to 6 are for ages 4:0–5:11 years and items from 7 to 13 for ages
6:0–7:7 years. Maximum raw score possible on this subtest is 38 points (41).
Table 6.4: Descriptive statistics of the subtest OA
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range

Value
23.93
24.19
25.00
28
22.39 – 25.46
5.994
35.924
(33–8)=25
8

Std. Error
0.767

10.

Skewness

–0.750

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

–0.265

0.604
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Figure 6.9: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest OA
Three plots in figure 6.9 illustrated negatively skewed distribution of the scores of subtest
Object Assembly (OA).
Table 6.5: Tests of Normality for the subtest OA
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.155

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.001

Statistic
0.925

df
61

Sig.
0.001

Test value for the subtest OA was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest OA data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
6.2)

Fluid Reasoning Scale/Index

In the WPPSI–IV testing, fluid reasoning and processing speed cognitive domains have
been included for the ages 4:0–7:7. These domains are not available for the preceding age
band 2:6–3:11 (41).
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6.2.1) Subtest Matrix Reasoning (MR)

Figure 6.10: Sample item A (ages 4:0–7:7) of the subtest Matrix Reasoning 32
Child views an incomplete matrix and selects the response option that completes the
matrix. Assistance to the child can only be provided on the sample items. For example,
sample item in the figure 6.10 can be explained, “All of these umbrellas are yellow
(pointing to umbrellas in the grid), look at these pictures (pointing to the 4 response
options), which one of the umbrella should be here (pointing to the box in the grid with
question mark)?” The child can indicate his/her choice either by pointing to or saying the
number of selected response option. On correct response, child scores one while zero on
an incorrect answer. The subtest MR has total of 26 items. Maximum total raw score for
this subtest is 26 (41).
Table 6.6: Descriptive statistics of the subtest MR
Sr. #

Statistic

Value

Std. Error
0.504

1.

Mean

15.28

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

15.27

32 Source of the figure 6.10: Stimulus book 1 and 3, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,

WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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3.

Median

15.00

4.

Mode

5.

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

6.

Std. Deviation

3.938

7.

Variance

15.504

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

–0.019

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

0.057

0.604

15
14.27 – 16.29

(25–6)=19
6
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Figure 6.11: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest MR
Three plots in figure 6.11 illustrated normal distribution of the scores of the subtest
Matrix Reasoning.
Table 6.7: Tests of Normality for the subtest MR
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.078

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.200

Statistic
0.991

df
61

Sig.
0.921

Test value for the subtest MR was higher than the p value; therefore, test statistic of
formal tests of normality failed to reject the null hypothesis. Alternate hypothesis of the
subtest MR data not being drawn from a normally distributed population was rejected.
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6.2.2) Subtest Picture Concepts (PC)
This subtest is designed to measure the fluid and inductive reasoning, visual–perceptual
recognition and processing, and conceptual thinking. The child views two or three rows
of pictures and, selects one picture from each row, to form a group with common
characteristic. Assistance to the child can only be provided on the sample items (41).

Figure 6.12: Sample item A (ages 4:0–7:7) of the subtest Picture Concepts 33

For example, sample item in the figure 6.12 can be explained, “Look up here (pointing
across first row), look down here (pointing across second row); pick one here (pointing
across first row) that goes with one here (pointing across second row)?” The child can
indicate his/her choices either by pointing to or saying the number of selected response
options (2 & 4, both animals). On correct answer, child scores one while zero on an

33 Source of the figure 6.12: Stimulus book 1 and 3, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,

WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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incorrect answer. Subtest PC has total of 27 items. Maximum total raw score for this
subtest is 27 (41).
Table 6.8: Descriptive statistics of the subtest PC
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
14.05
14.13
13.00
11
12.81 –
15.29
4.846
23.481
(23–4)=19
8
0.022
–0.934

Std. Error
0.620

0.306
0.604

Figure 6.13: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest PC
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Table 6.9: Tests of Normality for the subtest PC
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.110

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.063

Statistic
0.961

df
61

Sig.
0.05

Three plots (figure 6.13) and the p value of 0.05 (table 6.9) for the Shapiro–Wilk test
showed that distribution of the data of the subtest PC was non–normal.
6.3)

Working Memory Scale/Index

6.3.1) Subtest Picture Memory (PM)
The PM is a new subtest included in the WPPSI–IV and is relatively novel in its use of
meaningful stimuli. Administration of each item of the subtest PM requires two pages in
the Stimulus Book. Child views a stimulus page of one or more pictures for a specified
time and then selects the pictures from options on a response page (41).

Figure 6.14: Sample Item B of the subtest PM: Stimulus page (ages 4:0–7:7) 34

Figure 6.15: Sample Item B of the subtest PM: Response page (ages 4:0–7:7)
With the exception of the sample page, the stimulus page for each item is exposed one
time only. For example, exposed stimuli (for 5 seconds) in the sample item B of the

34 Source of the figure 6.14 & 6.15: Stimulus book 3, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,

WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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figure 6.14 can be explained, “Look at these pictures (pointing to two stimuli pictures),”
then after turning to the sample item B in the figure 6.15 containing 4 response options;
child is asked, “Point to the pictures I just showed you.” Child can indicate his/her choice
either by pointing to or saying the number of selected response option which are A and B
for the sample item B. On correct response, child scores one while zero on an incorrect
answer. The PM has total of 35 items. Maximum total raw score for this subtest is 35.
Table 6.10: Descriptive statistics of the subtest PM
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
21.16
21.07
21.00
21.00
19.58 – 22.75
6.176
38.139
(34–10)=24
9
0.010
–0.569

Std. Error
0.791

0.306
0.604

Figure 6.16: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest PM
Three plots in figure 6.16 illustrated normal distribution of the scores of subtest Picture
Memory (PM).
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Table 6.11: Tests of Normality for the subtest PM
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.080

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.200

Statistic
0.975

df
61

Sig.
0.238

Test value for the subtest PM was higher than the p value; therefore, test statistic of the
formal tests of normality failed to reject the null hypothesis. Alternate hypothesis of the
subtest PM data not being drawn from a normally distributed population was rejected.
6.3.2) Subtest Zoo Location (ZL)
Child observes animal cards that are placed on a zoo layout. Then he/she tries to place
given cards in the earlier viewed locations in a defined period of time (41).

Zoo Location Layout 35

Child has placed Animal Cards

Figure 6.17: Zoo Location Layout & Animal Cards
There are six zoo layouts, however, only the layout for current item is shown to the child.
There are 64 animal cards; items of the subtest are administered by placing animal cards
in specific locations of the zoo layouts. After the specified exposure time, cards are
removed from the layout, randomly stacked, and then presented to the child, who

35 Source of the Zoo Location Layout in figure 6.17: Quinn K. WPPSI-IV, the New ERB: How is it

Different from the Old Test and How to Prepare? : Testing for Kindergarten; 2014 [May 10, 2014];
Available from: http://testingforkindergarten.com/uncategorized/wppsi-iv-the-new-erb-how-is-it-differentfrom-the-old-test.
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attempts to reproduce the card location from memory. On correct response, child scores
one while zero on an incorrect answer. The ZL subtest has total of 20 items. Maximum
total raw score for this subtest is 20 (41, 98).
Table 6.12: Descriptive statistics of the subtest ZL
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
14.30
14.31
15.00
13.00
13.63 – 14.97
2.616
6.845
(20–8)=12
4
–0.143
–0.691

Std. Error
0.335

0.306
0.604

Figure 6.18: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest ZL
Table 6.13: Tests of Normality for the subtest ZL
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.136

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.007

Statistic
0.965

df
61

Sig.
0.08
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Three plots (figure 6.18) and the p value of 0.08 (table 6.13) showed normal distribution
of the data of the subtest Zoo Location.
6.4)

Processing Speed Scale/Index

Before starting the subtest administration, test taker demonstrates the subtest and the use
of ink dauber on the demonstration items, for all subtests of the processing speed
cognitive domain. Then the child is instructed to practice the subtest on sample items
followed by the actual subtest administration on the test items.
6.4.1) Subtest Bug Search (BS): time–bound subtest

Figure 6.19: Part of page from Response booklet 1 for subtest BS (ages 4:0–7:7) 36

Working within a specified time limit, child marks bug in the search group which
matches the target bug. Ink dauber is used for stamping the bugs in the response booklet
one. After subtest administration, number of correct and incorrect responses is summed

36 Source of the figure 6.19: Quinn K. WPPSI-IV, the New ERB: How is it Different from the Old Test

and How to Prepare? : Testing for Kindergarten; 2014 [May 10, 2014]; Available from:
http://testingforkindergarten.com/uncategorized/wppsi-iv-the-new-erb-how-is-it-different-from-the-oldtest.
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up. Totals are transferred to the “Record Form.” Maximum total raw score for the subtest
Bug Search (BS) is 66 points (41).
Table 6.14: Descriptive statistics of the subtest BS
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
30.51
29.55
28.00
28.00
27.37 – 33.65
12.248
150.021
(66–12)=54
13
1.342
1.871

Std. Error
1.568

0.306
0.604

Figure 6.20: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest BS
Three plots (figure 6.20) of the subtest BS illustrated a non–normal distribution of the
scores. Histogram of the subtest BS showed positively skewed data which was because of
the two mild outliers in the boxplot, indicated by open dots (subjects at serial #s18 & 29).
In positively skewed data of the subtest BS, scores of majority of children were
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aggregated towards the lower side, with some children scoring disproportionately high
scores in comparison to the bulk of the scores in the distribution (53).
Table 6.15: Tests of Normality for the subtest BS
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.189
61
0.000

Statistic
0.880

Shapiro–Wilk
df
Sig.
61
0.000

Test value for the subtest BS was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest BS data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
6.4.2) Subtest Cancellation (CA): time–bound subtest
Working within a specified time limit, child scans two arrangements of objects (one
random, one structured) and marks target objects by using an ink dauber (41). Articles of
clothing are the targets of item one and item two in the response booklet two. Objects for
item one are in a random arrangement, while objects for item two are in a structured
arrangement (i.e., row).
Total raw score for Cancellation (CA) subtest is the sum of total raw scores for both item
one (Cancellation Random or CAR) and item two (Cancellation Structured or CAS) (13).
The CAR and CAS are called process scores which provide measures of the child’s visual
selective attention and processing speed in two different modes of visual presentation:
random and structured. Comparison of CAR and CAS scores provides information
regarding the child’s differential performance on a task requiring the child to scan
random arrangements of visual stimuli and similar task with structured arrangements of
visual stimuli (99). Totals are transferred to the “Record Form.” Maximum individual
CAR and CAS raw scores are 48 points each, amounting to CA total raw score of 96
points (41).
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Figure 6.21: Part of page from Response booklet 2 for subtest CA (ages 4:0–7:7) 37
Table 6.16: Descriptive statistics of the subtest CA
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
34.69
33.61
31.00
26.00
27.37 – 33.65
13.569
184.118
(81–14)=67
16
1.355
2.172

Std. Error
1.737

0.306
0.604

37 Source of the figure 6.21: Quinn K. WPPSI-IV, the New ERB: How is it Different from the Old Test

and How to Prepare? : Testing for Kindergarten; 2014 [May 10, 2014]; Available from:
http://testingforkindergarten.com/uncategorized/wppsi-iv-the-new-erb-how-is-it-different-from-the-oldtest.
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Figure 6.22: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest CA
Three plots (figure 6.22) of the subtest Cancellation (CA) illustrated a non–normal
distribution of the scores. Histogram of the subtest CA showed positively skewed data
which was because of the two outliers. The boxplot indicated these mild outliers as
subjects at serial numbers 17 and 32, who scored disproportionately high scores in
comparison to the bulk of the scores in the distribution.
Table 6.17: Tests of Normality for the subtest CA
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.201
61
0.000

Statistic
0.891

Shapiro–Wilk
df
Sig.
61
0.000

Test value for the subtest CA was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest CA data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
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6.4.3) Subtest Animal Coding (AC): time–bound subtest
Working within a specified time limit, child marks shapes that correspond to pictured
animals by using an ink dauber. After opening the response booklet three, test taker
points to the key at the top of the page and explains, “Look at these. Each animal has a
shape it likes the best (pointing to each shape in the key), the cat likes the star, the turtle
likes the circle, and the fish likes the square. Then (pointing to the fish in the first
demonstration item); the fish likes the square, so I stamp the square (stamping the square
in the first demonstration item).” Then test taker repeats stamping by pairing the shapes
of star and circle with the cat and turtle, respectively. The child is encouraged to practice
on the sample items prior to starting the subtest administration on test items. After subtest
administration, number of correct and incorrect responses is summed up. Totals are
transferred to the “Record Form.” Maximum total raw score for this subtest is 72 (41).

Figure 6.23: Part of page from Response booklet 3 for subtest AC (ages 4:0–7:7) 38

38 Source of the figure 6.23: Quinn K. WPPSI-IV, the New ERB: How is it Different from the Old Test

and How to Prepare? : Testing for Kindergarten; 2014 [May 10, 2014]; Available from:
http://testingforkindergarten.com/uncategorized/wppsi-iv-the-new-erb-how-is-it-different-from-the-oldtest.
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Table 6.18: Descriptive statistics of the subtest AC
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
25.80
25.51
26.00
27.00
23.18 – 28.43
10.243
104.927
(54–8)=46
14
0.380
–0.266

Std. Error
1.312

0.306
0.604

Figure 6.24: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest AC
Three plots (figure 6.24) of the subtest Animal Coding (AC) illustrated a normal
distribution of the scores.
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Table 6.19: Tests of Normality for the subtest AC
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.075
61
0.200

Statistic
0.979

Shapiro–Wilk
df
Sig.
61
0.365

Test value for the subtest AC was higher than the p value; therefore, test statistic of
formal tests of normality failed to reject the null hypothesis. Alternate hypothesis of the
subtest AC data not being drawn from a normally distributed population was rejected.
6.5)

Verbal Comprehension Scale/Index

6.5.1) Subtest Information (IN)
For the target age group (6–7 years) of this doctoral research, subtest IN starts with the
verbal items. Child answers questions about a broad range of general–knowledge topics.
Responses verbatim of the child are recorded whose scoring is done by utilizing sample
responses from the “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring manual.” For example, child
scores one point if he/she correctly responds to the verbal item, “What do people use to
chew their food?” On incorrect answer, child scores a zero. Maximum total raw score for
this subtest is 29 (41).
Table 6.20: Descriptive statistics of the subtest IN
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
22.69
22.95
23.00
25.00
21.84 – 23.54
3.329
11.085
(27–13)=14
14
–1.001
0.872

Std. Error
0.426

0.306
0.604
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Figure 6.25: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest IN
Three plots (figure 6.25) showed non–normal distribution of the data of the subtest
Information (IN). In negatively skewed distribution (subject at serial # 38 in the boxplot)
of the subtest IN, scores of majority of children were aggregated towards the higher side,
while some children scoring disproportionately low scores (53).
Table 6.21: Tests of Normality for the subtest IN
Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.145

61

0.003

0.914

61

0.000

Test value for the subtest IN was lower than the p value; therefore, alternate hypothesis of
the subtest IN data not being drawn from a normally distributed population was accepted.
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6.5.2) Subtest Similarities (SI)
Subtest SI starts with verbal items, for this doctoral research’s target age group. The child
is read two words that represent common objects and he/she is asked to describe how
they are similar. First two verbal items are teaching items where the child is provided
with a corrective feedback. If a child aged 6:0–7:0 years does not obtain perfect score on
either of the first two verbal items, preceding picture items are administered in a reverse
order until the child obtains perfect scores on two consecutive items (41).
Sample responses for each item from the “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring
manual” are used to facilitate scoring of the child’s responses. For example, child scores
two point if he/she correctly responds to the verbal item, “Apples and oranges are both?”
by saying, “Fruits.” However, if the child’s response is pointing towards a less pertinent
similarity, such as both are sweet, he/she scores one point. On incorrect answer, child
scores a zero. Maximum total raw score for the subtest Similarities is 40 (41).
Table 6.22: Descriptive statistics of the subtest SI
Sr. #
1.

Statistic
Mean

Value
21.41

Std. Error
1.313

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

21.53

3.

Median

23.00

4.

Mode

27.00

5.

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

6.

Std. Deviation

10.252

7.

Variance

105.113

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

–1.179

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

–0.990

0.604

18.78 – 24.04

(39–2)=37
16
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Figure 6.26: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest SI

Three plots (figure 6.26) showed a non–normal, negatively skewed distribution of the
data of the subtest Similarities (SI).
Table 6.23: Tests of Normality for the subtest SI
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.109
61
0.067

Statistic
0.958

Shapiro–Wilk
df
Sig.
61
0.035

Test value for the subtest SI was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest SI data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
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6.5.3) Subtest Vocabulary (VC)
Subtest VC starts with the verbal items for children aged 6:0–7:0 years. Child defines
words that are read aloud. First two verbal items are teaching items where the child is
provided with a corrective feedback. If a child does not obtain perfect score on either of
the first two verbal items, preceding picture items are administered in a reverse order
until the child obtains perfect scores on two consecutive items (41).
Sample responses for each item from the “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring
manual” are used to facilitate scoring of the child’s responses. For example, child scores
two point if he/she correctly responds to the verbal item, “What is candy?” by saying,
“Something you eat that is sweet.” However, if the child’s response is pointing towards a
less relevant answer, such as it is bad for the health, he/she scores one point. On incorrect
answer, child scores a zero. Maximum total raw score for the subtest VC is 43 (41).
Table 6.24: Descriptive statistics of the subtest VC
Sr. #
1.

Statistic
Mean

Value
23.92

Std. Error
1.027

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

24.18

3.

Median

23.00

4.

Mode

22.00

5.

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

6.

Std. Deviation

8.019

7.

Variance

64.310

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

–0.243

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

–0.132

0.604

21.86 – 25.97

(37–3)=34
10
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Figure 6.27: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest VC

Three plots (figure 6.27) showed a normal distribution of the data of the subtest
Vocabulary (VC).
Table 6.25: Tests of Normality for the subtest VC
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.056
61
0.200

Statistic
0.974

Shapiro–Wilk
df
Sig.
61
0.208

Test value for the subtest VC was higher than the p value; therefore, test statistic of
formal tests of normality failed to reject the null hypothesis. Alternate hypothesis of the
subtest VC data not being drawn from a normally distributed population was rejected.
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6.5.4) Subtest Comprehension (CO)
The subtest CO starts with verbal items for the children aged 6:0–7:0 years. The child
answers questions based on his/her understanding of general principles and social
situations. First two verbal items are teaching items where the child is provided with a
corrective feedback. If a child does not obtain perfect score on either of the first two
verbal items, preceding picture items are administered in a reverse order until the child
obtains perfect scores on two consecutive items (41).
Sample responses for each item from the “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring
manual” are used to facilitate scoring of the child’s responses. For example, child scores
two point if he/she correctly responds to the verbal item, “Why should children go to
school?” by saying, “To learn.” However, if the child’s response is pointing towards a
less pertinent answer, such as to get marks, he/she scores one point. On incorrect answer,
child scores a zero. Maximum total raw score for the subtest CO is 40 (41).
Table 6.26: Descriptive statistics of the subtest CO
Sr. #
1.

Statistic
Mean

Value
21.26

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

21.09

3.

Median

21.00

4.

Mode

12.00

5.

95% Confidence Interval for

Std. Error
1.095

19.07 – 23.45

Mean
6.

Std. Deviation

8.554

7.

Variance

73.163

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

0.284

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

–0.884

0.604

(38–4)=34
16
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Figure 6.28: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest CO
Three plots (figure 6.28) showed a non–normal distribution of the data of the subtest
Comprehension (CO).
Table 6.27: Tests of Normality for the subtest CO
Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.114

61

0.049

0.952

61

0.018

Test value for the subtest CO was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest CO data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
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6.5.5) Receptive Vocabulary (RV)
The child selects response option from the Stimulus Book one that best represents the
word the test taker reads aloud. For example, child scores one if he/she correctly answers
the question, “Show me the curly hair?” (figure 6.29). On incorrect answer, child scores a
zero. Maximum total raw score for the subtest RV is 31 (41).

Figure 6.29: Item 16 (ages 4:0–7:7) of the subtest Receptive Vocabulary 39
Table 6.28: Descriptive statistics of the subtest RV
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
24.85
25.13
26.00
26.00
23.73 – 25.97
4.374
19.128
(31–12)=19
6
–1.049
0.675

Std. Error
0.560

0.306
0.604

39 Source of the figure 6.29: Stimulus book 1, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,

WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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Figure 6.30: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest RV
Three plots (figure 6.30) showed a non–normal distribution of the data of the subtest
Receptive Vocabulary (RV).
Table 6.29: Tests of Normality for the subtest RV
Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.186

61

0.000

0.910

61

0.000

Test value for the subtest RV was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest RV data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
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6.5.6) Picture Naming (PN)
The child names depicted objects from the Stimulus Book one. For example, for the
figure 6.31, the child scores one if he/she correctly names the “nail.” On incorrect
answer, child scores a zero. Maximum total raw score for the subtest RV is 24 (41).

Figure 6.31: Item 17 (ages 4:0–7:7) of the subtest Picture Naming 40
Table 6.30: Descriptive statistics of the subtest PN
Sr. #
1.

Mean

Statistic

Value
15.07

Std. Error
0.425

2.

5% Trimmed Mean

14.91

3.

Median

14.00

4.

Mode

12.00

5.

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

6.

Std. Deviation

3.316

7.

Variance

10.996

8.

Range (maximum–minimum)

9.

Inter–quartile Range

10.

Skewness

0.590

0.306

11.

Kurtosis

–0.057

0.604

14.22 – 15.91

(24–8)=16
5

40 Source of the figure 6.31: Stimulus book one, Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence,

WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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Figure 6.32: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the subtest PN

Three plots (figure 6.32) showed a non–normal distribution of the data of the subtest
Picture Naming (PN).
Table 6.31: Tests of Normality for the subtest PN
Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.160

61

0.001

0.939

61

0.004

Test value for the subtest PN was lower than the p value; therefore, null hypothesis was
rejected. Alternate hypothesis of the subtest PN data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
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6.6)

Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ)

Quantification of the human psychological attributes is considered to be an intricate
endeavor. The WPPSI–IV is a norm–referenced standardized test (detail: chapter 1 & 2).
Data for the WPPSI–IV standardization and norms setting were obtained from 1,700
children aged 2:6–7:7, as well as children from thirteen special groups. In order to provide
evidence of the scale’s validity, additional samples of children were administered with the
WPPSI–IV and other measures including WPPSI–III, Bayley–III, WISC–IV, and WIAT–III
(detail: chapter two) (13).
Two types of age–corrected standard scores are provided in the “WPPSI–IV Administration &
Scoring manual”: scaled scores and composite scores. Scaled scores represent where a
child’s performance stands relative to that of his/her same–age peers. They are derived
from the total raw scores on each subtest and are scaled to a metric with a mean of 10 and
SD of 3, and a range of 1 to 19 (13). Scales measure underlying latent traits and predict
cognitive ability that is expected to be captured in the scale’s construct (54). Composite
scores are standard scores based on various sums of subtest scaled scores. The FSIQ is
derived from a sum of six scaled scores for ages 4:0–7:7. Core subtests are used to create
composite scores. Nomenclature of a composite reflects the configuration of the constituent
subtests as well as the contributing cognitive abilities assessed by it. Composite scores are
scaled to a metric with a mean of 100 and a SD of 15 (13).
For ages 4:0–7:7, test framework of the WPPSI–IV is organized into five Primary Index
scales: Visual Spatial, Fluid Reasoning, Working Memory, Processing Speed, and Verbal
Comprehension (detail: chapter two). Subtests within a Primary Index scale are used to
derive corresponding primary index score, i.e., Visual Spatial Index (VSI), Fluid
Reasoning Index (FRI), Working Memory Index (WMI), Processing Speed Index (PSI),
and Verbal Comprehension Index (VCI). There are 10 core subtests 41 at the Primary
Index scale level, each scale having two core subtests, i.e., VSI has BD & OA, FRI has

41 Abbreviations

used for the subtests: BD (Block Design), OA (Object Assembly), PC (Picture
Concepts), MR (Matrix Reasoning), PM (Picture Memory), ZL (Zoo Location), CA (Cancellation), BS
(Bug Search), SI (Similarities), and IN (Information).
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MR & PC, WMI has PM & ZL, PSI has BS & CA, and VCI has IN & SI (41). At the Full
scale level, there are six subsets, i.e., BD in the Visual Spatial scale, MR in Fluid
Reasoning scale, PM in Working Memory scale, BS in Processing Speed scale, and SI &
IN in the Verbal Comprehension scale (13).
6.6.1) Steps for FSIQ Computation on the Piloting Data
For computation of the FSIQ on piloting data, following steps were undertaken:
6.6.1.1)

Calculating Individual Subtest Total Raw Score

According to the instructions of the “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring manual,”
firstly subtest raw scores of the individual subtests were summed up. Scores of the age
group 4:0–5:11 were added up into the target age of this research, i.e., age 6:0–7:0 years.
For example, if a 7 years old child XYZ scored 8 points on the subtest Block Design
(BD); 16 points obtained by summing up the scores from the preceding age group (4:0–
5:11 years) were added up to the XYZ’s 8 points. Thus, child XYZ’s total raw score for
the subtest BD was 24.
6.6.1.2)

Sum of Raw Scores to Scaled Score Equivalents

Derivation of the scaled and composite score equivalents is part of the norm development
process of the WPPSI–IV. The “WPPSI–IV Administration and Scoring manual”
contains scaled score equivalents of total raw scores for all the subtests in table A.1 while
tables A.6–A.11 contain the composite score equivalents of sums of scaled scores for
ages 4:0–7:7 in the normative sample (13). For example, 7:0 years old child XYZ scored
24 on the subtest Block Design (BD). Table “Scaled Score Equivalents of Total Raw
Scores for Subtests, by Age Group (Ages 7:0–7:3)” was consulted for scaled score
equivalent of child’s BD total raw score of 24. The corresponding scaled score was 9
(41). Scaled scores of all the subtests were added as shown in the table “Total Raw Score
to Scaled Score Conversion” of the figure 6.33. For example, scaled scores of subtests
Block Design (BD) and Object Assembly (OA) were added up as the Visual Spatial
scale. Both the observed subtests are indicators of the Visual Spatial scale’s latent
100

construct. Full Scale was computed after adding up the six core subtests – BD, IN, MR,
BS, PM, and SI.

Figure 6.33: The WPPSI–IV Record Form (ages 4:0–7:7) 42

42 Source of the figure 6.33: Stephens TL. WPPSI-IV: Overview [database on the Internet].Pearson. 2012.
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6.6.1.3)

Sum of Scaled Scores to Composite Score Equivalents

A composite measures various distinctly related aspects of a latent dimension of the
cognitive ability into a single score. Statistical techniques like factor analyses are used to
give them better factor weights, construct validity and predictive ability (54). Table 6.32
shows sum of scaled scores and composite score equivalents for intelligence testing in the
figure 6.33. For example, composite score equivalent of the sum of the scaled scores 74 is
117 for the Full Scale which is FSIQ (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient) of the child.
Table 6.32: Data from WPPSI–IV Record Form given in Figure 6.33

Index/Subtest

Verbal Comprehension

Composite &
Scaled Score
132

Index/Subtest

Composite &
Scaled Score

Working Memory

97

Information

15

Picture Memory

10

Similarities

16

(Zoo Locations)

9

Visual Spatial

112

Processing Speed

91

Block Design

12

Bug Search

9

(Object Assembly)

12

(Cancellation)

8

Fluid Reasoning

114

Matrix Reasoning

12

(Picture Concepts)

13

Full Scale IQ = 117
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6.6.2) Results of the FSIQ Computation of Piloting Data
Table 6.33: Descriptive statistics of the piloting FSIQ
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)
Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
91.67
91.45
90.00
86
88.02 – 95.32
14.252
203.124
(129–55)=74
20
0.235
0.289

Std. Error
1.825

0.306
0.604

The FSIQ mean and standard deviation for piloting data of this doctoral research came
out to be 91.67 and 14.25 respectively.

Figure 6.34: Histogram of the piloting FSIQ
The histogram (figure 6.34) of the FSIQ of the piloting data depicted that the scores were
normally distributed.
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Figure 6.35: Boxplot of the piloting FSIQ
Boxplot of the FSIQ (figure 6.35) showed median (50th percentile) at the middle of the
box which was indicative of the normally distributed data. Open dot in the boxplot was
showing one mild outlier (case # 26) who had FSIQ of 129 which was the highest FSIQ
in the piloting data.
Table 6.34: Inter–quartile range of the piloting FSIQ
Percentiles
Weighted Average
Inter–quartile Range

5

10

25

50

75

90

95

70.30

76

80

90

100

111

120.30

81

90

100

As shown in the table 6.34, the 25th percentile of the FSIQ is at 81 and the 75th percentile
is at 100, making the inter–quartile range of 20. This is the range in which the middle
50% of the children’s FSIQ were positioned (53).
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Figure 6.36: Normal Q–Q plot of the piloting FSIQ
The normal Q–Q (Quartile–Quartile) plot showed normally distributed scores of the
FSIQ along the diagonal line of the plot (fig 6.36).
Table 6.35: Tests of Normality for the piloting FSIQ
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Statistic
0.059

df
61

Shapiro–Wilk
Sig.
0.200

Statistic
0.987

df
61

Sig.
0.784

Table 6.35 illustrated the tests of normality for the FSIQ. Test value was above 0.05,
thus, test statistic of the formal tests of normality failed to reject the null hypothesis and
alternate hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, FSIQ scores of the piloting data of this
doctoral research were found to be normally distributed with a mean of 92 and standard
deviation of 14. Piloting data FSIQ scores within ±2SD ranged from 64 to 120 43 .

43

With FSIQ mean=92 & SD=14. Calculation of the +2SD will be: mean+2SD, which is=92+2x14=120
and –2SD=92–2x14=64. Therefore, 95% of the piloting data FSIQ scores ranged between 64 and 120.
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Table 6.36: Summary Table of the Piloting Data
Sr.#
1

Cognitive
Domains & the ir Subte sts

Standard
De viation

Te st of Normality
(Shapiro–Wilk)

Inte rpre tation
(Shapiro–Wilk)

Ske wne ss

Kurtosis

Visual Spatial Domain (time–bound subtests)
Leptokurtic

1.1

Block Design 44 (core subtest 1)

20.184

4.493

P=0.00

Non–normal distribution

Negative –1.974 (SE 0.306)

1.2

Object Assembly (core subtest 2)

35.924

5.994

p=0.01

Non–normal distribution

Negative –0.750 (SE 0.306)

Close to zero

2

11.204 (SE 0.604)

Fluid Reasoning Domain (non time–bound subtests)

2.1

Matrix Reasoning (core subtest 3)

15.504

3.938

p=0.921

Normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

2.2

Picture Concepts (core subtest 4)

23.481

4.846

p=0.047

Non–normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

3

Working Memory Domain (non time–bound subtests)

3.1

Picture Memory (core subtest 5)

38.139

6.176

p=0.238

Normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

3.2

Zoo Location (core subtest 6)

6.845

2.616

p=0.08

Normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

4

Proce ssing Speed Domain (time–bound subtests)
Leptokurtic

4.1

Bug Search (core subtest 7)

150.021

12.248

p=0.00

Non–normal distribution

Positive 1.342 (SE 0.306)

4.2

Cancellation (core subtest 8)

184.118

13.569

p=0.00

Non–normal distribution

Positive 1.355 (SE 0.306)

4.3

Animal Coding

104.927

10.243

p=0.365

Normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

5

1.871 (SE 0.604)

Leptokurtic
2.172 (SE 0.604)

Ve rbal Comprehension Domain (non time–bound subtests)

5.1

Information (core subtest 9)

11.085

3.329

p=0.01

Non–normal distribution

Negative –1.001 (SE 0.306)

Close to zero

5.2

Similarities (core subtest 10)

105.113

10.252

p=0.035

Non–normal distribution

Negative –1.179 (SE 0.306)

Close to zero

5.3

Vocabulary

64.310

8.019

p=0.208

Normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

5.4

Comprehension

73.163

8.554

p=0.018

Non–normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

5.5

Picture Naming

10.996

3.316

p=0.04

Non–normal distribution

Close to zero

Close to zero

5.6

Receptive Vocabulary
FSIQ

44 There

Variance

19.128

4.374

p=0.00

Non–normal distribution

203.124

14.252

p=0.784

Normal distribution

Negative
–1.049 (SE 0.306)

Close to z e ro

Close to zero
Close to z e ro

are 10 core subtests at the Primary Index scale level with each of the five scales composed of two core subtests. Core subtests are used to create composite

scores.
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6.6.3) Factor Analyses during WPPSI–IV Development
Research is being conducted with Wechsler intelligence scales from over 70 years.
Throughout this time, advances in intelligence theories and psychometric techniques have
guided the process of revision of the Wechsler scales. Psychometric testing is an
estimation of a psychological construct which is fundamentally different from the
quantitative measurements in physical sciences such as height, weight and blood urea.
Psychometric techniques are useful as long as the underlying theoretical constructs are
measured correctly (100)

Figure 6.37: Five–factor a priori model of the WPPSI–IV (ages 4:0–7:7) 45

45 Source of figure 6.37: Wechsler D. Technical and Interpretive Manual, WPSSI-Fourth Edition: NCS

Pearson, Inc; 2012.
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During formulation of the psychological measures, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is
utilized at the outset (85). Correspondingly in early stages of the WPPSI–IV subtests
development, EFA was used to evaluate interrelationship amongst various items and to
identify the clusters of items as subtests. Recommended inter–item correlations range
from 0.3 to 0.6 while value higher than 0.6 implies that the items are measuring
something superfluous (85). For example, subtest Block Design contains 17 items that
measure the latent construct of the visual spatial cognitive domain. A latent construct is
formulated by accumulating information from its measurable aspects. For example, latent
construct of the visual spatial domain is measured by two measurable subtests, Block
Design and Object Assembly, that share sufficient variation for their grouping into this
single construct (101). A latent construct is obtained by the common variance among a
set of measurable/observed variables, whereas the unshared variability represents the
error. In the diagram below, the shaded area where all three variables overlap represents
the latent construct and the non–shaded areas represent measurement error (102).

Figure 6.38: Shared Variance representing a Latent Construct 46

46 Source of figure 6.38: Hoffmann JP. Linear Regression Analysis: Assumptions and Applications. United

States of America: Brigham Young University; 2005. Available from:
https://sociology.byu.edu/Hoffmann/SiteAssets/Hoffmann%20_%20Linear%20Regression%20Analysis.pdf
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After selection of the WPPSI–IV cluster of items (subtests) by utilizing EFA, final factor
structure of the WPPSI–IV model was evaluated through a series of the confirmatory
factor analyses (CFA). In WPPSI–IV a priori hypothesized model for ages 4:0–7:7
(figure 6.37); Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ – the second order factor) is
calculated by constructs of five cognitive domains (first order factors) which are
measured by their corresponding set of subtests. Five WPPSI–IV latent constructs include
the visual spatial, fluid reasoning, verbal comprehension, working memory, and the
processing speed (13).
6.6.4) Construct Validation of the WPPSI–IV a priori Model
Rational measurement models produce set of scores whose correlations can be calculated
and the pattern of correlations reveal a common factor (70) which is the g factor
represented by the FSIQ in the WPPSI–IV a priori model. David Wechsler postulated
that intelligence characterizes an individual’s behavior as a whole, while at the same
time, it is composed of specific abilities that are distinct from each other (13).
Construct validation and

confirmation of theories utilize similar general scientific

procedures (103). For determining construct validity on piloting data of this PhD
research, 22nd version of the software AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures) was
utilized. Generally mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis are considered as first, second,
third, and fourth moments of a distribution respectively while in the AMOS, sample
moments show the correlations, covariance, and variance (104).
Utilizing AMOS software, CFA is frequently considered as the subtype of the structural
equation modeling (SEM) which is a comprehensive approach to testing hypotheses
about linear relations among observed and latent variables. Path diagram is pictorial
representation of the model which is utilized to determine relationship among measured
variables. On the other hand, CFA is used to confirm the hypothesized relationship
among the observed and unobserved variables in a priori model (105).
Conventional statistical methods are based on the assumption that measurements occur
without errors and they utilize single statistical test such as r–squared for linear
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regression analysis. On the other hand, SEM explicitly specifies measurement errors and
relies on many statistical tests to find out fitness of the model to the data. However, SEM
is analogous to regression in many ways. Both regression and SEM are based on linear
statistical models and neither offer testing causality (105).
6.6.4.1)

Goodness of Fit Analyses on Piloting Data

In this doctoral research, goodness of fit of the WPPSI–IV a priori model to the piloting
data models was evaluated to confirm whether the a priori model continued to account
for the variance–covariance matrix of the piloting data. Patterns of variability and
covariation amongst the observed variables are summarized by variance–covariance
matrices.
Null hypotheses for the goodness of fit analyses were that, “The observed variance–
covariance matrix in the piloting data is similar to the predicted variance–covariance
matrix by the WPPSI–IV a priori model.” Based on the assumption that all subtests are
measuring a general intelligence factor (13), the WPPSI–IV a priori model (figure 6.37)
was expected to reproduce at least low to acceptable correlations in the piloting data
scores.
Five first order latent factors and fifteen subtests were included in the first–order WPPSI–
IV model while the second–order model had FSIQ as second–order factor in addition to
components of the first–order model. In the first–order model of our piloting dataset, the
AMOS took fifteen measured subtests as endogenous variables while five latent
predictors were taken as exogenous variables along with the fifteen residual/error terms
of subtests. An endogenous variable, also called an outcome or dependent variable, is
produced within the model. Independent variables are considered exogenous that are
produced by factors outside of the model (20).
Endogeneity is related to the theoretical foundation of the model which is a complex
statistical issue requiring complicated system of equations for correct specification (102).
In the second–order model, endogenous variables included observed variables (15
subtests) and their latent/unobserved predictors (5 cognitive domains). The FSIQ and
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twenty residual/error terms (of 15 subtests & their 5 latent predictors) were taken as the
exogenous variables by the AMOS in this model.
Standardized estimates in both the piloting data models (figure 6.39 & 6.40) are actually
transformed unstandardized estimates that are obtained by removal of their scaling
information so that the measurement units are made similar. Small, medium, and large
standardized estimates are indicated by values less than 0.10, around 0.30, and greater
than 0.50, respectively (105). A normally distributed set of variables may be transformed
into z–scores, commonly known as the standardized values. The unit of measurement for
z–scores is standard deviations. The mean of a set of z–scores is zero, whereas its
standard deviation is one (102).
Thus, comparison of correlations between datasets having variables with different units
of measure is possible after standardization (106) because measurement units are
abandoned during the process. The correlation coefficient (r) in a model with multiple
variables is known as the multiple correlation coefficient (102). The r–square statistic
(table 6.40) simply is the square of correlation coefficient which is also known as the
coefficient of determination or the squared multiple correlation coefficients.
In statistics, the r–squared indicates how well data fit a statistical model. With a range
from zero to one, the r–square value closer to one explains greater proportion of variance
in a model (107). Goodness of fit statistics of the first– and second–order piloting data
models are shown in the tables 6.37 and 6.38, respectively.
The goodness of fit of the WPPSI–IV a priori model was analyzed in line with the
recommended cut–off values for fit statistics (13, 20, 25, 89, 101, 104, 108-110) which
are also included in both the tables. Both goodness of fit analyses concluded that the
WPPSI–IV a priori model was able to reproduce acceptable degree of correlations in the
first– and second–order models of the piloting dataset.
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6.6.5) Detail of Fit Indices in relation to Goodness of Fit Analyses
6.6.5.1)

CMIN/DF Index

In AMOS output, chi–square value is called the CMIN while CMIN/DF is a test to assess
the fit of a model. Minimum discrepancy “C” between model and sample covariance
matrices is divided by its degrees of freedom (20).
Table 6.37: Goodness of fit analysis of first–order piloting data model
Chi–square
based
Measures of
discrepancy

Decision
Criteria

Incremental/Comparative
measures (baseline
comparison)

Parsimony–
adjusted
measures

Absolute fit measures

CMIN/DF

p

NFI

CFI

TLI

PCFI

PNFI

GFI

RMR

RMSEA

PCLOSE

Good

close to
1

>0.05

≥0.90

≥0.90

≥0.9

>0.5

>0.5

≥0.9

<0.05

<0.05

>0.05

Acceptable

1–2

≥0.05

≥0.80

0.85–
0.89

≥0.80

<0.06

<0.08

>0.05

Marginal

<5

>0.01

<0.08

<0.10

>0.01

Reject/Non–
fitting model

>5

<0.01

>0.08

>0.10

<0.01

First–order
model Values

1.583

0.001

0.74

0.88

0.88

0.67

0.56

0.79

4.30

0.09

0.01

Model–fitting
decision

Acceptable

Non–
fitting

Accept–
able

Good

Accept–
able

Good

Good

Accept–
able

Non–
fitting

Marginal

Non–fitting
model

<0.85

Table 6.38: Goodness of fit analysis of second–order piloting data model

Decision
Criteria

Chi–square
based
Measures of
discrepancy
CMIN/DF

Incremental/Comparative
measures (baseline
comparison)

p

NFI

CFI

TLI

Parsimony–
adjusted
measures
PCFI

PNFI

Absolute fit measures

GFI

RMSEA

PCLOSE

<0.05

<0.05

>0.05

<0.06

<0.08

>0.05

<0.08

<0.10

>0.01

>0.08

>0.10

<0.01

Good

close to 1

>0.05

≥0.90

≥0.90

≥0.9

Acceptable

1–2

≥0.05

≥0.80

0.85–0.89

≥0.80

Marginal

<5

>0.01

Reject/Non–
fitting model

>5

<0.01

Second–order
model Values

1.592

0.000

0.724

0.870

0.841

0.71

0.59

0.77

4.70

0.09

0.01

Model–fitting
decision

Acceptable

Non–
fitting

Accept–
able

Good

Accept–
able

Good

Good

Accept–
able

Non–
fitting

Marginal

Non–
fitting
model

>0.5

>0.5

≥0.9

RMR

<0.85
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Conceptually, chi–square value represents the difference between the observed and the
predicted covariance matrices of the a priori model (20). Smaller chi–square values
indicate better fit, thus, it is a “badness–of–fit” index (105). Values of CMIN/DF for both
the piloting data models were within the acceptable–fitting range. However, significant p
values were pointing towards non–fitting models and rejection of the null hypothesis.
Whether to accept or reject the model, whose p value is significant, is still an unsettled
matter. However, many researchers have reached to the consensus of disregarding this
index if other fit indices indicate fitness of the model (110).
6.6.5.2)

Comparative fit indices

These indices such as the NFI (Normed Fit Index), TLI (Tucker Lewis Index), and CFI
(Comparative Fit Index) compare the default model with some alternative model, such as
the independence model, in order to determine whether the default model is superior to
the independence model. In AMOS output, all covariances are constrained to zero in the
independence model; allowed to vary freely in the statured model while default model is
the proposed model. Values of comparative fit indices range from 0 to 1. However,
values that approach one indicate the better fit (110).
The CFI represents ratio between discrepancies of the default model to the independence
model. Thus, the CFI represents the extent to which the default model is better than the
independence model. It is not sensitive to the sample size (110). Value of 0.90, for the
comparative fit index called NFI (Normed Fit Index), indicates that the default model
improves the fit of the data by 90% relative to the independence model (20). However,
with small samples, the fit is often underestimated (110). Values of NFI, TLI, and CFI
(tables 6.37 & 6.38) indicated acceptable– to good–fitting of the a priori WPPSI–IV
model to the piloting data models.
6.6.5.3)

Parsimony adjusted fit indices

These measures attempt to balance for the complexity of the model. There are no rigid
rules for interpreting PNFI (Parsimony Normed Fit Index) and PCFI (Parsimony
Comparative Fit Index). Closer the PNFI and PCFI are to 1.0, stronger the model fit (20),
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however, values greater than cut–off value of 0.5 indicate a good–fit (101, 108). Values
of PNFI and PCFI (tables 6.37 & 6.38) were indicating good–fitting of the a priori
WPPSI–IV model to both the piloting data models.
6.6.5.4)

Absolute fit indices

Absolute fit indices provide a measure of how well a priori hypothesized model fits the
data. Unlike comparative fit indices, their calculation does not rely on comparison. The
chi–square test, RMSEA, GFI, AGFI, RMR and SRMR are included in this category.
Goodness–of–fit index (GFI) calculates the proportion of variance and covariances that
are accounted for by the a priori model which depicts how closely it has replicated the
observed covariance matrix in the data. The RMR (root mean square residual) is the
square root of the difference between the residuals of the sample covariance matrix and
the hypothesized covariance model. Values for the RMR range from zero to one. A value
of zero indicates perfect fit, while RMR values lower than 0.05 indicate good fitting
models. However, values as high as 0.08 for RMR are considered to be acceptable (108).
For both the piloting data models, values of GFI and RMR (tables 6.37 & 6.38) were
indicating acceptable– to non–fitting of the a priori WPPSI–IV model to piloting data.
The RMSEA (root mean square error of approximation) is an estimate of how well the
estimated

variance–covariance

matrix

matches

the

population

covariance

matrix,

adjusting for the degree of freedom in the fitted model (13). It is regarded as one of the
most informative fit index because it provides confidence interval and test of
significance. The RMSEA values indicate average size of residuals, therefore, smaller
values indicate better–fitting model. Values from 0.08 to 0.10 indicate a mediocre fit
while a good fit is shown by value less than 0.08. The PCLOSE is a test of statistical
significance for RMSEA. Value of less than 0.05 for the PCLOSE shows a poor fit and
leads to the conclusion that the default model is significantly different from the a priori
theoretical model. For accepting null hypothesis and for a good–fitting model, the
PCLOSE should be above 0.05 (108). For both the piloting data models, values of
RMSEA and PCLOSE (tables 6.37 & 6.38) were indicating marginal– to non–fitting of
the a priori WPPSI–IV model to piloting data.
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In conclusion, goodness of fit analyses of the piloting data concluded that the WPPSI–IV
a priori model was able to reproduce acceptable degree of correlations in the piloting
data models. Whilst many social scientists agree on the importance of fit indices, on the
contrary, some experts call for abandonment of fit indices “rules of thumb”. However,
there are researchers having middle–of–the–road perspective who accept usefulness of fit
indices, while also believe that incorrect rejection of an acceptable model (type I error)
my occur by sternly adhering to the recommended cutoff values (108). Therefore, it can
be anticipated that best practices in this area are expected to change in future (111).
6.6.6) Inadmissible Solution of Piloting Data Models
Output of the AMOS for both the piloting data models highlighted the statement that,
“the solution of the models was not admissible.” For a priori specified models such as the
WPPSI–IV model, the solution identified by a software is in actual fact a function of the
model, not the data (27). Inadmissible identification of a model is considered to indicate
defiance of some limitation in the model, which is also known as a Heywood case. Such
identification of a model might be pinpointing (25) towards the following:
•

when there are only two indicators (subtests) per latent variable in the a priori
specified model,

•

the improper specification of the a priori model, and

•

r–squared values larger than one and variances in the negative direction (25).

Taking into account the above–mentioned causes of a Heywood case; inadmissible
identification of piloting data models can be explained. For example, three latent factors
(visual spatial, working memory and fluid reasoning) of the WPPSI–IV a priori model are
identified

by

two

measured

variables

(subtests).

This

specification

might have

contributed towards the identification of piloting data models of this doctoral research as
“inadmissible solution.” Because recommendation in this regard is that each latent factor
ought to be defined by at least three and preferably four variables with satisfactory
loadings on it (25, 107). In the AMOS output, double–headed arrows denote covariances
(figure 6.39) while directed arrows pointing towards a variable indicate the direction of
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its prediction. Hence, change in the construct or predictor causes a change in the
predicted indicators. The WPPSI–IV a priori model and the piloting data models are
reflective measurement models. In a reflective or effect model, indicators are manifested
by the underlying construct or predictor in contrast to formative or causal model (112).

Figure 6.39: Standardized factor loadings and correlations of the First–Order CFA
Model of the Piloting Data
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Factor loadings and correlations (figure 6.39 & table 6.39) of the first–order CFA
(confirmatory factor analysis) model of the piloting data indicated that fluid reasoning,
working memory and visual spatial cognitive domains were highly correlated (0.99).
While both correlation and covariance describe relationship between two variables,
however, the covariance is an unstandardized form of correlation (104). Value of
covariance greater than 0.80 is alarming because discriminant validity troubles are
associated with high covariances (113). Similarly, presence of multiple highly correlated
factors or multicollinearity indicates one underlying construct (35, 111) which adversely
affects the model (114).
Table 6.39: Estimated correlations amongst factors of the First–Order CFA Model
of the Piloting Data
Estimate
Visual Spatial

<––> Verbal Comprehension

0.788

Processing Speed <––> Verbal Comprehension

0.508

Working Memory <––> Fluid Reasoning

0.993

Working Memory <––> Verbal Comprehension

0.678

Fluid Reasoning

0.832

<––> Verbal Comprehension

Working Memory <––> Processing Speed

0.623

Visual Spatial

<––> Processing Speed

0.537

Visual Spatial

<––> Working Memory

0.990

Visual Spatial

<––> Fluid Reasoning

0.895

Fluid Reasoning

<––> Processing Speed

0.639

Continuing with the explanation of inadmissible solution of the piloting data models;
even if values of variances in the negative direction are not possible, the AMOS can
produce variance estimates that are negative. With such out–of–range variance estimates,
the solution is called inadmissible because values of r–squared larger than one and
negative variances are not possible in theory (107). The reflective measurement models,
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such as the WPPSI–IV a priori model, assumes that the error terms connected to the
observed scores or subtests represent measurement error in the latent construct (112).

Figure 6.40: Standardized factor loadings of the Second–Order CFA Model of the
Piloting Data
Residual variance (e18) for the construct of the fluid reasoning is negative for the
second–order piloting data model (figure 6.40) and r–square of this domain is larger than
1.0 (table 6.40). Such large standardized regression coefficients represent symptom of
multicollinearity which inflates standard errors, making it harder to find significant
results (102). Furthermore, multicollinearity in the model produces unusual estimates
including estimates in the negative direction (114) such as the negative error variance of
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the fluid reasoning construct in the second–order piloting data model. The error variance
of exactly zero or loading of more than one are suspicious perfect measures indicative of
misspecification of the model (115).
Table 6.40: Squared Multiple Correlations of second–order piloting data model
5 Cognitive Domains

Estimate

Verbal Comprehension

0.689

Processing Speed

0.396

Fluid Reasoning

1.025

Working Memory

0.925

Visual Spatial

0.692
15 Associated Subtests

Information

0.270

Similarities

0.644

Vocabulary

0.681

Comprehension

0.609

Receptive Vocabulary

0.472

Picture Naming

0.464

Cancellation

0.591

Animal Coding

0.690

Bug Search

0.365

Matrix Reasoning

0.282

Picture Concepts

0.775

Picture Memory

0.404

Zoo Location

0.498

Block Design

0.534

Object Assembly

0.190

6.6.7) Internal consistency of the adapted WPPSI–IV
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, presented by Cronbach in 1951, is used to estimate the
reliability of a questionnaire such as the WPPSI–IV administered in this research study.
Correlation between responses to the study questionnaire is measured. Variance of the
individual items and the variance of the total items of every assessor are taken into
account for computation of the alpha coefficient (6).
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Cronbach’s alpha is an estimate of the internal consistency of scores that have been
aggregated

together.

Most

frequently

cited

recommendation

for

the

significant

Cronbach’s alpha is 0.7 which suggests that all items in the tool are measuring the same
underlying construct (113). Multiple administrations of a measure over varied time
periods are required for the determination of its stability, while single administration for
the assessment of the internal consistency of a tool is needed (116).
The reliability statistic was applied on the piloting data of this doctoral research by using
the 16th version of Statistical Package for Social Sciences 47 . Findings of reliability
statistic of fifteen WPPSI–IV subtests that were submitted to the analysis showed
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86. This value means that 86% of the variability in the composite
scores, produced by combining fifteen subtests, is true score variance which is internally
consistent and reliable. Value of this statistics ensures that the adjustments that were
made during adaptation of the WPPSI–IV maintained the homogeneity of the instrument
components (6). Therefore, it can be concluded that the internal consistency exhibited by
subtests of the WPPSI–IV indicated high degree of construct validity of the adapted
measure (117).
First column of the table 6.41 shows corrected inter–item correlations. For the current
reliability analysis, fifteen subtests of the WPPSI–IV represented “items.” Significant
inter–item correlation should be a positive value, ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. An item/subtest
having corrected correlation value of more than 0.75 is thought to be measuring the
whole scale. The correlation between the subtest/item and the composite scores of all
other remaining subtests/items is known as the corrected item total correlation. It is called
“corrected” because item/subtest itself is not included in this correlation. For example,
subtest Matrix Reasoning (MR) has corrected correlation of 0.504 with other items.
Second column of the table 6.41 has squared multiple correlations which indicate
proportion of variance about the mean that can be explained (19).

47 In SPSS; first click “Analyze”, go to “Scale” and then to the “Reliability analysis”.
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Third column (table 6.41) shows value of the Cronbach's alpha if a particular item was
deleted. For example, upon deletion of the subtest Matrix Reasoning (MR), Cronbach’s
alpha will be 0.856 which is lower than the actual value of 0.861. Therefore, keeping
subtest MR will contribute towards the reliability of the composite score. Regarding the
piloting data of this PhD research, there is no subtest whose deletion will increase value
of the Cronbach’s alpha.
Table 6.41: Correlations contributing to the Cronbach’s alpha
Corrected
Item–Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Block Design

.557

.588

.853

Information

.438

.597

.858

Matrix Reasoning

.504

.368

.856

Bug Search

.455

.439

.862

Picture Memory

.501

.447

.853

Similarities
Picture Concepts

.720
.739

.736
.698

.839
.846

Cancellation
Zoo Location

.546
.562

.669
.469

.859
.857

Object Assembly
Vocabulary

.461
.595

.407
.713

.855
.847

Animal Coding

.622

.585

.846

Comprehension

.572

.610

.849

Receptive Vocabulary

.611

.570

.852

Picture Naming

.601

.650

.855
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CHAPTER 7
Descriptive Statistics

Lack of international consensus on cognitive development indicators is due to the non–
operationalization of cognitive development scales in the developing world. Therefore,
operationalization of the available cognitive development scales in the developing world
is required to shape indicators for monitoring cognitive development. In the absence of
any pre–existing cognitive development indicator in Pakistan, this doctoral research was
undertaken with the objective to determine local intelligence reference value in 6–7 years
old subgroup of children belonging to rural district Rawalpindi, Pakistan. Findings of the
main study data analysis are included in this chapter. Ten core subtests of the WPPSI–IV
were administered for calculation of a cognitive development indicator, known as the
FSIQ (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient). Chapter six contains detailed method of FSIQ
computation under heading 6.6.1. Three hundred mother–child pairs from rural setting of
district Rawalpindi were included in the main study of this doctoral research.
7.1)

Main Study FSIQ Results

Scores on norm–referenced intelligence tests such as the WPPSI–IV are assumed to be
normally distributed (chapter 1). Therefore, in this doctoral research, tests of normality
were applied which included the graphical (histogram, boxplot & Q–Q plot), numerical
(skewness & kurtosis), and the formal (Kolmogorov–Smirnov & Shapiro–Wilk) tests of
normality (90). Hundred as average FSIQ and fifteen points as standard deviation (SD)
are used for the interpretation of the Wechsler’s scores (16).
The FSIQ scores of the piloting data of this doctoral research were distributed normally
with an average score of 92 and standard deviation of 14 points. Therefore, piloting data
FSIQ scores, within ±2SD, ranged from 64 to 120 48 . On the contrary, FSIQ mean and
standard deviation for the main study dataset were found to be 84 and 13 respectively
(table 7.1). Mean, median and mode of the main study FSIQ are at 84, 81.5 and 79
respectively.

48

Mean/average=92 and SD=14, thus, +2SD=92+2X14=120 and -2SD=92-2X14=64. Therefore, 95% of
the piloting data FSIQ scores ranged between 64 and 120.
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Figure 7.1: Pictures of the Main Study Data Collection
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Table 7.1: Descriptive statistics of main study FSIQ
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Statistic
Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Mode
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

6.
7.
8.

Std. Deviation
Variance
Range (maximum–minimum)

9.
10.
11.

Inter–quartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Value
83.63
83.29
81.50
79
82.17 –
85.10
12.900
166.400
(132–
53)=79
17
0.505
0.418

Std. Error
0.745

0.141
0.281

Figure 7.2: Graphical tests of Normality and Qualitative Categories of main study
FSIQ scores
In figure 7.2, histogram, normal Q–Q (Quartile–Quartile) plot and boxplot showed non–
normal distribution of the main study FSIQ scores. Positive skew in the histogram and
shift of the median in the boxplot due to disproportionately high score of a child (serial #
200, FSIQ=132 shown by an open dot) were seen. According to recommended qualitative
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interpretation of the WPPSI-IV scores (figure 4.4, page 46), majority of rural Pakistani
children (35%) in our research had IQ scores in the ‘borderline’ category (figure 7.2)
relative to children in the US normative sample.
Table 7.2: Inter–quartile range of the main study FSIQ
Percentiles

5

Weighted Average

64.0

10

25

50

75

90

69.0

76.0

81.5

93.0

101.0

76.0

81.5

93.0

Inter–quartile Range

95
107.0

As shown in the table 7.2, median of the main study FSIQ was at 81.5. The inter–quartile
range of 17 for the FSIQ was constituted by the 25th percentile at 76 and the 75th
percentile at 93. This was the range in which middle 50% of the children’s FSIQ laid.
Table 7.3: Tests of Normality for the main study FSIQ
Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

Df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

0.100

300

0.000

0.978

300

0.000

Table 7.3 illustrated the tests of normality for the main study FSIQ. The null hypothesis
for the formal tests of normality stated that the actual score distribution of the FSIQ is
equal to the expected distribution, i.e., the FSIQ was normally distributed. Test value for
the FSIQ was lower than the p value of 0.05; therefore, null hypothesis was rejected.
Alternate hypothesis of the main study FSIQ data not being drawn from a normally
distributed population was accepted.
7.2)

Main Study Subtests Results

Ten core subtests were administered for the calculation of the Full Scale Intelligence
Quotient (FSIQ) of the main study dataset. Summary table 7.4 does not contain normality
test because distribution of the scores of ten subtests including FSIQ was found to be
non–normal.
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Table 7.4: Summary Table of the Main Study Data
Sr.
#
1
1.1

1.2
2
2.1

2.2
3
3.1

3.2
4
4.1

4.2
5
5.1

5.2

Cognitive
Domains & the ir Subte sts

Variance

Visual Spatial Domain (time–bound subtests)
Block Design
14.60
(core subtest 49 1)
Object Assembly
(core subtest 2)

52.30

Fluid Reasoning Domain (non– time–bound subtests)
Matrix Reasoning
13.353
(core subtest 3)
Picture Concepts
18.025
(core subtest 4)
Working Memory Domain (non– time–bound subtests)
Picture Memory
34.464
(core subtest 5)
Zoo Location
4.903
(core subtest 6)
Proce ssing Speed Domain (time–bound subtests)
Bug Search
90.857
(core subtest 7)
Cancellation
88.433
(core subtest 8)
Ve rbal Comprehension Domain (non– time–bound subtests)
Information
8.681
(core subtest 9)
Similarities
135.769
(core subtest 10)
FSIQ

166.40

Standard
De viation

Me an

3.82

23.20

7.23

24.87

3.654

Ske wne ss

Close to zero

Kurtosis

Leptokurtic
0.865 (SE 0.281)

Negative

Leptokurtic

–0.950 (SE 0.141)

0.585 (SE 0.281)

13.35

Close to zero

Close to zero

4.246

13.04

Close to zero

Close to zero

5.871

18.53

Close to zero

2.214

12.99

Close to zero

9.532

26.21

9.404

31.27

2.946

22.74

11.652

15.98

Close to zero

12.90

83.63

Positive
0.505 (SE 0.141)

Negative
–0.339 (SE 0.414)

Platykurtic
–0.780 (SE 0.281)
Leptokurtic
0.967 (SE 0.281)
leptokurtic
1.725 (SE 0.281)

Positive

leptokurtic

0.629 (SE 0.414)

0.861 (SE 0.281)

Negative

leptokurtic

–1.454 (SE 0.414)

3.364 (SE 0.281)

Platykurtic
–1.190 (SE 0.281)

Close to zero

49 There are 10 core subtests at the Primary Index scale level with each of the five scales composed of two core subtests. Core subtests are used to create

composite scores. For main study FSIQ calculation, ten core subtests were utilized.
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Table 7.5: Comparison of Main Study & Piloting Data
Domain &subte st

Standard De viation

Me an score
Low scoring

I
1.

2.

II
1.

2.

III
1.

2.

IV
1.

2.

V
1.

2.

Visual Spatial
Block Design
Piloting
4.493
Main Study
3.82
Object Assembly
Piloting
5.994
Main Study
7.23
Fluid Reasoning
Matrix Reasoning
Piloting
3.938
Main Study
3.654
Picture Concepts
Piloting
4.846
Main Study
4.246
Working Memory
Picture Memory
Piloting
6.176
Main Study
5.871
Zoo Location
Piloting
2.616
Main Study
2.214
Proce ssing Speed
Bug Search
Piloting
12.248
Main Study
9.532
Cancellation
Piloting
13.569
Main Study
9.404
Ve rbal Comprehension
Information
Piloting
3.329
Main Study
2.946
Similarities
Piloting
10.252
Main Study
11.652
Full Scale Intelligence Quotient
Piloting FSIQ
14.252
Main Study FSIQ
12.90

Boxplot O utlie rs
score
High scoring

score

Ske wne ss

Kurtosis

23.18
23.20

1
1

0
10

Nil
Nil

–
–

negative
negative

leptokurtic
leptokurtic

23.93
24.87

Nil
4

–
2,4,6,9

Nil
Nil

–
–

negative
negative

Nil
leptokurtic

15.28
13.35

Nil
2

–
2,3

Nil
Nil

–
–

Normal distribution
Nil
Nil

14.05
13.04

Nil
2

–
1,2

Nil
1

–
25

Nil
Nil

21.16
18.53

Nil
Nil

–
–

Nil
Nil

–
–

Normal distribution
Nil
platykurtic

14.30
12.99

Nil
2

–
8,4

Nil
3

–
18,19,20

Normal distribution
Nil
leptokurtic

30.51
26.21

Nil
3

–
–4,–7,–16

2
1

56,66
53

positive
negative

leptokurtic
leptokurtic

34.69
31.27

Nil
Nil

–
–

2
4

77,81
56,59,62,67

positive
positive

leptokurtic
leptokurtic

22.69
22.74

1
7

13
9,11,13,14,16,17,18

Nil
1

–
28

negative
negative

Nil
leptokurtic

21.41
15.98

Nil
Nil

–
–

Nil
Nil

91.67
83.63

Nil
Nil

–
–

1
1

–
–
129
132

negative
Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil
platykurtic

Normal distribution
positive
Nil
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7.2.1) Visual Spatial Scale/Index
7.2.1.1)

Main Study Subtest Block Design (BD)

Negative skew demonstrated by the scores of the piloting subtest BD was not seen in the
main study’s subtest BD while score distribution of both the BD datasets was leptokurtic.
In a leptokurtic distribution, higher peak than the normally distributed scores is
attributable to the clustering of scores along the x–axis, resulting into the smaller standard
deviation and higher probability of obtaining extreme values (118). Main study boxplot
of the subtest BD (figure 7.3) showed an outlier who scored 10 points on this subtest
while in the piloting data a child scored zero which was an extreme outlier.

Figure 7.3: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest BD
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7.2.1.2)

Subtest Object Assembly (OA)

Both the piloting and main study datasets for the subtest OA demonstrated a negative
skew while score distribution of the main study OA dataset was slightly leptokurtic. Main
study boxplot of the subtest OA (figure 7.4) showed four low scoring outliers who scored
2, 4, 6, and 9 points on this subtest while there was no outlier in the piloting data OA.

Figure 7.4: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest OA
7.2.2) Fluid Reasoning Scale/Index
7.2.2.1)

Main Study Subtest Matrix Reasoning (MR)

Piloting study data for the subtest MR demonstrated normal distribution. Boxplot (figure
7.5) of the non–normally distributed data of the main study MR showed two low scoring
outliers who scored 2 and 3 points on this subtest while there was no outlier in the
piloting data MR.
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Figure 7.5: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest MR
7.2.2.2)

Main Study Subtest Picture Concepts (PC)

Both the piloting and main study data for the subtest PC demonstrated non–normal score
distribution. Main study boxplot of the subtest PC (figure 7.6) showed two low scoring
and one high scoring outliers who scored 1, 2 and 25 points respectively on this subtest
while there was no outlier in the piloting data PC.

Figure 7.6: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest PC
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7.2.3) Working Memory Scale/Index
7.2.3.1)

Main Study Subtest Picture Memory (PM)

Normally distributed piloting data for the subtest PM and platykurtic non–normally
distributed main study subtest PM (figure 7.7) showed no outliers.

Figure 7.7: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest PM
7.2.3.2)

Main Study Subtest Zoo Location (ZL)

Piloting study data for the subtest ZL demonstrated normal distribution while score
distribution of the main study ZL was non–normal. Main study boxplot of the subtest ZL
(figure 7.8) showed two low scoring and three high scoring outliers who scored 8 & 4
and 18, 19 & 20 points respectively on this subtest while there was no outlier in the
piloting data ZL.
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Figure 7.8: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest ZL

7.2.4) Processing Speed Scale/Index
7.2.4.1)

Main Study Subtest Bug Search (BS)

Piloting study data for the subtest BS demonstrated a positive skew while score
distribution of the main study BS was negatively skewed. Both the distributions were
leptokurtic. Main study boxplot of the subtest BS (figure 7.9) showed three low scoring
and one high scoring outliers who scored –4, –7 & –16 and 53 points respectively while
the piloting subtest BS had two high scoring outlier with scores 56 & 66.
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Figure 7.9: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest BS
7.2.4.2)

Main Study Subtest Cancellation (CA)

Both the piloting and main study datasets for the subtest CA demonstrated positive skew
and leptokurtic distributions. Main study boxplot of the subtest CA (figure 7.10) showed
four high scoring outliers who scored 56, 59, 62&67 points while the piloting subtest CA
had two high scoring outliers with scores 77 & 81.
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Figure 7.10: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest CA

7.2.5) Verbal comprehension Scale/Index
7.2.5.1)

Main Study Subtest Information (IN)

Both the piloting and main study datasets for the subtest IN were negatively skewed
while the main study IN scores distribution was also found to be leptokurtic. Main study
boxplot of the subtest IN (figure 7.11) showed one high scoring and seven low scoring
outliers who scored 28 & 9,11,13,14,16,17,18 points while the piloting subtest IN had
one low scoring outlier with score 13.
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Figure 7.11: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest IN
7.2.5.2)

Main Study Subtest Similarities (SI)

Piloting study dataset for the subtest SI demonstrated a negative skew while distribution
of the main study SI was platykurtic. Both piloting and main study boxplots of the subtest
SI (figure 7.12) showed no outliers.
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Figure 7.12: Histogram, boxplot & normal Q–Q plot of the main study subtest SI
In a boxplot or box & whisker plot, horizontal lines or whiskers on both sides of the box
denote lowest and highest observed values (91). Lower whisker was absent in the boxplot
of the main study subtest SI because the smallest observed value was zero. The 25th
percentile of the inter–quartile range (the width of the box in the boxplot) was at zero
(table 7.6 ).
Table 7.6: Inter–quartile range of the Main Study SI
Percentiles
Weighted Average
Inter–quartile Range

5
0.0

10
0.0

25
0.0
0.0
Q1

50
16
16
Median

75
26
26
Q2

90
31

95
32.95
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CHAPTER 8
Socio-demographic Profile

Child development is determined by the “nature through nurture.” Multi–faceted inter–
relations between environmental and genetic influences result in changes occurring
throughout the development process. Thus, a complicated web of inter–correlated settings,
systems, and actors constitute the process of development. This doctoral research utilized
“Mother Questionnaire” for collecting data regarding socio–demographic profile of the
300 households included in the main study. Findings of these households from 40 rural
UCs (Union Councils) of two tehsils are included in this chapter. In this doctoral
research, multiple regressions analysis was employed on the main study data to predict
the FSIQ by a set of explanatory variables which were selected from this chapter.
Selection of socio–demographic variables for the multiple regression analysis was based
on the literature review (chapter one) carried out for this PhD research.
8.1)

Union Councils (UCs) included in the Main Study

Forty rural UCs of tehsils Gujar Khan and Kallar Syedan were included in the main
study. Table 8.1 (page 135) contains distribution of the study subjects in 40 rural UCs.
8.2)

Raters of the Research

Nine trained test takers/raters collected the main study data. Table 8.2 contains detail of
rater–wise administration of the WPPSI–IV on 300 children.
Table 8.2: Rater–wise distribution of subjects
Rater code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

Subjects
28
15
43
51
43
39
44
19
18
300
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Table 8.1: Frequency of subjects per Union Council
Sr. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Union Council (UC)
Kanoha
Sayed Kasran
Jhongal
Nulla Musalmana
Choa Khalsa
Punjgaran Kalan
Raman
Devi
Qazian
Maniada
Kaliam Awan
Kallar Syedan
Kauntrila
Kainat Khalil
Bishandot
Doltala
Sukho
Kuri Dolal
Gungrila
Sakote Dobaran
Mohra Noori
Sagri
Darkali
Sui Cheemian
Bewal
Karumb Ilyas
Mankiala Muslam
Matawa
Manghot
Guf/Ghazanabad
Jatli
Lodhran
Chunga Bangial
Jhand Mehlo
Sahang
Mandra
Guliana
Samot
Bhadana
Total

Numbe r/fre que ncy of subje cts
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
300

Te hsil Gujar Khan
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Te hsil Kallar Sye dan
√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

%
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.3
3.3
3.3
100
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8.2.1) Inter–rater Agreement
Degree to which the same phenomenon is gauged repeatedly by various assessors is
known as the inter–rater reliability (119). Both internal consistency and stability denote
reliability

which

is

the

reproducibility of a

measurement

over

time.

Multiple

administrations of a measure over assorted time periods are required for the
determination of its stability, while single administration is needed for the assessment of
internal consistency of a tool (116). There is no “best” approach for calculating inter–
rater reliability. Each approach has its own assumptions and implications as well as its
own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, the best technique depends on the objectives of
the study, the nature of data (e.g., degree of normality or skewness), type of variable
(e.g., kappa for nominal, and ICC 50 for ordinal, ratio or interval), and the resources
available. The investigator might also improve reliability estimates with additional
training of the raters (120).
This doctoral research was part of a larger project (chapter 1) having a sample size of
over one thousand mother–child pairs. Expert panel and the research team (chapter 5,
heading 5.1) were responsible for the whole project. Considering the ethical and logistic
aspects, panel of experts decided to concentrate on vigorous training of the raters.
Additionally, administration of the intelligence tool and the questionnaires was carried
out under close supervision of the experts. Internal consistency statistic of the piloting
data of this PhD research concluded Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86 (chapter 6). Cronbach’s
alpha is an estimate of the internal consistency of scores that have been aggregated
together. Most frequently cited recommendation for the significant Cronbach’s alpha is
0.7 which suggests that all items in the tool are measuring the same underlying construct
(113). Correlation between responses to the study questionnaire is measured for the
computation of this statistic. Moreover, variance of the individual items and the total
items of every assessor are taken into account for the calculation of alpha coefficient (6).
Internal consistency of 86% concluded that the scores assigned by each rater during
piloting were reliable.

50

ICC means intra–class correlation.
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During main study data collection of this PhD research, initially mothers were
approached

in

their

households

for obtaining informed

consent concerning the

administration of the WPPSI–IV on their children. Details regarding socio–demographic
profile were inquired from mothers at the household. During stay at the household; assent
was also obtained from the child following rapport–building while WPPSI–IV was
administered either at school or the respective health house of the LHW (Lady Health
Worker) on the subsequent day.
Administration of the WPPSI–IV required between 2–2½ hours. Unfamiliarity of the
rural children to the WPPSI–IV subtests, eating and toilet breaks were some of the
contributory factors towards variation in the administration time. Over 1000 households
were to be approached for the main study data collection. Repeated measurements
involved risk of asking for mother–child pair’s additional time leading to substantial
interruption in their daily routine which was not ethically and logistically feasible. It was
important to avoid any disturbing experience leading to the subsequent refusal of the
households in closely–knit community of the research setting. Additionally, it was
difficult to explain and justify the repeated administrations and the inter–rater reliability
to the rural respondents.
Reliability analysis can be divided into two broad categories, relative and absolute. In
order to determine relative reliability, correlation coefficients such as Pearson’s and ICC
(intra–class correlation) are utilized (119). However, their major disadvantage is
sensitivity to the distribution of data. The more the data depart from a normal
distribution, the more attenuated is their results (120). Extent of variation in repetitive
measurements made by different raters/assessors is called absolute reliability. Measures
of the absolute reliability include the SEM (standard error of measurement), CV
(coefficient of variation) and Bland and Altman’s 95% limits of agreement (119).
Assessment of the measurement error is frequently done by utilizing the CV (coefficient
of variation), particularly in research that entails numerous repetitive testing of the same
phenomenon (121). Standard deviation is divided by the mean of the variable to compute
its CV (102). Although it is not possible to estimate reliability with only one
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measurement, agreement can be estimated. The most straight–forward agreement statistic
for a single measurement is the CV which is a standardized measure of the variability of
rater scores. The lower the CV, the more aligned the raters’ scores, while zero indicates
that all the scores are the same (122). However, nonparametric possibility of this statistic
is the “Quartile Coefficient of Dispersion,” i.e., interquartile range (IQR= Q3 –Q1 ) divided
by the median (Q2 ). Values for the IQR and median of the main study outcome variable
(FSIQ) were 17 and 81.5 respectively that amounted to a “Quartile Coefficient of
Dispersion” of 0.2 (close to 0). Therefore, an acceptable alignment of the scores amongst
nine raters was concluded for this doctoral research.
8.3)

Household’s family structure and child’s gender

Over half of the households in our research had “joint/extended” family system where
mothers lived and shared the same kitchen with relations such as father–in–law, mother–
in–law, and sister–in–law while 9% had “multiple households” where mothers were
living with in–laws but not sharing the same kitchen. On the other hand, forty percent of
the household were found to be “nuclear” where mothers lived separately with their
husband

and

children.

Mother’s

questionnaire

contained

explanation of all the

household–related terms for the convenience of the raters.
Table 8.3: Family Structure of the household
Family System

Frequency

Percent

Nuclear

121

40.0

Joint/extended

153

51.0

Multiple households

26

9.0

Total

300

100.0

Male children comprised of 53% of the study population (figure 8.1) while 47% were
female children.
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Figure 8.1: Gender of the Child
8.4)

Mother’s Marital Status

Majority of mothers (97%) were married at the time of their interview and WPPSI–IV
administration on their children.

Divorced/separted

1%

Widowed

2%

Married

97%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Figure 8.2: Marital Status of the Child’s Mother
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8.5)

Father’s Work Status & Occupation

Majority of fathers (78%) were manual workers while over 9% of fathers were not
working at the time of WPPSI–IV administration on their children.
Table 8.4: Work status & occupation of father
Sr
#
1.

Father’s work
status
Working

2.
Non–working
Total

Occupation
Manual worker (e.g. factory
worker, farmer, laborer,
driver, shopkeeper, cook,
cleaner, etc.)
Non–manual worker (e.g.
teacher, clerk, etc.)
Others (e.g. pension, etc)
Un–employed

Frequency

Percent

234

78.0

26

8.7

12
28
300

4.0
9.3
100.0

Figure 8.3: Father’s occupation & the FSIQ
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Scatter–plot in the figure 8.3 shows effect of the father’s occupation on child’s FSIQ, at
low, middle and high income strata. Income variable of the main study data was
categorized into low (Rs. 0–10,000/–), middle (Rs. 10,000–30,000/–), and high (Rs. 35,
0000–100,000/–) income groups (123).
The scatter–plot was produced by plotting FSIQ on the y–axis; the variable “occupation
of father” on the x–axis while three income categories were moved into the option “Set
Markers by” in order to disaggregate data according to the three income groups. For the
variable “occupation of father” 1, 2, 3 were labels for manual worker, non–manual
worker, and others, (table 8.3, Sr # 1) respectively. The scatterplot shows that at high
level of income, the father’s occupation is strongly associated with the FSIQ of the child.
8.6)

Education of Parents

In this doctoral research, data collection regarding education of parents was carried out in
“number of years of education.” In Pakistan; illiterate, primary, matric/matriculation,
FA/FSc 51 , BA/BSc and masters refer to 0, 5, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years of education,
respectively (123). Therefore, for the purpose of simplicity, numerical data on parents’
education has been described in six categories (figures 8.4 & 8.5).
Thirty percent of the mothers in our study were found to be illiterate while 25 and 34%
had acquired education of less than primary and matriculation correspondingly (figure
8.4). Eight, one and two percent of the mothers had FA/FSc, BA/BSc and master’s level
education respectively.
Compared to thirty percent of the illiterate mothers, this percentage for fathers in our
research was found to be eleven percent. Percentage of fathers who had acquired
education of less than primary was 12% while 64% were less than matriculation.
Likewise nine, three and one percent of the fathers had FA/FSc, BA/BSc and master’s
level education, in that order (figure 8.5).

51

FA/FSc, and BA/BSc means Faculty of Arts/Faculty of Science, and Bachelor of Arts/ Bachelor of
Science, respectively.
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2%

Masters

1%

BA/BSc

8%

FA/FSc

34%

≤matric
25%

≤primary

30%

Illiterate
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Figure 8.4: Education of the Child’s Mother

1%

Masters

3%

BA/BSc

9%

FA/FSc

64%

≤matric
12%

≤primary

11%

Illiterate
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Figure 8.5: Education of the Child’s Father
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8.7)

Total Monthly Income of the Household

In this doctoral research, total monthly income of the household was recorded in
Pakistani currency called “rupees/Rs.” For the purpose of simplicity, numerical data on
monthly income of the household has been described in seven categories (table 8.5).
There were approximately 19% households whose income was not reported by mothers
particularly because the earning per month was irregular and dependent largely on the
availability of the work. In contrast, one percent of the household had monthly income in
the range of Rs. 70,000 to 100,000/–.
Table 8.5: Monthly Income of the Household
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Income per month (in Rs.)
Did not know
1500–10,000
10,500–20,000
21,000–30,000
35,000–40,000
43,000–60,000
70,000–100,000
Total

Frequency
56
101
89
38
7
6
3
300

Percent
18.7
33.0
30.0
13.0
2.3
2.0
1.0
100.0

Figure 8.6: Household monthly income groups (in line with HIES 2015-16)
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Tabulated categories did not exhibit any meaningful pattern of the variable, hence, data
was grouped in line with Household Integrated Economic Survey (HIES 52 ) of 2015-16.
First and second quintiles of “Punjab Rural” in table 11 of the HIES 2015-16 were
grouped into low-income while third and fourth quintiles were added into middle income
groups. Fifth quintile represented high-income group. Eighty five percent of the
households in our research were found to be in the low-income group followed by 10% in
middle-income while 5% in the high-income groups.
8.8)

Household’s Spending on Education during the last Month

In this doctoral research, preceding month’s spending of the household on education of
the children was recorded in ‘rupees/Rs.’ Numerical data collected on this variable has
been described in categories in table 8.6. More than 2% of the households reported “no
spending” educational expenditure of one percent of the household was between Rs.
25,000–40,000/–. There were approximately 15% of households where mothers did not
report preceding month educational spending.
Table 8.6: Last Month Spending on Education
Sr. #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Spending on Education (in Rs.)
0
20–500
550–1000
1200–2000
2500–3000
3500–4000
5000
6000–7000
7500–8000
9000–17000
25000–40,000
Did not know
Total

Frequency
7
40
36
61
45
18
14
11
7
13
3
45
300

Percent
2.3
13.4
12.0
20.0
15.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
2.3
4.0
1.0
15.0
100.0

52 Household Integrated Economic Survey (HIES) 2015-16: http://www.pbs.gov.pk/content/household-

integrated-economic-survey-hies-2015-16
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Figure 8.7: Histogram of preceding month spending on education
8.9)

Type of Child’s Education

In this doctoral research, 99% of the children were in the primary education system.
Funding of 49% of the schools was by the government while 50% of the schools were
private. Out of remaining three children (1%), two (0.7%) were at madrasa while one
(0.3%) was at home–schooling. In madrasa, free of cost education, essentially religious,
is imparted to the children. Household opted home–schooling mainly because of the
financial and logistic constraint pertaining to the children education.

Figure 8.8: Type of Child’s Education
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Scatter–plot in the figure 8.9 was produced by plotting the variable “was child receiving
education?” on the x–axis and the FSIQ on the y–axis while the variable “type of
education” was moved into the option “Set Markers by” in order to disaggregate data
according to the type of education. For the variable “was child receiving education?” zero
and one were labels for “was not” and “was receiving formal schooling.”

Figure 8.9: Type of education & the FSIQ

Scatterplot in figure 8.9 showed no association between the variables “was child
receiving education?” and the FSIQ.
8.10) Child’s Grade/Class at School
In this research, 40% and 33% of the children were found to be in the second and third
grades, respectively. Remaining proportion was found to be lagging behind the grade
where children ought to belong at school.
Two children were in the ‘madrasa’ or religious institute and one child was receiving
home-schooling.
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Figure 8.10: Grade of the Child
8.11) Socio–demographic Comparison of Child with Maximum & Minimum FSIQ
In this PhD research, the maximum and the minimum FSIQ achievers amongst children
enrolled in the formal primary education system were compared by utilizing SPSS
command “Select Cases” in the “Data” menu. FSIQ scores of two children in Madrasa
were 76 and 85, respectively while FSIQ score of one child in home-schooling was 73.
Table 8.7: Comparison of Maximum & Minimum FSIQ Scorers
Socio–demographic variables
Frequency
Gender
Family system
Father’s occupation
Total monthly income (in Rs.)
Last month spending on
education (in Rs.)
Mother’s education
(number of years of education)
Father’s education
(number of years of education)
Type of education
Child’s grade

FSIQ= 53
1
Male
Nuclear
Manual worker
9000/–
600/-

FSIQ= 132
1
Female
Multiple households
Non–manual worker
55000/–
10,000/-

0

16

0

16

public
1st

private
2nd
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Both the parents of the child, who scored maximum FSIQ, had 16 years of education;
while the parents of the child with minimum FSIQ were illiterate. Father of maximum
FSIQ achiever was a non–manual worker while minimum FSIQ achiever’s father was a
manual worker.
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CHAPTER 9
Inferential Statistics

Outcome variable of this doctoral research is the FSIQ (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient)
which is a continuous variable. Range of possible FSIQ scores on the WPPSI–IV test is
from 55 to 145. A child’s intelligence test score can take any value between 55 to 145,
therefore, FSIQ is an example of a continuous variable (124). In this doctoral research,
multiple regressions analysis was employed on the main study data to predict
outcome/dependent (y) variable by a set of independent/predictor/explanatory variables
(x). Selection of following predictor variables was made on the basis of literature review
carried out for this PhD research, and contained in the chapter one of the thesis:
1. Total monthly income of the household (in Rs.)
2. Last month’s spending on education (in Rs.)
3. Mother’s education (in years)
4. Father’s education (in years)
5. Type of child’s education
6. Child’s grade/class
9.1)

Assumptions for Multiple Regression Analysis

In this doctoral research, multiple regression analysis was carried out to identify
relationship

between

FSIQ

and

above–numbered

set

of independent

variables.

Conformity to the underlying assumptions of multiple regression analysis, in the context
of current PhD research, has been discussed in the subsequent sections.
9.1.1) Assumption of Homoscedasticity
To compute the Levene test for homogeneity of variance, firstly the command Compare
Means, and then One–Way ANOVA were selected from the Analyze menu of the SPSS.
Findings of this test, carried out in pairs of dependent and independent variables, are
presented in table 9.1. Null hypothesis for the test of homogeneity of variance states that,
“Variance of the outcome variable is the same across different categories defined by the
predictor variable.” Rule is to accept null hypothesis if the test value is above the alpha
level or p value (Sig) set at 0.05 (125, 126). Levene’s statistics concluded equal variance
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of the FSIQ with all six predictor variables; therefore, null hypothesis of homogeneity of
variances was accepted on the basis of the p value higher than 0.05.
Table 9.1: Levene Test of Homogeneity of Variances with FSIQ
Sr#

Independent Variable

Statistic

df1

df 2

Sig.

1.

Total monthly income

1.32

25

254

0.144

2.

Mother's education (number of years)

0.859

12

286

0.589

3.

Father's education (number of years)

1.055

10

286

0.398

4.

1.099

24

262

0.344

5.

Spending on education during last
month
Type of child’s education?

2.803

2

295

0.062

6.

Grade/class of child

2.066

3

294

0.105

9.1.2) Normality of the error distribution assumption
For the evaluation of this assumption, regression analysis is needed to run first.
Therefore, conformity to this assumption can be evaluated post–analysis by looking at the
pattern of residuals (126). In theory, normal distribution of the outcome and predictor
variables is not mandatory. This assumption mandates normal distribution of the
prediction errors only. It may be difficult to yield normally distributed errors when highly
skewed variables are fitted into a linear regression model. The logarithmic (log)
transformation can be used to make positively skewed distributions the less off–center.
Thus, it becomes easier to meet the assumptions as well as to interpret the data (127).
Extreme scores in a distribution are pulled in significantly by the higher bases (base 10)
in contrast to the lower bases (base e or 2). However, non–normality is treated by all
bases through rationalization of the relative spacing of scores on the right side of the
distribution. The logarithm of a variable with a long right–tail works to “normalize” the
skewed distribution and transforms it into a normal distribution (102, 128, 129).
According to the WPPSI–IV standardization, outcome variable of this doctoral research
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is assumed to be normally distributed (41). In contrast, FSIQ scores of the main study
dataset

had

non–normal distribution with a positive skew.

Therefore,

the log

transformation for the FSIQ was carried out by utilizing, the Compute variable command
from the Transform menu of the SPSS. List of functions was scrolled down to find lg10.
Normalization of the transformed FSIQ was concluded equally by the graphical and
statistical methods of the normality evaluation. Detail of these methods has been
discussed in the piloting chapter of this thesis.
Figure 9.1 is showing comparison of the graphical methods of normality (histograms, Q–
Q plot & boxplot) between original FSIQ and log transformed FSIQ. The log
transformation has reduced the relative spacing of scores on the right side in the
histogram of the log transformed FSIQ. In normal Q–Q (Quartile–Quartile) plot
comparison; each observed value is fitted more closely with its expected value from the
normal distribution in the log transformed FSIQ. Similarly, the boxplot comparison
depicted that the extreme values have been pulled in after log transformation.
Table 9.2: Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov–Smirnov a

Shapiro–Wilk

Statistic

Df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

FSIQ

.100

300

.000

.978

300

0.000

Log FSIQ

.069

300

.001

.991

300

0.051

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Null hypothesis for the formal tests of normality was that, “Data of the FSIQ follows a
normal distribution.” Rule is to accept null hypothesis if test statistic is above the alpha
level or p value (Sig) set at 0.05 (91). Recent evidence has concluded Shapiro–Wilk
normality test as the most powerful test for all types of distributions and sample sizes
(97). Test statistic values of the Shapiro–Wilk test were lower than 0.05 for the original
FSIQ while higher for the log FSIQ concluding rejection of the null hypothesis for the
original FSIQ while acceptance for the log FSIQ. Therefore, the FSIQ was normally
distributed after logarithm transformation.
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Original FSIQ

log transformed FSIQ

Figure 9.1: Normality comparison of original & log transformed FSIQs
9.1.3) Linearity and additivity assumption
Before conducting multiple regression analysis on the main study dataset, scatterplots
(figure 9.2) between FSIQ and selected predictor variables were plotted using SPSS.
Nonlinear relation was seen in all six scatterplots. Prior to conducting correlation
analysis, formal tests of normality were applied on six selected predictor variables which
concluded their non–normal distribution (table 9.3). Therefore, main study selected
variables did not conform to the assumption of Pearson’s correlation which is a
parametric test (130).
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Table 9.3: Tests of normality on selected predictor variables

Total monthly income
Mother's education
(number of years)

Kolmogorov–Smirnov a
Statistic
df
Sig.
.157
297
.000
.195
297
.000

Shapiro–Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
.786
297
.000
.897
297
.000

Father's education
(number of years)

.190

297

.000

.887

297

.000

Spending on education
during last month
Type of education?
Grade/class of child

.254

297

.000

.590

297

.000

.339
.239

297
297

.000
.000

.663
.842

297
297

.000
.000

Considering non–normal and nonlinear nature of the selected variables, Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (rho) was utilized using SPSS. Similar to the median, rho is less
sensitive to the extreme values (102). Values of rho range from –1 to +1 (130).

Figure 9.2: Scatterplots of the FSIQ with six predictor variables
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Table 9.4: Spearman's Rank Correlation
1.
Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

2.
Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

3.
Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

4.

Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

5.
Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

6.
Full Scale IQ

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2–tailed)
Number

Child’s grade/class
0.370

298
Mother's education
(number of years)
0.267

300
Father's education
(number of years)
0.240

299
Last month’s
spending on
education
0.207

300
Type of education
0.140

299
Total monthly
income
0.055

300

Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.000
298
Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.000
300
Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.000
299
Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.000
300
Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.015
299
Full Scale IQ
1.0
0.344
300

Correlations between FSIQ and four variables (table 9.4); grade/class of the child,
mother’s education, father’s education, and spending on education during last month–
were found to be significant at 0.01 level (2–tailed). While the variable “type of
education” was significantly correlated with the outcome variable at the 0.05 level (2–
tailed). Spearman’s correlation of the FSIQ with the “total monthly income” was not
found to be significant.
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9.2)

Multiple Regression analysis on Main Study Data

Correlation does not distinguish between outcome and predictor variables. Hence, in
order to predict FSIQ (y) by a set of independent variables (x), multiple regressions
analysis was employed on the main study data of this doctoral research. Another key
reason to include multiple variables in the regression model was that they may account
for the confounding association between one of the independent variables and the
dependent variable (102). Confounders distort the observed association between the
predictor and the outcome variables, therefore, they need to be sought and considered in
assessing the results of every study (131-134).
Scatterplots (figure 9.2) showed nonlinear association between FSIQ and selected
predictor variables. Nonlinear associations are abundant in the social and behavioral
sciences and are mainly “quadratic” with one “bend” in the association (102, 135).
9.2.1) Squaring Transformation for Lineralization
There are many approaches to nonlinear analysis that are used in the regression modeling.
Squaring the predictor variables is a simple approach that adapts the linear regression
model so that it may accommodate nonlinear associations among the independent and
dependent variables. In practice, the main reason for using squaring transformation is to
fit a response by a quadratic function. An independent variable is simply multiplied
(squared) by itself to linearize its association with the dependent variable. Squaring
stretches out the values slightly and it represents the “nonlinear effect” in the multiple
regression analysis (102, 128).
Therefore, squared set of five independent variables were included in the multiple
regression analysis conducted on the main study data of this PhD research. These
variables,

in their original form, had shown positive bivariate Spearman’s rank

correlation (table 9.4) with the FSIQ:–
1. Child’s grade/class2 (grade×grade)
2. Mother’s education2 (mother’s edu×mother’s edu)
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3. Father’s education2 (father’s edu×father’s edu)
4. Type of child’s education2 (edu type×edu type)
5. Last month’s spending on education2 (edu spending×edu spending)
The minimum ratio of valid study cases to independent variables for multiple regression
analysis is 5 to 1. With 297 valid cases and 5 independent variables, the ratio for this
analysis is 59.4 to 1, which satisfies the preferred ratio of 15 to 1. Following are the
predictions/hypotheses for this PhD research’s analysis:
•

Prediction (Research hypothesis): FSIQ will be predicted by the selected
independent variables.

•

Null–Prediction (Null hypothesis): FSIQ will not be predicted by the selected
independent variables.

9.2.2) Comparison between Original & Transformed Variable Models
Multiple regression analyses were conducted utilizing two models. One model contained
all the transformed variables in which the FSIQ was log transformed to “normalize” it
while the predictor variables were squared to “linearize” them. On the other hand, the
second model contained all the original variables.
Table 9.5: Model summary of analyses
Mode l

R

R
Square

Adjusted R
Square

Transforme d

0.500 a

0.250

0.237

Std. Error
of the
Estimate
0.05761

O riginal

0.505 a

0.255

0.242

11.175

R Square
Change
0.250
0.255

Change Statistics
F
df1
df2
Change
19.420
5
291
19.930

5

291

Sig. F
Change
0.000
0.000

Table 9.5 contains regression model summaries of both the transformed and original
variables. The R or the multiple correlation coefficient (range from –1 to +1) of both the
models was 0.5 that indicated predictive ability of all the independent variables jointly to
predict the dependent variable. The percentage of the variance in the dependent variable
(y) that is accounted for by the set of predictor variables can be shown by squaring the R.
The R Square or the coefficient of determination or the squared multiple correlation
coefficient (range from 0 to +1) in both of the models was 0.25 or 25%. Thus, both the
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models in multiple regression analyses accounted for 25% of the variability in the FSIQ
scores of the children.
The R² change in both of the models showed change of R² from zero to 0.25 or 25%.
2

Values of the R follow F–distribution having the numerator (df1) and denominator (df2)
degrees of freedom. The F–test is the significance test for whether the model is predicting
the dependent variable better with information about the independent variables. The “Sig.
2

F Change” compares the null hypothesis that R equals zero versus the alternative
2

hypothesis that R is different from zero. Both the models concluded F–change of 19 (df
= 5, 291) and Sig. F Change of less than 0.001. Thus, both the models predicted a
significant amount of the variability in the outcome variable. However, standard error of
the estimate for the analysis involving the transformed variables was less as compared to
2

the analysis with original variables. The standard error of the estimate and the adjusted R
2

are used as a model selection fit statistics. Value of the adjusted R for the number of
independent variables in both the models was roughly the same.
9.2.3) Conformity to Normality of the Error Distribution
The normality of error distribution assumption can be evaluated once regression is run.
The goal of most common regression technique, ordinary least squares (OLS), is to
minimize the SSE (Sum of Squared Errors) in prediction of dependent variable (136).
Table 9.6: Analysis–of–variance (ANOVA)
Model
Transformed

Original

S um of S quares

df

Mean S quare

F

S ig.

Regression
Residual

.322
.966

5
291

0.064
0.003

19.420

0.000a

Total

19.930

0.000a

1.288

296

Regression

12443.508

5

2488.702

Residual

36337.165

291

124.870

Total

48780.673

296

ANOVA table is provided by default when SPSS estimates multiple regression models.
Cells in the “Mean square” column are the sums of squares in the rows divided by their
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accompanying degrees of freedom. Hence, the mean square due to regression (MSR) for
the transformed variables model is computed as 0.322/5 = 0.064 and the mean square due
to residuals or errors (MSE) is 0.966/291 = 0.003. The value of MSE for the original
variables model is much higher (124.870) as compared to the value for the transformed
variables (0.003). The column labeled F includes the F–value, which is the mean square
due to regression divided by the mean square due to residuals (MSR/MSE). The MSE is
used as a goodness–of–fit measure since smaller values indicate that there is less
variation in the residuals of the model. The column labeled F in the ANOVA tables
includes the F–value. This statistic is a measure of how far regression predictions are
from zero. Therefore, it can be concluded from the ANOVA table that F–values of 19 (df
= 5, 291) accompanied by p–values of less than 0.001 indicated that both the regression
models were good–fit for the data. Graphical representation of the conformity to the
assumption of normality of error distribution is represented in the figure 9.3.

Log transformed FSIQ

Original FSIQ

Figure 9.3: Normality of error distribution assumption
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Comparison of the histograms and Q–Q plots showed reduced relative spacing on the
right side and closer fitting of the observed & expected scores for the transformed
variables. Mean of residuals for both the variables is zero 53 with constant variance of
approximately one (0.99) for both the models. Looking for the smallest MSE is a
recommended

fit measure to make good predictions and find strong statistical

associations (102). Value of MSE for the model with transformed variables is
approximately zero (0.003) in comparison to the value of 124.870 for the original
variable model.
9.2.4) Predictors of the FSIQ in Main Study
Regarding table 9.7, the term coefficients is used in a general sense, although the key
columns are labeled Unstandardized Coefficients and Standardized Coefficients. Upper
case B is used by the SPSS to indicate the intercept and slope. Term Constant is also
utilized to label the intercept which represents the predicted value of y when x equals
zero. The slope in the multiple regression analyses represented the expected change in
FSIQ that was associated with each one unit change in its predictors. The standardized
coefficient measured the association between the variables in term of standard deviation
units. Standardized regression coefficients or beta weights allowed comparison of
independent variables within the same regression model. The largest beta weight is
considered

to

have the greatest correlation with the outcome variable. Hence,

interpretation of the standardized regression coefficient in the model with transformed
variables is that, “Controlling for the effect of other variables in the model, each one
standard deviation increase in the child’s grade/class, mother’s, and father’s education is
associated with a 0.327, 0.230, and 0.123 standard deviation increase in the FSIQ of the

53 The “E” is the Exponential Notation or Scientific Notation, used while dealing with a number with many

digits in order to save space. When the PLUS symbol (E+) is used it means that the decimal point has been
moved to the RIGHT while the MINUS symbol (E-) means that the decimal point has been moved to the
LEFT. Therefore, mean of 2.05E-14 in the histogram of the residuals of the transformed variable indicates
that the decimal point has been moved 14 points to the left, i.e., 0.0000000000000205 which is a mean of
zero. Likewise, a mean of 2.74E-16 for the original variable signifies that the decimal points have been
moved 16 places to the left which also equals to zero.
Reference: What does E-02 mean in a decimal number? : anySiteHosting.com; 2011 [cited Nov 25, 2014];
Available from: http://www.anysitesupport.com/what-does-e-02-mean-in-a-decimal-number/.
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child.” The predictor variable “last month spending on education” was also found to be
significant in the model with original variables in addition to three significant predictors
of the FSIQ detected in the transformed variable model. The intercept (constant) for the
original variable model indicated predicted value of FSIQ as 65.783. However, it is
recommended that the intercept for the transformed variable should not be interpreted.
Table 9.7: Coefficients
S tandardized
Unstandardized Coefficients

variables

Transformed

Model

Coefficients

t

S ig.

230.013

0.000

B

S td. Error

(Constant)

1.856

0.008

M other's education_squared

0.000

0.000

0.230

3.929

0.000

Father's education_squared

0.000

0.000

0.123

2.176

0.030

5.179E–11

0.000

0.086

1.627

0.105

Education type_squared

0.006

0.006

0.056

1.007

0.315

Child's grade/class_squared

0.007

0.001

0.327

6.247

0.000

(Constant)

65.783

2.118

31.066

0.000

0.536

0.164

0.188

3.271

0.001

0.465

0.200

0.130

2.323

0.021

Education spending

0.000

0.000

0.129

2.383

0.018

Type of education?

1.986

1.443

0.079

1.376

0.170

Grade/class of child

4.660

0.733

0.336

6.361

0.000

Education spending_squared

Beta

variables

Original

M other's education (number
of years)
Father's education (number of
years)

The SPSS also computed standard errors (listed as Std. Error) of the slope and intercept,
the t–values (under the column labeled t), and the p–values (under the column labeled
Sig.; an abbreviation for significance). The t–value in the regression model was computed
by dividing the estimated slope by the estimated standard error. For example, t–value for
the slope of the child’s grade/class variable in transformed variable model was calculated
as 0.007(unstandardized)/0.001=6.247. A t–value of 6.247 for the child’s grade/class
from a sample of 297 observations had a p–value of less than 0.001. Similar to the F–
values, the t–values for the slopes measured distance of the regression predictions from
zero. However, it is recommended that the main focus in the interpretation of results
should be on the p–value, not the standard error of the slope and the t–value. The t–test,
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for example, does not provide accurate results if either of the variable does not follow a
normal distribution (102). In table 9.7, corresponding p–values of less than 0.001
concluded that the slopes (or other statistic) are statistically significant in both the
regression models.
After comparison of both the models, transformed variable model was found to be more
robust because the value of the mean square due to errors/residuals (MSE) for it was only
0.003 as compared to 124.870 for the original variables model. Small value of the MSE
indicated

goodness–of–fit of the multiple regression model involving transformed

variables which could also be appreciated from the comparison of histograms and Q–Q
plots of the two models (figure 9.3).
In summary, multiple regression analysis involving transformed variables concluded the
child’s grade/class, mother’s, and father’s education as predictors of the FSIQ in rural
children, after controlling for the effect of other variables in the model. Independent
variables “education type and spending on education” were not found to be statistically
significant predictors of the FSIQ in the transformed variable model.
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CHAPTER 10
Discussion & Conclusion

This doctoral research was undertaken with an overall aim to enhance future productivity
of rural children in Pakistan by focusing on their cognitive potential. Objectives to
achieve this aim included administration of the culturally adapted WPPSI–IV in order to
develop local intelligence norms in 6–7 years old children of rural district Rawalpindi.
Four–stage Kilifi approach was utilized for the cultural adaptation and piloting of this
intelligence measure. Description of the process of WPPSI–IV adaptation and piloting
(n=61) results with their interpretation have been presented in chapters five and six of this
PhD thesis. During the main study, adapted WPPSI–IV was administered to 300 children
for measuring their Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) which is an indicator of the
cognitive development. Findings and interpretation of the main study descriptive
statistics, socio–demographic profile, and inferential statistics are included in chapters
seven, eight, and nine respectively. With interpretation of various findings already
incorporated in this PhD thesis, this chapter contains an overall discussion of the salient
findings. During adaptation and piloting, goodness of fit analyses of the first and second
order piloting data models concluded that the a priori WPPSI–IV model was able to
reproduce acceptable degree of correlations in the piloting data models. Furthermore, the
FSIQ scores of piloting data were found to be normally distributed. Therefore, panel of
experts of this PhD research decided to proceed with the main study data collection. In
contrast, FSIQ scores distribution for the main study dataset came out to be non–normal
with a positive skew on the 300 sample of 6–7 year old children.
10.1) Discussion
Over the years, intelligence or IQ tests have been refined to the point that the scores of
the large number of individuals taking them tend to fall into normal distributions with
consistent means and standard deviations (76). Test manufacturers generate bell–shaped
normal distribution of IQ scores from the test performances of the standardization
samples. Therefore, relative measurements are represented by the IQ scores that must
always be interpreted within a range of scores and not as solitary, absolute values (137).
The normal distribution and its properties are well known, therefore, inferences can be
drawn about normally distributed IQ scores by their mean and standard deviation (77,
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78). On a WPPSI–IV test, two standard deviations from the mean score of 100 result in
scores ranging from 70 to 130. According to Wechsler IQ scores interpretation, lower
limit for giftedness and the upper threshold for mental retardation are set at 130 and 70,
respectively (137).
Mean FSIQ and standard deviation, for the main study dataset of this PhD research, was
84 and 13 respectively. According to the recommended qualitative WPPSI–IV score
interpretation (Figure 4.4, page 46); mean FSIQ of the rural Pakistani children relative to
the United States normative sample was in the category of “low–average” while IQ
scores of majority of children (35%) were in the ‘borderline’ category containing scores
from 70 to 80. The IQ score distribution similar to our research was observed in a study
conducted in southern Pakistan in 2017 which concluded mean IQ of 75.56 with a
standard deviation of 7.56. Third edition of the WPPSI was utilized in this research. The
IQ scores distribution of the said study conducted in Naushero Feroze, a predominantly
rural and disadvantaged district of Sindh province, was also in the ‘borderline’ category.
The study population comprised of 1,273 children aged 4 years and their families who
previously participated in an early responsive stimulation and nutrition trial between birth
to 2 years (7). Besides the said research, there is lack of cognitive development research
on rural children of the developing countries which is attributable to several factors. For
example,

indicators

of cognitive

development,

including

IQ,

have

never

been

disaggregated to incorporate developing world’s issues such as urban–rural disparities
and poverty–related disadvantages. Requirements of the highly specialized field of
psychometry are difficult to be satisfied in resource–poor settings (17) as compared to
physical health, survival and nutritional monitoring indicators (3). Furthermore, IQ tests
are expensive and time–consuming to standardize and to purchase (137), leading to
financial constrains in their use in resource poor setting of the developing countries.
In the developed countries, intelligence testing is carried out to identify children having
special needs, with the intention to facilitate them with various kinds of special services.
Slow learners are identified on the basis of their attained scores on intelligence tests that
range from 75 to 89 (2). According to this criterion, majority of children included in this
PhD research were slow learners. In the context of Pakistan, there is no system in place
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for identification and streamlining of slow learners by administering standardized tests or
by implementing relevant strategies to help them. While effectiveness of the cognitive
stimulating academic interventions in enhancing the developmental skills of slow learners
has been proven in Pakistan more than two hundred years ago (138).
Future productivity of children can be enhanced by identifying and addressing their cognitive
problems. Evidence suggests that cognitive stimulation by contemporary psychological
methods was proved to be effective in situations where usual schooling system was unable to
deliver. During 155–130 B.C., the current–day Pakistan was ruled by the king Milinda who
was convinced about the role of “play” in psychological motivation of children. Toys were
being used at Taxila, a city of the current–day Punjab province of Pakistan. Taxila was
legendary center of art and science during Milinda’s rule. His capital was at the current–
day Sialkot city of the Pakistani province of Punjab. Thus, cognitive stimulation
philosophy was introduced in Pakistan more than two millennia ago (70, 139). However,
presently, importance of cognitive stimulation in motivating “not too smart” children needs
to be re–established in Pakistan. Developed world’s learning psychology experience of 150
years has proven importance of the cognitive stimulation and encouragement for children
with low–average cognitive potential. After receiving supportive services, such children had
shown average or above–average performance in whether it was mathematical operations, or
creative school–work, or art, or sport (140). Undoubtedly, much of this can also be achieved
with low–average children in Pakistan.
On the other hand, when an IQ distribution does not conform to the normal curve, such as
the main study FSIQ score distribution; “center” of the distribution cannot be ascertained
in order to make prediction about the scores above and below the centre (53). The shape
of distribution of scores is one of the important determinants of the choice for measures
of the central tendency and the variability of scores. If the distribution of scores is
symmetrical, the mean is the value of central tendency that is usually reported. However,
the mean either overestimates (in positively skewed distributions) or underestimates (in
negatively skewed distributions) the typical central value if the distribution of scores is
positively or negatively skewed (58). In this doctoral research, mean of the main study
data was pulled towards the extreme score causing positive skew.
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Median is a more precise measure of the central tendency in case of skewed distributions
as 50% of the scores each lay above and below it (58). Furthermore, median is not
influenced by the extreme scores (141). In this doctoral research, median of the main
study FSIQ scores was 81.5. Regarding measures of dispersion, the variance and standard
deviation are reported if the distribution of scores is symmetrical. However, if the data is
skewed, then the appropriate measure of variability for that data is the range (58).
Nonetheless, the interquartile range is steadier than the range because outliers are not part
of its computation. Thus, extreme values may change by large amounts, but the
interquartile range remains unaffected (92). In this doctoral research, 25th percentile of
the FSIQ scores at 76 and the 75th percentile at 93 comprised an inter–quartile range of
seventeen.
Conflicting shapes of distribution of the piloting (normally distributed) and main study
(positively

skewed) datasets were obtained

in this doctoral research.

Potential

determinants of this phenomenon warrant careful analysis. For example, during piloting,
children were selected from a single Union Council (UC) utilizing deliberate sampling
technique which is a type of non–probability sampling in which subjects are knowingly
chosen. Because of the small size in deliberate sampling, selected group is likely to be
homogeneous (142).
The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) from probability theory provides the theoretical basis
for variables that appear to have a probability density function approximating a bell–
shaped curve (143). In its simplest form, this mathematical law states that the sum of
many independent, identically distributed random variables is normally distributed.
Historical example of a normal distribution is that of chest measurements of Scottish
soldiers made by Adolphe Quetelet (1842). Sir Francis Galton (1889), cousin of Charles
Darwin, sought to extend Quetelet’s application of the normal curve to classify human
intelligence, which Galton viewed as biologically determined. Galton believed that tails
of the bell–shaped, normal distribution represents strength and brilliance at one end and
weakness and feeble–mindedness at the other. However, Galton’s assumption was
challenged by Karl Pearson who on the basis of empirical observation, raised questions
about the prevalence of normality among real–world distributions. Therefore, there are
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different schools of thought in this regard. Some scholars lean toward a genetic
explanation while others favor a cultural explanation of group differences in IQ and
believe that nature and nurture both affect the intelligence (144).
Several current studies suggest that the undeniable effects of genes on intelligence are not
as determinative as hereditarians might have envisaged. Heritability is the proportion of
variability in a phenotype that is accounted for by variation in genotype. The heritability
of a trait depends on the relative variances of its predictors. In case of intelligence,
predictors are genotype and environment/culture. In humans, heritability can take
virtually any value for a trait depending on the relative variability of genetic endowment
and the environment. Thus, the heritability of intelligence may be between zero and one
because its value can neither be zero nor one (145). Thus, complexities of the
environment/culture
contributions

of

and
each

genetic

interactions

extremely

difficult

make
(131).

teasing
This

apart

the

interdependence

individual
between

environment and genes has the potential to destroy the applicability of the CLT which
requires conformance to the independence of factors (143). Thus, even though
historically normal distribution appears to be a contingent fact, many researchers
presently believe that the normal distribution may not be as normal as was thought in the
past. Quetelet’s appropriation of the normal curve as a model for understanding variation
in human behaviour and mental abilities conflates variation with deviation and normal
with natural. Thus, normal distribution in the example of the Scottish soldiers might have
been due to the limited variability within that homogeneous group of people (146).
Likewise, in this PhD research, normal distribution of the piloting data may be attributed
to the homogeneity of the hand–picked subjects from a single Union Council (UC).
Continuing with the discrepant shapes of distribution of the piloting (n=61, UC=1) and
main study (n=300, UCs=40) FSIQ scores in this PhD research. According to research
conducted by Limpert et al (2001), variables that cannot obtain non–negative values
cannot be normally distributed, and are more likely to be log–normally distributed.
Logarithm of a log–normal distribution, first defined by McCallister (1879), is normally
distributed. The major difference between log–normal and normal distribution is the
positive domain and positive skewness of the log–normal distribution (98). Taking the
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logarithm of a variable with a long right–tail might transform it into a normal distribution
because the logarithm pulls in the extreme values (102). During multiple regression
analysis in this doctoral research, base 10 logarithmic transformation of the FSIQ was
carried out. Both statistical and graphical methods for evaluating normality concluded
“normalization” of the log transformed FSIQ.
Normal distribution may not be as normal as people previously thought. Indeed, prior to
1900, it was commonly accepted that normal distribution was practically universal. J. C.
Kapteyn (1903) noted that data from one–dimensional measurements in nature fit the
normal distribution, whereas two– and three–dimensional results cannot be symmetric
(146). Thus, normal distributions in nature are possible only if the world is carved up the
right way with the variables of interest (143). Underlying idea of Herrnstein and
Murray’s (1994) book “The Bell Curve” is that human behaviour naturally distributes
along the line of bell–shaped distribution. Alternative perspective is that there is nothing
natural (or normal) about the normal curve (144).
Furthermore, with regards to the construct validation findings of this doctoral research,
cross–cultural adaptation assumption of “the universal underlying psychological
constructs” of the WPPSI–IV remains debatable. One of the important reasons for
conducting cross–cultural psychological adaptation is to investigate the robustness of
generalizability of the psychological constructs in order to uncover “psychic unity” that is
presumed to exist (48). In this PhD research, construct validation of the adapted WPPSI–
IV revealed multicollinearity among latent constructs of the working memory, fluid
reasoning and visual spatial cognitive domains in the first–order piloting data model. This
multicollinearity reduced three latent domains into a single construct related to the fluid
intelligence (114, 147, 148). Data of 20 nations over six decades concluded that fluid
intelligence tests, that are considered to be “culture–reduced,” were greatly influenced by
the environmental factors that caused the “Flynn effect” of successive generations
obtaining higher scores on intelligence tests. Intelligence gains have been attributed to the
better environmental factors such as income, schooling, housing and living conditions
(149, 150).
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Additionally, multicollinearity in the second–order piloting data model produced unusual
estimates including estimates in the negative direction (114) for the fluid reasoning
construct. It is suggested that the influence of multicollinearity may decrease with
increase in the sample size (102). Nevertheless, addition of more observations into the
piloting data to observe this effect was not feasible for the current study. Moreover, three
latent factors (visual spatial, working memory and fluid reasoning) that demonstrated
multicollinearity in the first–order piloting data model are identified by two observed
variables (subtests) in the WPPSI–IV a priori model. Recommendation in this regard is
that every latent factor should be defined by at least three and preferably four observed
variables with acceptable loadings on it (25, 107). Thus, the a priori hypothesized
WPPSI–IV model is mis–specified in this regard.
Research has casted doubts on the ability of IQ tests to compare groups for intelligence
when those groups are separated by cultural and environmental distance. Wechsler tests
measure intelligence partially through the vehicle of items taught in school. Empirical
evidence has concluded that more or better schooling could produce the appearance of
intelligence gains over time (150). Findings of the multiple regression analysis, carried
out in this doctoral research, also concluded child’s grade/class as the most influential
predictor of the FSIQ followed by the level of mother’s and then father’s education.
Mild-to-moderate associations of the cognitive development outcomes with factors such
as socio-economic status, nutritional status, and preschool exposure were observed in a
study carried out in rural settings of the southern Pakistan (62) which are similar to
findings seen in our research.

However, educational system of the rural Pakistani children did not expose them to the
similar areas of knowledge tested by the Wechsler IQ scale. If opportunity for exposure is
not equal, then any interpretation of the meaning of the degree of the inter–correlations
among subtests of an intelligence measure becomes highly problematic (151). Research
studies by Cahan and Cohen (1989) and Fagan and Holland (2002) noted association of
intelligence test scores of children of the same age with their grade at school and,
consequently with what they knew by that age. Their research supported the view that
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cultural differences in the provision of information may account for racial group
differences in IQ (149). Freedle (2003) referenced the cultural unfamiliarity hypothesis
that many intelligence subtests tap into culturally specific content and are perceived
differently, depending on particular cultural and socioeconomic background of the
children

(131).

Differences

in

knowledge

between

rural

Pakistani

and

U.S.

standardization sample for items tested can be eliminated when equal opportunity for
exposure to the information is expected.

Establishment of quality education system is achievable in a country through public
policies. Studies on the impact of such interventions emphasized that education systems
effective in enhancing cognitive skills demonstrated higher incremental results for
national income and societal wellbeing in the developing world than in the developed
world. Bangladesh, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Senegal, South Africa and Sri Lanka have been
successful in expanding access to primary education. Cognitive test scores serve as a
proxy for the assessment of relationship between education quality and economic growth.
However, such a comparison at an international level is extremely crude, mainly because
of the disparate resources available to school systems and the levels of poverty in the
developing world (152). Empirical evidence also suggests that an indicator of the
cognitive development, such as an IQ, developed and standardized in a developed
country ought to be compared and interpreted with caution in a developing country. For
the reason that the IQ is constructed from normative data pertaining to very different
kinds of living conditions and educational systems than in a developed country (5).
In this PhD research, mother’s education was found to be the second influential predictor
of the child’s FSIQ. Thirty percent of the mothers in this PhD study were found to be
illiterate while this percentage for fathers was eleven percent. Findings of our PhD
research are in line with the previous empirical studies indicating that educated mothers
were more likely to have children with higher levels of cognitive development than the
illiterate mothers. Maternal education is not only a protective factor but also a barrier to
the transmission of inequalities between generations. Cognitive development of children
of the illiterate mothers is more likely to lag behind (153) which might have contributed
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towards low FSIQ of rural children in this PhD research. Both the parents of the child
who scored maximum FSIQ, in this doctoral research, received 16 years of education
while the parents of the child with minimum FSIQ were illiterate. Child with lowest
FSIQ was in the first grade while highest scorer was in the second grade.
Rural setting was selected for this doctoral research because Pakistan has 63% of the
rural area (8). Therefore, rural children deserve foremost priority in their cognitive
potential assessment in this country. According to the Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological
model, development of children living in rural and urban settings ought to be distinct
owing to the dissimilar nature of these two settings. Nevertheless, disaggregated effect of
the rural place of residence on the cognitive development of children has not been
explored in the context of the developing world. However, findings of a current study
conducted in the U.S. uncovered that the working memory profiles of the low–income
rural children were distinct from the profiles of the low–income urban children. Scores of
low–income rural children were lower on the visual spatial working memory as compared
to the verbal working memory, owing to the barrier posed by less everyday visual
stimulation in the rural setting of the United States. On the other hand, low–income urban
children demonstrated similar verbal and visual spatial working memory weaknesses.
Symmetry in contrast to the asymmetry in the working memory weaknesses between
children belonging to the urban as compared to the rural poverty suggested that these two
types of poverty are associated with different patterns of working memory functions that
utilize disparate cognitive resources (154). Thus, ‘rural’ setting in the U.S. was concluded
as predictive of the lower scores obtained on one of the cognitive domains that constitute
the FSIQ.
Considering these findings from a developed country, low–average to borderline
cognitive abilities of children seen in this PhD research may be attributed to their rural
place of residence, non–educated parents, and low–income households that lacked
cognitive stimulating resources. Identification of the contextual environmental factors
followed by re–standardization of the tool (155) may reflect the true FSIQ of rural
Pakistani children, whilst permitting more precise evaluation of the effect of factors such
as the rural residence, household’s income, and quality of schooling on variability in
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performance between two culturally separated groups. Numerous empirical studies
support that although absence of specific types of cognitive stimulation in rural–poverty
is relevant, but the presence of alternative types of stimulation ought to be considered in
shaping cognitive abilities of children.

Underprivileged

settings facilitate a more

imprudent and quicker response to physical and psychosocial threats in children,
conferring advantage in unsafe environments. However, such a trade–off directs physical
and psychological development of children along particular trajectories while limiting the
development along others. This is suggestive evidence of malleability of cognitive
development. Both home and school contexts ought to be targeted for combating the
impact

of poverty–related

hazards

on long–term trajectories of child

cognitive

development (156).
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is associated with learning and educational achievement
across multiple domains. The PFC shows change in grey–matter volume from birth
through

late

adolescence.

This

extended

developmental trajectory

may

provide

opportunities for experience to shape the function of the PFC. Research studies suggest
that social experience and exposure to inequality in childhood could shift developmental
trajectories. Empirical evidence has emphasized that children from low–income rural
settings require progressively more enriched school environments including increased
exposure to better and more sophisticated learning environments to compete with their
more privileged counterparts (157).Thus, IQ in low–average to borderline categories,
seen in this doctoral research, is not reflective of full cognitive potential of rural Pakistani
children. Considering findings of this doctoral research, theoretically genetic premise was
acceptable if the effects of quality of education, parent’s education, rural disparity, and
household’s income on IQ differences between Pakistani rural children and the U.S.
standardization samples could be assessed either by matching both on these variables or
eliminating such disadvantages. If not, the future research ought to concentrate on
cultural and environmental influences that might have contributed to the variability in
overall cognitive performance.
Furthermore, findings of the construct validation in this PhD research, have pointed
towards the need to re–visit the applicability of the WPPSI–IV intelligence construct in
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the rural setting of a developing country such as Pakistan. Hence, cognitive development
measures for use in developing countries need to be disaggregated to incorporate urban–
rural disparities in order to address such unexplained group differences that could leave a
void for racially prejudiced interpretation and stigmatization, if not, there is probability of
children being judged and discriminated on the basis of group IQ differences.
Interpretations of group differences in intelligence measurements has been a topic of
recurrent controversy and debate (158). Current test development practices have been
criticized on the basis of their conceptual limitations because strategies used to address
issues of cultural bias are limited to expert review panels and various statistical
formulations (131). To avoid bias, standardization samples for an IQ test that assumes
“universal applicability” must be representative of all children of a certain age (137).
Research evidence has indicated that the assumptions regarding psychological tests being
culture–fair and psychological abilities being normally distributed on norm–referenced,
standardized tests are debatable. While the application of “normal curve thinking” to
groups of people (rural/urban, rich/poor, etc) ignores all the factors that make the
experiences of individual persons unique; normative claims efface the complicated ways
people live their lives and, therefore, gravely misrepresent the human experience (144).
Nevertheless,

for nearly 100

years,

assumptions of normality have undergirded

intelligence test construction.
Stratified sampling technique was utilized during standardization of the WPPSI–IV
which uses prior information on the population to create more homogeneous non–
overlapping strata based on factors like age and gender (76). The WPPSI–IV normative
information is based on a national sample of 1,700 representative of the U.S. English–
speaking population of children. An analysis of data gathered in 2010 by the U.S. Bureau
of the Census provided the basis for stratification within each age group. Four selected
variables for stratification included gender, race/ethnicity, parent education level, and
geographic area. A stratified sampling plan ensured that the normative sample included
representative proportions of children according to selected demographic variables (13).
Although overall estimate is more precise in stratified sampling than simple random
sampling (90) which was utilized in this PhD’s main study but advantage of random
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sampling is minimization of bias in the selection owing to the fact that no group is
excluded or included from within the population (78). Benefits of stratification are
maximum when the strata or groups are homogeneous (142). Thus, stratified random
sampling decreases the variance between measurements, in each stratum (90) and it
shares certain characteristics with deliberate sampling technique (142).
Sample of this PhD research, whose cognitive abilities were tested by the WPPSI–IV,
was comprised of only rural Pakistani children. The WPPSI–IV normative information
has not been stratified according to the rural–urban settings, quality of schooling, and
income of the household. Therefore, differential scores of the various cognitive domains
pertaining to the U.S. urban–rural and low– and high–income children are not available.
Availability of the disaggregated data would have enabled comparison of the various
cognitive abilities of a low–income rural Pakistani child to the analogous U.S. child in the
normative sample. Furthermore, three cognitive domains of the WPPSI–IV that
demonstrated

multicollinearity

in this doctoral research included

subtests utilizing

pictorial stimuli. Testing of these domains is comparable to the testing of visual spatial
working memory carried out in the U.S. research that demonstrated distinctive working
memory profiles of children living in rural and urban poverty (154). Thus, it can be
hypothesized that the FSIQ differences between the rural Pakistani and the U.S.
normative groups, seen in this PhD research, are consequent upon the cultural and
environmental differences associated with growing up in settings distinctly different from
one another. Low–average IQ seen in the rural sample of this PhD research would have
been different if other strata of Pakistani children were included in this research which
was not consistent with the scope of current study.
Aim of the current PhD research was to enhance future productivity of rural Pakistani
children by focusing on their cognitive potential. Empirical evidence also supports that
intellectual performance is malleable and can be enhanced (131). In 1984, Flynn
published data of 73 US studies (1932 to 1978) that compared IQ scores obtained by
same group of participants (ages 2 to 48 years) who were given both the new test (e.g.,
WISC-R) and previous version of the same test (e.g., WISC). Flynn effect concluded
increase in IQ scores of the US population over 46 years. Empirical evidence regarding
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increase in IQ through better schooling, income and living conditions supports the
premise that “nature through nurture” determines the developmental process (150).
Effective interventions are available to reduce the cognitive and social–emotional deficit
currently estimated to affect more than 200 million children under 5 years of age in
developing

countries.

Despite

the

substantial evidence that comprehensive early

development interventions are effective in increasing children’s chances of success;
developing world’s investment is negligible in this regard. One of the important reasons
that governments do not invest in early childhood development is lack of globally
accepted indicators to monitor progress with respect to the childhood cognitive
development (1). Therefore, current doctoral research was carried out to address this
constraint, however, ‘norms’ could not be set for 6 to 7 years old rural Pakistani children
because IQ score distribution did not conform to the normal curve. Hence, it was not
possible to draw inferences about the reference values or ‘norms’ of the IQ above and
below the mean by utilizing values of the mean and standard deviation.
However, inspite of all the challenges at hand, operationalization of the available
intelligence tests in particular settings of the developing world is needed in order to shape
indicators for monitoring cognitive development(5) for implementation of comprehensive
early childhood development programmes. There is no single approach for implementing
the early childhood development programmes which span over multiple ministries and
require multi-stakeholder involvement of health, education, nutrition, agriculture &
livestock, social protection services, and poverty reduction strategies. However, in
Pakistan, child development data/information is primarily included into the growth
monitoring charts in the health sector which has mainly assumed the responsibility of
advocating prevention of the risk factors to children from low-income disadvantaged
backgrounds and programmes for children with developmental delays and low birthweight babies. Our Government is signatory to the “Convention on the Rights of the
Child” that ensures every child the right to development as well as survival.
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10.2) Conclusion
In this doctoral research, majority of rural Pakistani children were found to have
‘borderline’ IQ relative to children in the United States normative sample, as per the
recommended qualitative interpretation of the WPPSI-IV scores. ‘Norms’ could not be
set because IQ score distribution, in this research, did not conform to recommended
normal curve. Hence, it was not possible to draw inferences about reference values or
‘norms’ of the cognitive potential/IQ relative to mean and standard deviation, utilizing
properties of the normal curve.
Multiple regression analysis concluded the child’s grade/class, mother’s, and father’s
education as predictors of the FSIQ in rural children, after controlling for the effect of
other variables in the model.
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10.3) Strengths of the Study
Strengths of this PhD research are as follows:–
•

Our study was a community–based study; first of its kind in which cognitive
potential of rural Pakistani children was investigated.

•

Findings of this PhD study have practical and theoretical implications for
contemplation of the policy makers, educational, and child development experts.

•

Further research on the subject can be planned by utilizing this study as the base
line research.

•

Series of research studies can be planned to address the long–lived issue of the
“culture–fair” psychological testing by investigating new theoretical approaches
and intelligence models developed and validated in the particular cultural contexts
of the developing countries.
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10.4) Limitations of the Study
Considering the ethical and logistic aspects, inter–rater reliability could not be carried out
in this doctoral research.
This study was part of a larger project whose overall sample size was above one thousand
children of 6–7 years of age. Interviewing one mother–child pair required two days.
During the first day; mothers were approached at the household for obtaining informed
consent for the administration of the WPPSI–IV on their children and details regarding
socio–demographic profile. Assent was also taken upon building up rapport with the
child while WPPSI–IV was administered either at school or local health house 54 of the
LHWs (Lady Health Workers) on the following day. Administration of the WPPSI–IV
required between 2–2½ hours. Therefore, repeated measurements involved risk of asking
for mother–child pair’s surplus time that could have resulted into considerable amount of
interruption in their daily routines which could have potentially led to respondent
exhaustion/fatigue and refusals, let alone not being logistically feasible. Additionally,
giving an explanation to a mother, about why her child was assessed on the same tool
twice by two different assessors (for inter–rater reliability), was not found to be practical.
Over 1000 households were to be approached for data collection in the closely–knit
community of the research setting, thus, it was important to avoid any disturbing
experience leading to the subsequent refusal of the households. Considering these
aspects, panel of experts decided to concentrate on vigorous training and ongoing
supervision of the entire team of raters.

54

Local health house: One of the rooms of the local health worker (LHW) which is designated as a health
house. The health worker keeps her registers, weighing scales etc in this room.
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10.5) Way Forward & Policy Implications
Findings of the current PhD study have practical and theoretical implications for
contemplation of the policy makers, educational, and child development experts. Future
productivity of children in Pakistan can be enhanced by multi-stakeholder involvement
through

comprehensive

early

childhood

development

programmes

including

developmentally appropriate cognitive-stimulating interventions matching to the child’s
emerging cognitive abilities, better schooling and nutrition, child protection services and
poverty reduction strategies. Studies can be planned for setting cognitive potential
‘norms’ for rural children in the developing world after standardization of the cognitive
development tests on the normative sample of the rural children. Shaping of indicators for
monitoring the cognitive development would improve the developing countries’ abilities
to set targets, allocate resources, monitor progress, and ensure accountability of early
childhood development programmes.
For meeting the assumption of “culture–reduced” tests and universal applicability of the
psychological constructs; intelligence tests need to be revised and re–standardized to
incorporate developing world’s issues such as poverty–related disadvantages and urban–
rural disparities. The WPPSI–IV normative information is based on a sample
representative of the U.S. English–speaking population of children. To avoid bias,
standardization samples for an IQ test that assumes “universal applicability” must
represent all groups of children, thus, permitting more precise evaluation of the effect of
interest (such as rural residence, household’s income) on variability in performance of the
children (155). Wechsler intelligence scales are based on the premise that a single
underlying construct of intelligence, the general intelligence factor (g), is largely
responsible for an individual’s performance on all mental tasks (9). Genetic and the
psychometric posit of intelligence testing assume that intelligence would not show gains
over time. On the contrary, this view has been questioned by findings showing changes in
intelligence test scores over generations; with each successive generation obtaining
higher scores (Flynn effect). These changes are thought to be related to environmental
factors and have been cited as the rationale for revisions of standard intelligence tests
with updated norms. Robert Sternberg’s (1997) was among the first to defy psychometric
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approach to intelligence testing (10). His triarchic theory characterizes intelligence in
terms of three distinct apparatus rather than a single ability. Conceptualizations of
“multiple” intellectual abilities fits in well with the growing understanding that the
child’s environment is “multilayered” (149).
Studies have indicated that performance on highly g–loaded tasks can be affected through
intervention such as exposure to information and dynamic assessment procedures (131).
Wechsler tests measure intelligence partially through the vehicle of items taught in
school. Hence, more or better schooling could produce the appearance of intelligence
gains over time. Empirical evidence also supports that intellectual performance is
malleable and can be enhanced (131). Data from 73 studies, conducted on the same group
of participants, showed increase in their IQ scores over four decades (150). Effective
interventions are available to reduce the cognitive and social–emotional deficit currently
estimated to affect more than 200 million children under 5 years of age in developing
countries (1). Therefore, Pakistani education system needs reforms for boosting up
cognitive potential and future productivity of children in the country.
Ignoring possible misinterpretation of the cognitive test performance will be unethical.
The empirical evidence suggests that an indicator of the cognitive development, such as
an IQ, developed and standardized in a developed country ought to be compared and
interpreted with caution in a developing country. For the reason that the IQ is constructed
from normative data pertaining to very different kinds of living conditions and
educational systems than in a developed country (5). However, inspite of all the
challenges at hand, operationalization of the available intelligence tests in particular
settings of the developing world is needed in order to shape indicators for monitoring
cognitive development (5).
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Appendices

Appendix A

Names of 40 Rural UCs included in the PhD Research
Union Councils of
Tehsil Gujar Khan
1. Mankiala
Muslim
2. Gungrila
3. Manghot
4. Kaliam Awan
5. Guliyana
6. Guf/ Ghazanabad
7. Chunga Bangial
8. Sui Cheemian
9. Qazian
10. Kuri Dolal
11. Kainat Khalil
12. Punjgaran Kalan
13. Devi
14. Jatli
15. Sukho
16. Mohra Noori
17. Kauntrila
18. Jarmot Kalan
19. Sayed Kasran
20. Raman
21. Jhongal
22. Doltala
23. Karum Ilyas
24. Sahang
25. Mandra
26. Jhang Mehlo
27. Matawa
28. Bhadana
29. Bewal

Union Councils of
Tehsil Kallar Syedan
1. Kanoha
2. Maniada
3. Choa Khalsa
4. Sakote Dobaran
5. Bishandot
6. Samot
7. Kallar Syedan
8. Darkali
9. Nulla Musalmana
10. Sagri
11. Lodhdran
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Appendix B

Map of Rawalpindi District showing 40 UCs included in the research

Source: Sikander S. A Cluster Randomized Trial of a Psychosocial Intervention for
Perinatal Depression in Rural Pakistan. UK: University of Manchester, Manchester;
2009.
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Ethical approval by the Institutional Ethical Review Committee (IERC)
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Appendix F

Ethical approval by the Board of Advanced Studies & Research (BASR)
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Appendix G

Introduction and Consent
Assalam–o–Alaikum: My name is ………………………… and I am working in Health Services
Academy, Islamabad. We are conducting a study about measurement of mental capabilities of 6–
7 years old children resident of rural Rawalpindi. Results of this study will be communicated to
the policy makers of the Federal Government of Pakistan. It is anticipated that recommendations
of this study will result in formulation of strategies for improvement in mental capabilities of the
children in Pakistan. Therefore, we would very much appreciate your child’s participation in this
study.
I will ask questions from your child regarding his/her mental capabilities. All of the answers
given by the child will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shown to any un–authorized
person.Your names will be revealed nowhere. Scientific paper may be written about this study;
however, your names and other personal data collected will not provide any clue to your personal
identity. This study will not cost you any money other than sparing some time. You will not get
money to be part of this study. Can I talk to your child and inform him/her that during the
interview if your child does not want to answer any question, I will go to the next question; or
the child can stop interview at any time. However, we hope that your child will participate in the
study since his/her participation will help in bringing about improvement in mental capabilities
of the current and future children of our country.

If you have questions about the study, we will be happy to respond now. Otherwise, you can
contact Dr. Irum Gilani at contact number: 051– 9255592–4.
If you and your child agree to participate in the study, we would prefer if you sign below or
provide a thumb impression. In case you do not wish to sign but still opt for the interview we
will consider this as your verbal consent.
Yes: –............... Signature/Thumb Impression of the Mother:–………………………………
Yes: – (from the child)...............................................................................
In case of only verbal consent by the mother:–
Name & Signature of the Interviewer: – –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Date of the Interview:–………………………………………………………………………….....
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